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Dedication
On behalf of Elizabeth Township, Lititz Borough and Warwick Township, we would like to
acknowledge all the participants of the IMPACT 2017 update. Your efforts this past year have
been recognized and appreciated by members of this community. Each individual has served a
critical role in providing ideas and insights to benefit our community as a whole. By continuing
to work together we will move forward in new ways and will foster a better appreciation for all
that connects and serves the Lititz region. The cooperation between each and every
stakeholder has made this community a sustainable, livable and working environment for our
generation and those to come. Without the continual dedication of our volunteers, the goals
and objectives outlined in our comprehensive plan would not be possible to achieve. Thank you
for your commitment to this region and your community.
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IMPACT 2017 is a regional plan that involves the three municipalities of Elizabeth
Township, Lititz Borough and Warwick Township. The differing nature, complexity, and
intensity of land use within the boundaries of each municipality will allow for accelerated
implementation in some cases and more moderate paced implementation in others. As
such, Elizabeth Township may extend the implementation of the following IMPACT 2017
goals and strategies to 2022, as they feel necessary.

I.

Overview of Planning Process

IMPACT 2017 captures this region's vision for the next five to ten years and outlines a series of
Strategies, prompting the participating communities to continue to work toward achieving a
shared future. This vision of the future is not influenced by elected officials alone, but has been
shaped through the joint efforts of the volunteer Steering Committee made-up of many of the
region's stakeholders.
The first Strategic Comprehensive Plan for the "Warwick Region" was adopted in 1999 through
the joint efforts of Lititz Borough and Warwick Township; this initial regional plan was
subsequently updated in 2005. Now, in its second update, IMPACT 2017 truly embodies the
footprint of the Warwick School District (an essential planning partner and stakeholder), now
that Elizabeth Township has joined with Lititz Borough and Warwick Township in this planning
effort. Although Elizabeth Township last adopted its own Comprehensive Plan in 2003, it has
long been an essential partner, working with Warwick Township and Lititz Borough on initiatives
of regional importance.
IMPACT 2017 is a unique Strategic Comprehensive Plan in the sense that it draws three, very
different municipalities together with common goals in mind. From the rural landscape of
Elizabeth Township, through the rural, suburban, and village urbanity of Warwick Township, to
the charming vibrancy of Lititz Borough, each community is unique. What they share, however,
are common issues and concerns that are not restricted to municipal boundaries, but affect
each other and the region as a whole. By thinking strategically and planning regionally, the
communities of this region are able to combine resources, manpower and ideas that, pursued
alone, would not otherwise be possible.
Regarding the above-mentioned Steering Committee, over 50 members made-up the committee
with partners ranging from the three municipalities, to the Warwick School District, to primary
employers including all fields of interest (retailers, healthcare providers, agricultural, design,
industry, housing, retirement), to community volunteers and at-large representatives. Steering
Committee meetings were held at various locations around the region, generously hosted by
community partners. The meeting schedule included:








May 17
June 15
July 19
Aug 16
Sept 20
Oct 18
Nov 15

Kickoff
Review of regional census and demographic data
Residential growth
Sustainability issues
Economic development
Infrastructure and transportation
Discussion of five year objectives
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In an effort to provide increased outreach to community residents and to gather feedback, a
Facebook account was created for IMPACT 2017. As well, monthly articles about the planning
process were published in the Lititz Record Express. Meeting minutes and other various
documents were posted on the municipalities' websites as well as the Facebook page.
As the Steering Committee took inventory and analyzed the challenges that lie ahead, particular
goals and strategies came to light. As a regional planning initiative, the Steering Committee’s
vision focused less on individual municipalities and more on how the region can grow, support
itself, and sustain the quality of life enjoyed by its residents. Meanwhile, it is recognized that the
communities and region face substantial hurdles including increased federal and state
regulations, continued maintenance of our infrastructure and community services and the
reduced availability of funding support and grants-in-aid.
While no one can predict, with certainty, what the future holds, through studies on economic
distribution, demographic/census data and various trends, the Steering Committee has
realistically thought about what the region will look like in a few short years. Consequently, each
Steering Committee meeting focused on a new topic, but continued to build upon previous
meetings and discussions. As conversations took place, major themes began to present
themselves. As a result, the Plan is focused in five different categories:






Housing and Development
Built and Natural Infrastructure
Community Services and Quality of Life
Economic Development
Education and Outreach

It is important to note that a sixth category, Sustainability, was originally thought to be its own,
separate category. However, on closer inspection, it became apparent that sustainability has
over-arching influence on all of the above-listed categories. Therefore, threads of sustainability
are woven throughout the fabric of this plan.
Like the rich heritage of planning that is embodied in Elizabeth Township's 2003
Comprehensive Plan and in the 1999 Lititz/Warwick Joint Strategic Comprehensive Plan and its
2005 update, IMPACT 2017 benefits from the cooperative spirit of all three municipalities that
are now joined in this effort. Nor would IMPACT 2017 have been accomplished without the
dedicated service of the members of the Steering Committee. These municipal leaders and
community stakeholders are commended and thanked for their dedication to the task of
planning for this region's preferred future.
With renewed commitment toward preservation of community character, balanced planning and
increased community involvement, the work of continuing to implement that preferred and
shared future is now at-hand!
As we once again update this region’s Joint Strategic Comprehensive Plan (including, as a new
partner, Elizabeth Township), it is important to recall the Goals and Objectives that have been a
hallmark of this Plan Process since its inception in 1999.
To ensure the planning process leads to achievable outcomes and measurable results,
where possible.
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Turn recommendations into actions and provide evidence routinely of plan follow through by
elected officials, appointed officials and community planners



Provide opportunities for the public to commit to the process



Develop strategies and actions, which are real and doable and not ethereal and
philosophical



Develop a planning process which overall maintains or improves the quality of life and the
community’s character



Focus the planning process on regional cooperation and coordination

II.

2017 Goals and Strategies

Based on the above-described planning process, the communities have identified the following
goals (in bold) and strategies to be undertaken within the next five to ten years.
It is important to note that, in undertaking the below strategies, the municipalities and
stakeholders within the region are encouraged to continue to work cooperatively toward
achieving the community’s goals and strategies. The Steering Committee for this Strategic Plan
Update believes that it is important that the cooperation that already exists within this region, by
way of various “Coordinating Committees” should continue.

A. HOUSING/DEVELOPMENT
Development is inevitable as our region continues to grow and evolve. The goal of
this strategic plan is not to restrict or impede this growth and evolution but to inspire
creative and viable approaches to strengthening and maintaining its existing
community fabric. An important factor in the residential outlook is the demographic
constitution of the region which reflects an aging population. Additionally, strategies
will relate to multi-generational living, historic housing stock, and recognition that a
continuum of housing, accommodating the needs of all age groups and economic
strata, is an asset to the community and its diverse economy. These strategies will
strengthen the existing residential and developed fabric of the region.
1. Encourage mixed-use development1 that meets market demands.
a. Evaluate and update zoning ordinances to promote mixed-use
including a mix of retail and dining options, opportunities for
employment, and residential/housing for a wide demographic,
including people of all ages and stages of life
b. Evaluate and update zoning ordinances to promote a mix of housing
by type, price, and tenure2
c. Create incentives, identified by and appropriate to each municipality,
that encourage developers to provide a range of housing types and
price
d. Consider aesthetically pleasing, mixed-use development in
Designated Growth Areas3 by the use of higher-density4 and lowimpact5 development, so that surrounding resources and rural
landscapes will be protected
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2. Continue to strive for increased development densities within
designated growth areas, matching to/coinciding with available
infrastructure.
a. Complete infrastructure capacity analyses within the region (including
but not limited to water, wastewater, transportation, stormwater and
energy)
b. Where supported by infrastructure capacity analyses, encourage
higher-density development within the region’s Designated Growth
Areas that strive for an average density consistent with the County’s
Growth Management Plan (Balance)
c. Encourage accessory housing as a means of enabling increased
density within designated growth areas
3. Encourage reinvestment/redevelopment and remove barriers in the way.
a. Create incentives, identified by and appropriate to each municipality,
for the adaptive re-use of older homes and historic properties
b. Recognize reinvestment/redevelopment as a tool for attracting “empty
nesters” at both ends of the age spectrum
c. Inventory vacant and underutilized buildings and properties
d. Advocate for more-flexible redevelopment building codes, including
the “Existing Building” portion of the Uniform Construction Code
(UCC)
e. Identify, then seek to remove the impediments that frustrate efforts at
reinvestment and redevelopment (including, but not limited to,
education/training, financing, regulatory, and
environmental
concerns)
f. Promote reinvestment/redevelopment to for-profit and not-for-profit
developers, entrepreneurs and investors
g. Consider changes to lot coverage and parking regulations (number of
spaces required, location and sharing of parking, and the use of
public, structured parking) that would incentivize redevelopment and
reinvestment
4. Continue to balance new development activities with natural, historic,
and cultural resource conservation6.
a. Work regionally to protect and prioritize valued natural, historic,
cultural, and passive recreation resources within the region for
conservation purposes
b. Undertake, continue, and/or complete natural, historic, and cultural
resource inventories
c. Prioritize those natural, historic, and cultural resources within the
region for preservation purposes
d. Use incentives and requirements as necessary to protect valued
resources and community character
e. Build a comprehensive historic preservation strategy to improve local
preservation guidelines and standards that meet State/National
mandated requirements and County goals
5. Provide safe and affordable housing opportunities for all those that live
and work in the region, and any future residents.
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a. Encourage infill and redevelopment as two, of many, ways to achieve
housing affordability
b. Encourage accessory housing7 as a means of facilitating affordable
housing
c. Integrate affordable housing within the residential fabric of the region
d. Consider incentivizing affordable housing development activities
through zoning, subdivision/land development ordinances and other
economic incentives
e. Explore opportunities to promote multi-generational8 and non-family9
housing
6. Encourage green10 building techniques within new and existing
developed areas.
a. Create green-building checklists to help homeowners and business
owners understand and incorporate such practices
b. Consider incentives, identified by and appropriate to each
municipality, for the use of green-building and sustainable
construction and practices
7. Explore the use of regional Transferable Development Rights (TDRs)11.
a. Consider a framework in which agricultural, natural, and historic
resources within the region are sending areas12 and existing and/or
planned urbanized lands within the region are receiving areas13
b. Explore the option of utilizing TDRs for historic preservation and
higher density particularly in Lititz Borough
c. Elizabeth and Warwick Township should work together to expand the
scope of Warwick Township’s existing TDR program
8. Promote walkable communities.
a. Consider requiring sidewalks within new community designs,
especially within Urban Growth Areas14
b. Within Urban Growth Areas, consider retrofitting older neighborhoods
with sidewalks, or trail systems in lieu of sidewalks
9. Encourage a high level of property maintenance within the region.
a. Maintain existing structures via property maintenance code
enforcement
b. Maintain rental properties through property inspection programs
c. Prohibit demolition by neglect

B. BUILT AND NATURAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure is typically perceived as physical supporting elements such as
underground pipes and overhead wires; however, within our region, our
infrastructure goes well beyond those traditional elements. Natural infrastructure
includes our watersheds and their associated water courses, the Pennsylvania
Highlands region, our forest land, our agrarian open space, and our wildlife
resources. These features coexist with a variety of important built elements including
utilities, roads, transportation systems, agricultural uses, historic architecture,
sidewalks, and trails. The strategies developed below will retain/maintain, protect,
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preserve, and promote management of these infrastructure components within the
region.
1. Re-examine the location and size of the region's urban growth
boundary, to assess its long-term impact on the region's resources
and infrastructure and to determine the need to reconfigure the
location and/or modify the size of the boundary.
a. Strive to achieve a sustainable growth projection - where development
is in balance with the region's capacity and fiscal ability to provide
adequate schools, infrastructure, utilities, and community services
while maintaining environmental quality and community character
b. Continue to ratchet up the effort for identified opportunity areas and to
identify new areas (e.g., freight station, north side of Main Street, rail
area, Brickerville Village Growth Area15)
c. Continue to work with infrastructure providers to assure that
infrastructure keeps pace with community and economic development
d. The region’s municipalities should review and update their Act 537
Plan
2. To coordinate land use and transportation planning for the safe, efficient,
and convenient movement of people and goods.
a. Coordinate future land use and roadway functions to maximize efficient
use of the region's existing major roads
b. Coordinate existing roadway functions with appropriate design
standards
c. Coordinate future road improvements with projected roadway functions
and adjoining planned land uses
d. Assure that future developments provide for proper access designs and
locations that minimize traffic congestion and safety problems
e. Identify State and Township roads requiring horizontal and vertical
realignment and intersections which could be improved in the region
f. Review and, if necessary, adjust road design or use to minimize traffic
congestion and improve safety
3. Continue to develop and promote alternative and multi-modal
transportation choices.
a. Support continued local and regional trail development, as a low-cost
means of recreation and alternative transportation
b. Bolster the region’s ties to mass transit and intermodal connections
through:
1. linking to nearby employment, shopping, and recreational
opportunities
2. linking to the City of Lancaster and surrounding Boroughs
3. linking to air and rail (both passenger and freight) service
4. the creation of park/ride lots
5. retaining and enhancing bus service on Red Rose Transit
Authority’s (RRTA) Route 10, improving each of RRTA’s bus
stops to a common level of service that encourages the use of
mass transit, and encouraging pay-as-you’re-able fares or
fares that are subsidized by local employers
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6. continuing to build the transportation network with the addition
of intermodal connections: park and ride lots, transit stops,
trails, and bus routes
c. Continue with efforts to eliminate freight rail service east of Route 501
and consequently seek re-use of existing freight station as rail-to-trail
related amenity
d. Continue the implementation and connectivity of human-scale
transportation systems including sidewalks, trails, bikeways, and
greenways
e. Continue to address the transportation needs of a diverse agricultural
economy including the movement of implements from field-to-field and
farm-to-farm and produce to market
f. Continue to address the unique needs of the Amish community’s
mobility
4. Develop a sub-regional transit system.
a. Expand RRTA’s service by creating a sub-regional bus service
serving Brickerville, the region’s employment centers, the region’s
senior living campuses, and the region’s restaurants, retail, and
entertainment destinations (consider this service as a possible offshoot and/or replacement of each retirement community’s bus/van
service)
b. Coordinate with RRTA to help promote transit routes and ridership
and encourage employers to participate in the Susquehanna Regional
Transportation Partnership Programs
5. Reduce traffic congestion in the region's borough and villages
without negatively impacting the transport of goods and services to
and from the region.
a. Continue the work of the Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
and seek to broaden participation to other municipalities that share
common transportation networks - e.g., Manheim and Penn
Townships
b. Implement the Route 772 Relocation Feasibility Study to move study
recommendations forward
6. Continue to maintain existing built infrastructure, coordinating
infrastructure with land use.
a. Continue to assess and maintain the region's infrastructure (including
but not limited to water, wastewater, transportation, stormwater and
energy) through inspection programs and prioritize funding for
improvements in low and moderate income areas
b. Maintain the utilization of on-lot water supply and on-lot sewage disposal
systems throughout Elizabeth Township
c. Encourage cooperation and coordination among providers of public
facilities and services
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d. Consider establishing a regional fund for stormwater management
facilities maintenance
7. Continue to promote the conservation of infrastructure needs, while
promoting the development and use of clean energy within the region.
a. Promote practical means of conserving water and energy, recognizing
the multiple benefits of environmental efficiency and economic
savings
b. Encourage the development and use of solar, geothermal and/or wind
energy by adopting permissive renewable systems ordinances
c. Consider amending Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances
(SALDOs) to require, to the greatest extent possible, orientation of
homes for maximum solar gain, and encourage south-facing roofs
whenever possible
d. Consider encouraging energy audits that could significantly reduce
energy use in the region, while reducing costs
e. Consider developing incentives that encourage and promote “green”
or energy or water-efficient construction (such as LEED- or Energy
Star-certified buildings)
8. Continue to lead the way in green infrastructure and environmental
planning.
a. Continue to strive for full MS416 compliance
b. Continue to expand efforts in natural restoration
c. Promote the preservation17 of woodlands and the expansion of tree
canopy/coverage, particularly along the region’s creeks and streams
d. Encourage the “greening” of large lots held in private, public, and
quasi-public ownership
e. Consider developing a regional Green Infrastructure Plan
f. Simple, low-cost initiatives should be undertaken regarding water
quality, such as a rain-barrel program, low flow toilets, and the like
(possibly involving local business partners)
g. Encourage green roof design and construction through investigating
and proposing economic incentives
h. Consider developing a regional Climate Action Plan, which focuses on
both emissions reductions and climate change adaptation
9. Within urbanized areas of the region, promote parking management and
the development of new parking facilities to support activities related to
live, work, and play.
a. Develop proactive parking management strategies within the region’s
boroughs and villages
b. Encourage shared parking and structured parking facilities
c. Develop better and consistent way-finding signage, directing motorists
to public parking facilities
d. Develop creative solutions for parking during special events (eg:
(Park)ing Day, regional sports tournaments, Second Friday, etc)
10. Plan for the unintended consequences of an aging population.
a. Anticipate that earned income tax revenues will decline if younger
wage-earners/residents are not retained/recruited to the region
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b. Anticipate the effects on the region’s housing stock when the “baby
boomer bubble” recedes and the need for housing for the elderly
begins to decline
11. Continue to implement various community planning and infrastructure
initiatives.
a. Speedwell Forge
1. Collaborate with municipalities, stakeholders, and state
governmental agencies to restore Speedwell Forge damn and
lake including securing financial resources, conducting
baseline studies of stream health, and compliance with Clean
Streams Law
b. Downtown Master Plan for Lititz/Walker Parking Management Study
c. Greenway and Trail Plan for Lititz
1. Relating to Lititz’s portion of the regional Rail Trail system,
collaborate with municipalities, Norfolk Southern, Lancaster
County Economic Development Corporation, and other
stakeholders to eliminate the need for rail service east of
Route 501.
2. Support Lititz Borough’s efforts to acquire, stabilize and
redevelop the former freight station.
3. Finalize the design, secure necessary funding, acquire rights
of way, and implement the Rail Trail improvements
d. Warwick-to-Ephrata Rail Trail
1. Continue efforts at implementing rail trail improvements from
Warwick Township Municipal Campus to downtown Ephrata.
e. Lititz Run Greenway
1. Develop a feasibility study to implement a Greenway from the
Lititz Springs Park to the confluence of the Conestoga River
f. Watershed Plans
g. PA Highlands Initiative
1. Collaborate with other municipalities, counties, Commonwealth
agencies, conservation organization, and others in the
protection and enhancement of a naturally and culturally
diverse region of eastern Pennsylvania known for its value in
defining this region’s excellent air and water quality, wildlife
habitat, and quality of life
h. Sustainable Communities Assessments
12. Promote and strengthen the Lititz Borough Historic District as well
as other historic properties of the region.
a. Understand the location, concentration, and contribution to the cultural
heritage, character and economic development of the region.
b. Complete the regional historic inventory for the region and make it
accessible to the public
c. Prioritize opportunities for government involvement through the
expansion or creation of new historic districts based on known
information, research and criteria regarding the concentration and
historic significance of this region’s resources
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d. Consider municipal ordinance changes that enable the adaptive reuse of historic buildings and structures through increased use
opportunities and modifications to area and bulk requirements
13. Establish formal mechanisms and assistance at the local level to strive
to effectively protect historic and archeological resources.
a. Develop and encourage a nongovernmental historic preservation
advocacy network to provide individual property owners or
organizations with preservation design, technical and/or regulatory
assistance and training
b. Explore the coordination of efforts with other community, County and
Commonwealth historic preservation organizations
c. Consider municipal ordinance changes that enable the adaptive reuse of historic buildings and structures through increased use
opportunities and modifications to area and bulk requirements, and
prevent demolition by neglect
C. COMMUNITY SERVICES AND QUALITY OF LIFE
The fabric of our region is comprised of many physical components and quality of life
aspects that definitively shape who we are. Planning for community gathering places
like libraries, community and recreation centers, and churches represent the physical
manifestations, while planning for police, fire, and emergency response professionals
affects the perceptions of health and welfare directly related to quality of life. These
strategies demand the attention and focus of dedicated efforts so that their continued
support, growth, and long-term vibrancy is maintained. These strategies will focus on
existing uses and services while providing guidance for expansion, maintenance,
and development of new services.
1. Continue to hold biannual meetings with governing bodies and staff of
the Warwick School District and municipalities.
a. Publicize meetings and send out special notices to community
organizations (e.g., library, community center) that might have an
interest or role to play in discussion topics
b. Encourage participation by all community interests and stakeholders
c. Coordinate activities, calendars, cooperation, and volunteer efforts
d. Communicate results/minutes of meetings
2. Continue to explore opportunities for cooperation between the public
works departments and to meet increasing service demands.
a. Support joint purchase agreements with the County Cooperative
and/or between the three municipalities, when cost effective
b. Maintain written agreements for intermunicipal projects when
necessary to ensure responsibilities and liabilities
c. Support cooperative exchanges on an on-going basis between the
three public works departments
3. Continue to improve emergency services and response through
Warwick Emergency Services (WESA).
a. Monitor the work of WESA, striving to match the needs of the
community with the services provided (and the cost of those services)
for the next 5 years and beyond
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b. Continue to reach out to the community with regard to the Hometown
Heroes volunteer recruitment and retention program by actively
recruiting volunteer staffing for the region’s fire and ambulance services
c. Move forward with the hiring of a regional coordinator/director and the
establishment of a Regional Emergency Services Council
4. Plan for the future need of improved police protection.
a. Increase service delivery while maintaining cost containment
b. Provide accountability in measurable outcomes
c. Continue joint efforts between the State Police, Lititz Borough Police
Department (LBPD) and Northern Lancaster County Regional Police
Department (NLCRPD)
5. Continue to support and celebrate activities and events, which express
the region's character and maintain an orientation to family including,
but not limited to, the activities of the Recreation Center, Regional
Recreation Commission, Venture Lititz, Lititz Public Library and the
Manheim Consortium.
a. Continue a regional approach to recreation and provide linkages to
the region’s centers of activities
b. Continue to work with the Warwick Regional Recreation Commission
(WRRC) and assist on moving forward with their goals, as stated in
the Comprehensive Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan
c. Encourage connections to and within Elizabeth Township such as the
PA Highlands and State Gameland areas, connecting Camp Mack,
Speedwell Forge, Segloch Run, Horseshoe Trail, and Middlecreek
d. Continue to financially support the Lititz Public Library, the region’s
library; strive toward municipal contributions equally $5.00 per capita.
e. Continue to support the Lititz recCenter as the region’s activity and
fitness center
6. Maintain a high level of administrative services to keep pace with the
demand of the growing region.
a. Continue to evaluate administrative staff levels and needs to meet the
day-today local government operations
b. Look for cooperative opportunities between the three government
entities that will help to reduce workloads
c. Evaluate regionalizing automated and geographic information
systems (GIS) to better manage and monitor the impacts of growth
and development on the region
d. Continue to explore new ways of utilizing technology to facilitate
routine government functions and project development.
7. Acknowledge the special needs of residents, including: older adults,
with a focus on those who are living in neighborhoods and are not
having their needs met by retirement communities; people with
disabilities; children and youth; and unemployed.
a. Identify the community service, housing, health care, recreation,
transportation, and dietary needs of special groups
b. Anticipate that an aging population likely lessens the ability to staff
volunteer and emergency services
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D. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The concept of economic gardening or cultivation is perhaps the most universal
catalyst of planning. New and expanded business and industry have wide felt
impacts which reach housing, infrastructure, community services, and the economics
of place. This region is fortunate to have several unique industry clusters that
continue to be a focus of and an inspiration for economic development. Vacant and
underutilized properties present development opportunities that can contribute to the
success of local businesses and grow segments of our industrial and agricultural
sectors. Meanwhile redevelopment and infill concepts can bolster our downtown
retail and tourist trades. These strategies focus on enhancing a barrier free economic
growth environment within the region.
1. Continue to promote and strengthen business opportunities in
Downtown Lititz as the central hub and "gathering place" for the
region, while preserving the community character.
a. Continue to build the Main Street model for Downtown Lititz – Venture
Lititz - and set priorities and objectives for the second five years.
b. Build upon the regional Economic Development Committee
c. Standardize pedestrian trail, lighting and signage design features
throughout the region
d. Prioritize main routes into/from the downtown and to/from other
activity areas to improve safety - e.g., lighting, sidewalks, street trees,
etc.
e. Continue to develop a multi-faceted public relations program as the
basis for educating, promoting activities and celebrating
accomplishments in meeting the objectives and strategies for growth
management, tax-base and the economy, infrastructure, environment,
community service, volunteerism, etc.
2. Work with the regional Economic Development Committee (EDC) to
retain existing employers and recruit new businesses to the region.
a. Encourage new, complementary commercial activities on the north
and south sides of Lititz Borough
b. Encourage the retention of existing business, the redevelopment of
outdated and underutilized commercial properties, and creation of
new commercial enterprises
c. Evaluate “gap analysis” data to determine those new business
enterprises that should be recruited to the area; augment this data
with “what would you like to see” surveys of the communities’
stakeholders
d. Plan for and recruit a skilled workforce, sustained by living-wage jobs
3. Develop a tourism plan which maximizes the benefits of tourism while
retaining the region’s community's character.
a. Promote heritage tourism as a tool for economic development,
heritage and natural conservation
b. Study the impact of tourism, both recreational and heritage, on
community character and the local economy. Work to implement
policies that address the opportunities and challenges identified
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c. Assist in implementing the Lancaster County Strategic Tourism
Development Plan
d. Encourage local tourism infrastructure such as trails and greenways,
visitor information, lodging accommodations, parking for buses and
cars, dining options, way-finding signage, hours of operation, and
historic connections
4. Identify and promote economic development opportunities related to an
aging population, allowing some to “age in place18.”
a. Inventory the need for lawn care/property maintenance, home health
and elder care, transportation, and other services needed by the
elderly
b. Promote the entrepreneurial opportunities that exist within the region
to provide services to those who “own too much land to maintain” or
“feel trapped in their homes” due to their advancing age
5. Work with major, local employers to create programs/incentives to
support their employees’ residing locally or, if not, using mass-transit.
a. Study models for such programs already in use in Lancaster County
(LGH and F&M, for example)
b. Identify and work with the region’s major employers to consider
programs/incentives for their employees so that they might live in the
same community in which they work or to promote the use of masstransit if they choose to reside outside of the region
6. Promote economic development opportunities related to green energy
and green jobs.
a. Explore ways of making this region a hub for research and
development
b. Actively seek the implementation of projects that advance green
energy and related job opportunities
7. Expand local agricultural industry/opportunities.
a. Promote fresh, local foods
b. Enhance farmers’ ability to get produce and products to market
c. Encourage cooperative and community/demonstration gardens
d. Review and revise ordinances to allow "small" farm support activities
on residential lots (eg: fruit trees, small livestock)
e. Permit farm occupations and farm-based businesses to supplement
farm income
f. Promote enrollment of farms in Agricultural Security Areas and in the
Clean and Green tax deferral program as ways to provide benefits to
farmers
g. Consider creating a master plan to maintain and enhance the Lititz
Farmers Market.
h. Consider the potential of Act 4 of 2005 (freezes millage on preserved
farms and open space) and its extension to the entire school district.
8. Promote “experiential” business opportunities19, while respecting those
opportunities that currently exist in the region.
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a. Within downtown Lititz, encourage businesses to expand their hours
to meet the needs of their expanding clientele
b. Promote a range of dining, visual and performing arts, and
entertainment opportunities that appeal to different audiences,
including different age groups, families, and individuals, residents and
visitors
9. Support and promote the region’s industry clusters.
a. Agriculture and agricultural support
b. Entertainment/Rock Lititz
c. Healthcare/Retirement
d. Landscaping/Tree Farms
e. Other Industry (electronic, food processing, pharmacy, etc)
f. Tourism
g. Downtown Retail
h. Other federally recognized industry clusters within the region by the
Workforce Investment Board (WIB)
E. EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Successful planning requires collaboration and the taking of responsible ownership,
which grows out of education and outreach. Within our region, there are multiple
organizations, consortiums, committees, and volunteers working to maintain the
reputation and value of our community and its way of life. Variable change occurs
constantly which requires a steady understanding of the goals and the necessary
leadership and labor force to ensure progress is being made. The strategies included
below will continue the efforts made in the community to educate and involve the
region’s stakeholders in the planning process and its outcomes.
1. Provide meaningful outreach to the communities’ stakeholders,
especially targeting the “next” generations.
a. Recognize the accomplishments of the last 5 years and educate on
various aspects of the Strategic Plan moving forward
b. Develop action plans and committees responsible for implementing
these strategies
c. Recruit members for these committees, including a cross section of
the region’s age and demographic spectrum
d. Communicate plans and documents through various sources of media
through print electronic means (newspapers, update websites and
social media, etc)
2. Continue to promote healthy lifestyles.
a. Promote “buy fresh/buy local” initiatives
b. Promote the activities of the Healthy Communities and Healthy Use
Program in cooperation with the Warwick School District.
c. Encourage and expand resident participation in the region’s
recreational activities
3. Recognize and promote affordable housing as an asset of this region.
a. Measure and quantify the range of housing affordability in the region
b. Promote the availability of affordable housing across the economic
spectrum
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c. Continue to create awareness that housing must be affordable and
inclusionary across the range of the region’s socio-economic
demographics
d. Encourage businesses and residents to re-locate to this region, which
will strengthen our diversity
e. Coordinate with other organizations, such as the Lancaster County
Planning Commission, Venture Lititz, Lancaster County Association of
Realtors, etc to promote this region as affordable across economic
spectrums
4. Continue to educate the community on Transferable Development
Rights (TDR’s).
a. Provide educational opportunities to municipalities and stakeholders
of the region on the value of TDRs
b. After the community has gained an understanding of TDRs consider
implementation of regional TDRs
5. Promote the region as a tourist destination for heritage, agricultural and
ecological tourism, while maintaining community character.
a. Identify opportunities that could be developed in regard to tourism
b. Coordination with Lititz Welcome Center, Venture Lititz, PA Dutch
Visitors Bureau to develop those opportunities and increase tourism
within the region
c. Educate the region on the cost benefit of providing tourist
infrastructure
6. Expand the awareness of and efforts at addressing the increasing
socio-economic diversity within the region.
a. Encourage support of local food banks
b. Continue support of new and existing community organizations that
meet the needs of under-served populations
7. Continue to investigate and implement broad partnerships between
municipalities and community organizations.
a. Municipalities should continue to work together to leverage resources
and grants to enable various planning and infrastructure investment
b. Coordinate and cooperate with the Warwick School District
1. Continue to work on common areas of interest: work with the
Schools on coordination /participation on watershed work
throughout the region and extend the effort beyond the Lititz
Run Watershed, enhance life-long learning activities, expand
child care opportunities and after school programs, and focus
on wellness and health awareness for children and youth.
2. Continue to coordinate land development activities with the
School District, so they can be a part of advanced planning for
dealing with the impact on enrollments, bus routes, and trail
locations.
c. Use Warwick Township and Lititz Borough’s Official Map20 as a public
information piece by updating existing features, posting this map on
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municipal websites, tying the map to projected projects, and
encouraging Elizabeth Township to undertake its own Official Map
8. Educate and promote environmental sustainability.
a. Educate the public regarding watershed protection, disposal of
contaminants and solid wastes, and opportunities to reduce noise and
air pollution and work with the public school system towards meeting
this objective
b. Continue to educate rural residents on the proper care and maintenance
of individual on-lot sewage treatment systems
c. Continue to promote local utilization of the available recycling and
household hazardous waste management programs
d. Continue the Lititz Run Watershed Alliance (LRWA) work of the last
12 years. Pull in recommendations of the Susquehanna River Basin
Commission Report
e. Support existing efforts and look for new opportunities to protect the
region's natural environment including, but not limited to floodplains,
wetlands, steep slopes, stream banks, forested areas, agricultural
soils and wildlife habitats
f. Encourage residents to plant native species, edible plants and fruit
trees
g. Provide outreach to the public on the simple steps they can take to be
more energy-efficient in their homes, using as an example Warwick’s
energy success story
h. Provide outreach to the public on the likely local impacts of climate
change
i. Provide outreach to the public on the results of the Warwick Region
Carbon Audit
9. Continue to educate the community regarding the importance of
natural, historic, and cultural preservation.
a. Through a public input process, identify the historic and cultural
resources that are most important to the community
b. Educate residents and business owners about the positive role that
historic, cultural, and natural resources play in the region’s identity
and economy
c. Promote the development or expansion of historic districts
d. Consider new and revised ordinances that prevent the destruction or
insensitive alteration of existing structures and/or historic districts
e. Continue to partner with existing and emerging local and regional
conservation organizations to help preserve the region’s natural,
historic, and cultural resources
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V.

Implementation Plan

The 2017 goals and strategies should be reviewed by each municipality to prioritize strategies
and formulate action plans. The strategies will be divided between three committees, who will
prioritize and work toward completing goals listed in this document. The committees will meet
quarterly and are structured as follows:
Coordinating Committee: Community Services, Education & Outreach
Built & Natural Infrastructure Committee
Housing and Economic Development Committee
In 2017, this plan should be reviewed to evaluate what has been accomplished and what
strategies should continue into the next Comprehensive Strategic Plan. As such, the horizon for
implementation may stretch out over a five to ten year period from 2017 to 2022, as seen fit by
the municipalities involved.

IV.

Glossary of Terms

1

Mixed-use development: Allowing for more than one use in a building, or a set of buildings.
An example of this would be allowing commercial on the bottom floor, and residential above.
2

Tenure: The right by which housing is held, either rental or owner-occupied (Choices, the
Housing Element of the Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan).
3

Designated Growth Area: A designated Growth Area is a region described in a municipal or
multi-municipal plan that is appropriate for future development and includes Lancaster City, a
Borough, or Village as a core. Residential, mixed-use, commercial, industrial, and institutional
development must be permitted or planned for and public infrastructure services are provided or
planned for with sufficient capacity to support the intended density and intensity of development
(as defined in Lancaster County Planning Commission’s Balance document, the Growth
Management Element of the Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan).
4

Higher Density: New residential and commercial development at a density that is higher than
what is typically found in an existing community. Lancaster County Planning Commission
suggests in its growth management plan, Balance, that the average net density of a village
growth areas is 2.5 dwelling units per acre net and 7.5 dwelling units per acre in urban growth.
5

Low impact development: Development that has less impact on the natural environment than
traditional development. This practice emphasizes conservation and use of natural features,
aimed at providing a more sustainable means of protecting water quality.
6

Conservation: The use of natural resources in a sustainable manner.

7

Accessory housing: A secondary dwelling unit which is self-contained and may be attached
or unattached, located on the property of single family home.
8

Multi-generational: Three or more generations living under the same roof.

9

Non-family: A person or persons sharing living quarters with an unrelated person, for example
roommates, or unmarried partners.
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10

Green infrastructure: A strategically planned and managed network of wilderness, parks,
greenways, conservation easements, and working lands with conservation value that supports
native species, maintains natural ecological processes, sustains air and water resources, and
contributes to the health and quality of life. The Green Infrastructure network encompasses a
wide range of landscape elements, including: natural areas- such as wetlands, woodlands,
waterways, and wildlife habitat; public and private conservation lands- such as nature
preserves, wildlife corridors, greenways, and parks; and public and private working lands of
conservation value-such as forests, and ranches. It also incorporates outdoor recreation and
trail networks (greeninfastructure.net, sponsored by the Conservation Fund and USDA Forest
Service).
11

Transferable Development Rights (TDR): is a way to allow the right to develop a property to
move to another property. For example, a farmer can sell the right to develop his farmland to a
developer who is then allowed to build at a higher than usual density in a planned growth area.
The TDR program gives the farmer financial returns without selling his farmland for
development. The public benefits both from the farmer preserving his farmland through the sale
of his development rights and from the developer building more concentrated development in a
planned growth area (The Lancaster County TDR Practitioner’s Handbook).
12

Receiving Areas: The area of land where a developer is sold TDRs for the purpose of
increasing lot coverage is considered a receiving area. Typically this takes place in the campus
industrial zone, or residential area. The developer maintains the right to build more units than
originally permitted due to the received development rights from a sending area. For example in
Warwick Township, the maximum lot coverage within the Campus Industrial zone is 10%;
however, for each transferable development right acquired, an additional 4,000 square feet of
lot coverage is permitted, up to a maximum of 70% coverage.
13

Sending Areas: The area of land where development rights are being “sent” to another area,
often so that the sending area may be preserved or protected.
14

Urban Growth Boundary: an area that is appropriate for future development and includes
Lancaster City or a Borough at its center, developed portions of Townships, and additional lands
suitable to accommodate new development. In combination, these lands should have sufficient
development capacity to meet future land use needs over a 25-year period without constraining
the development market. In order to allow the market to act freely, LCPC advises municipalities
to provide double the projected development acreage for the next ten years when designing
Urban Growth Area Boundaries. Development in Urban Growth Areas should be provided with a
full range of public infrastructure services, including both public sewer and public water service
with sufficient capacity to support the intended density and intensity of development. Residential
development in Urban Growth Areas should occur at an average net density of 7.5 dwellings per
residential acre and non-residential development should occur at intensities which maximize the
use of land and infrastructure. Urban Growth Areas are given official standing by their
incorporation on Future Land Use Maps and through adoption in County and local
comprehensive plans. (as defined in Lancaster County Planning Commission’s Balance
document, the Growth Management Element of the Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan)
15

Village Growth Boundary: an area that is designated as appropriate for future development
and includes a traditional village core, adjacent developed portions of a township, and additional
land to absorb a portion of a township’s future land use needs over a 25-year period while
maintaining village scale, character, and a defined edge. Development in Village Growth Areas
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should be provided with public sewer and/or public water service where appropriate and
feasible. The target net density for residential development in Village Growth Areas is 2.5 units/
acre, on average. Nonresidential development should occur at intensities which are compatible
with the character of the Village. Both residential and non-residential development should be
designed to be compatible with and complement the traditional, pedestrian friendly character of
the village through features such as grid street patterns, sidewalks, buildings pulled to the street
with parking behind, and compatible architectural scale and mass. (as defined in Lancaster
County Planning Commission’s Balance document, the Growth Management Element of the
Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan)
16

MS4: Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System

17

Preservation: Keeping an environmental area protected in its natural state.

18

Aging-in-place: Seniors or elderly living in their own home or residence of their choice while,
as they age, having access to the services or support over time as their needs change.
19

Experiential business opportunities: Opportunities that combine core business with the
enhanced experience of the consumer through arts and entertainment; often related to cultural,
heritage, or resource amenities of a region. This can take form in a range of business
opportunities such as a historic walking tour, a coffee shop that is open later and provides live
music. Larger examples of these opportunities would include the combining of future ‘Rock
Lititz’ with arts, dining, and entertainment amenities, or combining local Bed & Breakfast
accommodations with business opportunities relating to rail/trail and other green infrastructure.
20

Official map: An “official map” is a combined map and ordinance designed to implement the
goals and community vision set forth in the Comprehensive Plan. The official map shows the
locations of planned future public lands and facilities such as transportation, recreational parks
and trails, and open space.

2006-2011

REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY
Lititz Borough and Warwick Township

Building a stronger community, together!

The original Lititz-Warwick Joint Strategic Plan was adopted in December of 1999. In 2005, the first update
was completed. During both phases, the plan contained an action program, outlining special goals to be
completed within the next five years. This report tells you what we have completed as a result of the 20062011 phase.
The second update had four overall initiatives: community service and facilities, physical development,
infrastructure development, and economic development. Overall strategies or action items were listed to meet
the community’s vision of balanced growth, preservation and quality of life, assets, and maintaining the
community identity. During the past five years Lititz Borough, Warwick Township, and the Warwick School
District have worked to implement the plan. Our progress is shown throughout this report as well as what
objectives may want to be considered for the next five years.

Check online for
electronic copies of
forms you may
Working cooperatively always allows Lititz and Warwick to better serve their residents. By
need!

More Efficient Local Government

working together, we can better serve you. The past five years have showcased several joint
initiatives by reducing duplication of services, which in turn saves you money while
getting more accomplished. Here are several initiatives accomplished during these last five years:


Both Lititz and Warwick have updated their websites to be more convenient and allow for easier
access to forms. By posting documents online, thousands of dollars are saved in printing and
distribution costs. Go to www.co.lancaster.pa.us/lititz or www.warwicktownship.org for more
information.


Warwick Emergency Services Alliance (WESA) updated their strategic
plan in 2010. The all-volunteer emergency services model is by far the most
cost-effective way of providing emergency services to our area. Please support
all the hard work your local fire and ambulance providers do to keep you safe!




Warwick Township along with Clay and Penn Townships formed the new Northern Lancaster
County Regional Police Department at the end of 2011.The new Regional Police Department
provides 24 hour service to three municipalities. Improved service and long term cost
efficiency was established.

‘Like’ us on Facebook!

Social media outlets are being established so that you can get
up-to-date information sent straight to Facebook and Twitter.
We strive to make ourselves more available to better serve you in the fastest way possible.

Volunteers from our community, who are passionate about making a difference, are the ones who
truly make this system work. Committees such as the Regional Coordinating, Economic
Development, and Infrastructure Committees for the Joint Strategic Plan, WESA, Warwick
Regional Recreation Commission, and the Lititz Run Watershed Alliance are just a few of these
groups that do behind the scenes work to make our community an excellent place to live! Take
time to thank them for what they do.
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Safety Enhancements
South Central Pennsylvania, including Lititz and Warwick, has been the site of some of
the most rapid development in the nation during the past decade, especially in housing.
But, with excellent planning strategies we were able to slow the rate of growth to a more
manageable level. Farmland and open space preservation, changes in the Urban Growth
Area (UGA) and rezoning are among the approaches.
In 2001, we formed the Warwick Emergency Services Alliance
(WESA) using a Circuit Rider Grant from the Pennsylvania
Department of Community & Economic Development. WESA
is comprised of volunteers from Brickerville, Brunnerville,
Lititz, and Rothsville fire and ambulance services so that the
community can be better served in emergencies.


The Lititz and Northern Lancaster County Regional Police Departments continue to cooperate
with each other to operate more efficiently- providing for a community that is a safe place to
live
 The Borough continues to make “Pedestrian Safety” a priority, providing for in-road lighting
as well as over-head lights at key pedestrian crosswalks. Crosswalk lines are constantly
improved.
 In 2011, the Lititz Borough Police Department became a fully accredited law enforcement
agency under the direction of the Law Enforcement Accreditation Program sponsored by the
Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police in 2008.
 WESA is conducting a fire service level study. Completion of the study
is anticipated in 2012.
 Lititz Borough Police Department
continues with community- based
policing providing for foot patrols in
the downtown shopping areas; a Crime
Prevention Officer; and new in 2012
with the establishment of Event staff to
assist with traffic control at the many
community events held in Lititz


Pictured to the right is Warwick’s new police force, the
Northern Lancaster County Regional Police Department.
Warwick Township, Penn Township and Clay Township
have joined together on this initiative. This resulted in the
reduction of duplicated services, improved the reach and
consistency of the police force and saved thousands of
dollars.

Contact Information for
NLCRPD:

860 Durlach Road
Stevens, PA 17578
717-733-0965

http://nlcrpd.org/
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Transportation Improvements
As gas prices skyrocket, transportation issues could not be of more importance to our communities. Lititz
Borough and Warwick Township have both partnered with PennDOT to bring improvements and
alternative routes, which in turn enhances drivability and reduces congestion. Following is a list of
roadway improvements, at a value of over $6 million, that have been performed throughout our region
since the last Joint Strategic Plan update, and more improvements are on their way.












Rothsville Station & Millway Road Roadway was re
-profiled for improved sight distance at intersection.
Also significant drainage improvements, waterway
construction, pavement repaving and widening,
resurfacing, and installation of new drainage culvert was
completed at Millway Road.
 Performed a Truck Re-route Study for Route 772.
 Bridge improvements on Front Street in Lititz and
Clay Road in Warwick Township to prolong the lifespan
of the bridges.
 Improvements on Route 501 to make Shoppes at
Kissel Village easier to access.
 Resurfacing projects in Lititz, totaling over $400,000
Re-timing of traffic signals completed to make travel along the Route 501 corridor at Millport Road,
Peters Road and Owl Hill Road Intersections more efficient.
Connection of curb and sidewalk along Route 501 to Lititz Borough, linking residential
communities with the downtown.
Traffic signal improvements at Route 501 and Wynfield Drive, 2nd Street and 6th Street along
Broad Street, and Newport Road.
Constructed connector streets, such as the extension of Highlands Drive and 7th Street connection,
to alleviate traffic and improve flow along major road corridors.
Reconstruction of the covered bridge on Log Cabin Road was done in effort with Lancaster County.
In partnership with PennDOT, funding was received to resurface Route 772 through Rothsville.
In 2007, Lititz made several major pedestrian
crosswalk improvements using a Hometown Streets
Grant along Broad and Main Street. The addition of
crossing lights and well defined crossing areas,
provided pedestrians with enhanced downtown
safety.
A traffic signal was installed on Route 772 and
Campus Drive.
Pictured to the right are the Owl Hill Road
improvements, just one example of over 6
million dollars in transportation improvements.
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Transportation Improvements 2006-2011

Alternative modes of transportation are important to you. We
have constructed the Lititz/Warwick Trailway and completed a
feasibility study for a rail-trail from Lititz to Ephrata. Additionally,
Lititz improved its crosswalks, and a textured crosswalk with
solar-powered warning lights was installed along Clay Road at
the Warwick Township Municipal Campus.
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Economic Development

Visit www.lititzpa.com to find out about events and updated
community information!

Promoting economic development is a key factor
in enhancing and diversifying our tax base as well as creating job opportunities. Our plan focuses
on maintaining a vibrant downtown, creating community service opportunities, expanding the
development of industrial areas and preserving the agricultural economy.


Established a Regional Economic Development Committee in an effort to ensure
continued viability. The committee works to recruit and retain business, and encourages
major industry to our region, which means more jobs and more money for the local
economy.



Lititz continually updates downtown market studies and business surveys to better focus
on ways the borough can retain business, market to new business, and also to
determine the appropriate business mix. By coordinating group advertising, retention
outreach, and business planning, Lititz works to keep local businesses thriving.



Completed a Historic Inventory for Elizabeth Township, Lititz Borough and Warwick
Township. The process involved over 10,000 parcels. You can access this interesting
data at the Lititz Public Library.



Warwick Township expanded the Campus Industrial zone into another part of the township. An
expanded area was created just north of Newport Road due to the success of the current program.



Warwick Township created a second classification of commercial development listed as Local
Commercial District. This area was established along the Route 501 corridor from the Lititz line at
Weis Markets to the south at House of His Creation.

Second Friday is the highlight of each month, where the downtown
comes alive with food, music, culture and shopping!
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Economic Development
DOWNTOWN:


Completed the Downtown Master Plan, winning the 2008 Lancaster
County Envision Award.



Enacted the recommendation of a downtown Parking study in
2011 by adding signage in four new locations.



Lititz Farmer’s Market



Lititz, PA

Establish Lititz design guidelines to mirror architectural styles and to
permit innovation in meeting parking needs. Over $60,000 has been
granted to property owners and business owners for their façade
improvements.



Downtown Lititz



Lititz Public Library



Lititz RecCenter



“Like” us on Facebook!



Venture Lititz, the Main Street program, has acquired over $397,000 in grants for the community
while also winning two awards for inter-municipal cooperation through the Lancaster County
Downtown Consortium, the PA Downtown Center’s Townie Award and the Lancaster County
Envision Award.



Completed an audit of the zoning and subdivision ordinances to provide for mixed-use in Lititz,
through form based codes . The New Lititz Ordinance won Lancaster County’s Envision Award
in 2010 and was described by the Awards committee as “enabling preservation by encouraging
appropriate infill development opportunities and urban ‘greening’ initiatives.”
TOURISM:
 Venture Lititz works closely with the Lancaster County Heritage Planning
and PA Dutch Convention and Visitor Bureau to produce guides and market
the Lititz region to visitors, in turn economically benefiting our community.
 In 2006, Lititz undertook a way finding sign project, which now serves as a
model for smaller communities.

The Downtown Lititz Farmers Market
marks its 5th year of bringing fresh,
locally grown food to the
community!

Lititz was National Trust for Historic Preservation’s, “Distinctive Destination’ of 2009!
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Water Resource and Watershed Protection
Watersheds are a vital resource and need to be protected. Here it is a top priority and we work hard to see
progress being made on the protection of our water resources. Perhaps that’s the reason why Warwick
Township and the Lititz Run Watershed Alliance were awarded
the Chesapeake Bay “Conservationist of the Year”. This
recognition highlighted the considerable progress that has been
modeled in the Lititz Run watershed in all areas including the
agricultural, industrial and residential sections. Within the last
five years, Lititz Borough and Warwick Township Municipal
Authority (WTMA) completed a 14.7 million dollar upgrade to
the wastewater treatment plant. This major investment addressed
mandatory objectives established by the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation by EPA and PA Dept. of Protection. WTMA will also
be creating a second well for the Rothsville water system.

2010 ‘Conservationist Of The Year’ award!


In 2011, Lititz was honored by winning a
Smart Growth Leadership Award from the
Lancaster County Planning Commission's
Envision Lancaster Leadership Awards
Program for the Butterfly Acres Aquifer
Restoration Area (pictured on top left). This
2,300-foot-long restored natural area is a
critical groundwater recharge area. Design
and stabilization of the area resulted in soil
enhancement, improved nutrient infiltration
and groundwater filtration, improvement of
water quality and reduction of storm water
runoff, which in turn allows native plants to
thrive and reduce short and long term
maintenance because the area is naturally
able to revitalize itself.

Since 1998, over 5,000 students from schools
in the Warwick region have participated in
LRWA Watershed day, giving students a
chance for a more hands-on education about
their water and environmental resources.

Pictured on the left are volunteers for the
annual stream clean-up day, hosted by the
LRWA, to help clean-up our waterways!
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Lititz Run Watershed Quality
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Recreation and Quality of Life
A well-rounded public recreation system can provide for the region
in countless ways. Government entities working together with the
private recreation sector, civic organizations, and non-profits
provides the best level of service and facilities desired by the
citizens of the region. The quality of life benefits that are provided
by these services and facilities is hard to quantify, but easy to see
why in the last 10 years the region has grown 10% to a population
of 31,052. The greenways/trails, ball fields, open space/parks,
cutting edge facilities and community events have made the region
a must live area in Lancaster County.
The Warwick Regional Recreation Commission (WRRC) was
formed in 2006 and is comprised of Warwick Township, Lititz
Borough, Elizabeth Township, the Warwick School District and the Lititz RecCenter. The mission is to
provide information, knowledge, and enhancement of parks and recreation opportunities for residents of the
Warwick School District.
The WRRC completed their strategic plan in 2010. During a comprehensive evaluation of all facilities
(including Warwick School District, Lititz RecCenter, and Elizabeth Township) there were over 21 new or
renovated recreational facilities constructed within the last 9 years. The total value of these assets was
established at $10,138,295. Through in-house maintenance work, state and community grants, as well as inkind and financial contributions to these projects the actual
savings by the WRRC Partners was significant. With a final net
cost of $5,594,856 we saved close to ½ the projected cost! A
few of these projects include:


Built miles of trails, such as the Lititz/Warwick Trailway,
Municipal Campus trail; and trails for Newport Square and
Heart of Lancaster Hospital were built to provide connections to
more schools, parks, residences, and businesses.
 Rail corridor purchase and feasibility study done for a future
rail trail from Lititz to Ephrata.
 Upgrading old facilities such as Lion’s park, New Street
Park, and Linear Park.
 Improving Warwick and Lititz School Campuses with new play
equipment, open field and sports complexes.
 In Lititz Borough, enhancements were made at the Lititz
Springs Pool and new equipment for the skate park.
For more information go to:
www.gowrrc.com or lititzrec.com
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Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan
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Land Preservation and Growth Management
From 2006-2011 the Lititz-Warwick region experienced much lower growth than in the 2000-2005 period. A
more balanced portion of growth occurred with commercial and industrial increasing in growth over the 20062011 periods. Our agricultural preservation efforts yielded outstanding results. Thirteen farms have been
preserved, totaling over 428 acres, all part of the transferable development rights (TDR) program. Warwick
has the most successful TDR program in Pennsylvania for the most TDRs bought and sold. To preserve
farmland, the TDR program permanently transfers densities and development from prime agricultural land to a
campus industrial area. During this period, the township established a second campus industrial zoning district
area in the northern section of the township.

Warwick Total Housing Building Permits

2000-2005

2006-2011

893

92

In December 2011, the Township recognized three developers for their contribution toward farm
preservation. The Heart of Lancaster Regional Medical Center, R.J. Waters & Associates, and Sechan
Electronics (pictured below) purchased TDRs in order to construct their projects. Through money
generated from TDRs, Warwick Township in partnership with Lancaster County Agriculture Preserve
Board and Lancaster Farmland Trust preserved 17 farms. This example shows balanced growth between
creation of community services, job opportunities, and preservation of farmland.

Three generations of farmers pose in
front of their newly preserved land.
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Agricultural Security and Farmland Preservation

1,350 TOTAL ACRES
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Building a stronger community, together!

Lititz Borough

Warwick Township

7 South Broad Street

315 Clay Road

Lititz, PA 17543

Lititz, PA 17543

717-626-2044

717-626-8900/Fax 717-626-8901

www.co.lancaster.pa/us/lititz

www.warwicktownship.org

Created by Brittany Smith
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1
TOTAL POPULATION, 1990 TO 2010: PENNSYLVANIA, LANCASTER COUNTY,
REGION, AND LEW MUNICIPALITIES

Total Population, 1990, 2000, and 2010
Total
Population
1990
2000
2010
Pennsylvania
11,881,643
12,281,054
12,702,379
Lancaster Co
422,822
470,658
519,445
Region
23,593
28,337
31,038
Elizabeth Twp
3,886
3,691
3,833
Lititz B
9,029
9,369
8,280
Warwick Twp
15,475
17,783
11,622
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

Total Population Change, 1990 to 2010
Total Population
Change
1990 - 2000
2000 - 2010
1990 - 2010
Pennsylvania
399,411
421,325
820,736
Lancaster Co
47,836
48,787
96,623
Region
4,744
2,701
7,445
Elizabeth Twp
142
53
195
Lititz B
749
340
1,089
Warwick Twp
3,853
2,308
6,161
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

2
Percent Population Change, 1990 to 2010
Percent Population
Change
1990 - 2000 2000 - 2010 1990 - 2010
Pennsylvania
3.4
3.4
6.9
Lancaster Co
11.3
10.4
22.9
Region
20.1
9.5
31.6
Elizabeth Twp
3.8
1.4
5.3
Lititz B
9.0
3.8
13.2
Warwick Twp
33.2
14.9
53.0
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

Total Regional Population as a Percent of County Population, 2010
Total
Area
Population
LEW Region
31,038
Remainder of Lancaster County
488,407
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

3
POPULATION GROWTH RATE, 1950 TO 2010: PENNSYLVANIA, LANCASTER COUNTY, REGION, AND LEW MUNICIPALITIES
Total Population by Decade,
1950 to 2010
Lancaster
Lititz Warwick
Year Pennsylvania Co
Region ElizabethTwp B
Twp
1950
10,498,012
234,717 10,005
1,164 5,568
3,273
1960
11,319,366
278,359 12,258
1,555 5,987
4,716
1970
11,793,909
319,693 15,462
1,828 7,072
6,562
1980
11,863,895
362,346 18,182
2,379 7,590
8,213
1990
11,881,643
422,822 23,593
3,691 8,280
11,622
2000
12,281,054
470,658 28,337
3,833 9,029
15,475
2010
12,702,379
519,445 31,038
3,886 9,369
17,783
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000,
1990

4

Percent Change in Population by Decade, 1950 to 2010
Year
Pennsylvania
Lancaster Co
Region
ElizabethTwp Lititz B
1950-1960
7.8
18.6
22.5
33.6
7.5
1960-1970
4.2
14.8
26.1
17.6
18.1
1970-1980
0.6
13.3
17.6
30.1
7.3
1980-1990
0.1
16.7
29.8
55.1
9.1
1990-2000
3.4
11.3
20.1
3.8
9.0
2000-2010
3.4
10.4
9.5
1.4
3.8
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

Warwick
Twp
44.1
39.1
25.2
41.5
33.2
14.9

5
Total Change in Population by Decade, 1950 to 2010
Warwick
Year
Pennsylvania
Lancaster Co
Region
ElizabethTwp Lititz B
Twp
1950-1960
821,354
43,642
2,253
391
419
1,443
1960-1970
474,543
41,334
3,204
273
1,085
1,846
1970-1980
69,986
42,653
2,720
551
518
1,651
1980-1990
17,748
60,476
5,411
1,312
690
3,409
1990-2000
399,411
47,836
4,744
142
749
3,853
2000-2010
421,325
48,787
2,701
53
340
2,308
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

6
Total Change in Population, 1990 to 2010
Year
ElizabethTwp
Lititz B
Warwick Twp
1990-2010
195
1,089
6,161
Source: US Census, 2010, 2000, 1990

7
POPULATION PROJECTION COMPARISON FOR 2010, MEDIAN POPULATION
AGE IN 2000 AND 2010

Measured vs. Projected Total Population, 2010
2010 LCPC
2010 Comp
Total
2010 Census
Projection
Plan
Population
Population
(Choices)
Projection
Elizabeth Twp
3,886
4,386
4,123
Lititz B
9,369
9,483
9,592
Warwick Twp
17,783
18,084
20,095
Sources: LCPC. Choices, Regional Comprehensive Plans

Median Age in Years, 2000 to 2010
Change 2000 Median Age
2000
2010
2010
Pennsylvania
38
40.1
2.1
Lancaster Co
36.1
38.2
2.1
Elizabeth Twp
36
39.5
3.5
Lititz B
39.8
43.1
3.3
Warwick Twp
36.4
40.3
3.9
Sources: US Census Bureau, 2000 & 2010
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POPULATION PYRAMIDS, 2000 AND 2010: LANCASTER COUNTY AND REGION

Lancaster County Population by Age, 2000 and 2010
Age
2000 Male
2000 Female
2000 Total
2010 Male
2010 Female 2010 Total
0 to 4
18,187
17,334
35,521
16,808
15,872
32,680
5 to 9
18,135
17,311
35,446
18,496
17,443
35,939
10 to 14
18,115
17,438
35,553
18,523
17,767
36,290
15 to 19
19,437
18,663
38,100
17,501
16,828
34,329
20 to24
17,443
17,590
35,033
14,488
14,758
29,246
25 to 29
15,689
15,808
31,497
14,107
14,210
28,317
30 to 34
14,544
14,949
29,493
15,201
15,575
30,776
35 to 39
15,295
15,567
30,862
18,104
18,543
36,647
40 to 44
16,219
16,548
32,767
18,539
18,906
37,445
45 to 49
18,500
19,221
37,721
16,584
16,950
33,534
50 to 54
18,579
19,101
37,680
14,163
14,663
28,826
55 to 59
16,374
17,160
33,534
10,909
11,516
22,425
60 to 64
13,725
14,733
28,458
8,709
9,435
18,144
65 to 69
10,295
11,261
21,556
7,817
8,897
16,714
70 to 74
7,644
9,040
16,684
7,076
8,916
15,992
75 to 79
6,411
8,110
14,521
5,874
8,297
14,171
80 to 84
4,935
7,238
12,173
3,811
6,407
10,218
85+
4,309
8,537
12,846
2,744
6,221
8,965
Total
253,836
265,609
519,445
229,454
241,204
470,658
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010
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Regional Population by Age, 2000 and 2010
Age
2000 Male
2000 Female
2000 Total
2010 Male
2010 Female 2010 Total
0 to 4
1,031
901
1,932
981
907
1,888
5 to 9
1,155
1,047
2,202
1,036
1,023
2,059
10 to 14
1,067
1,087
2,154
1,096
1,088
2,184
15 to 19
1,000
856
1,856
1,062
1,033
2,095
20 to 24
643
619
1,262
783
761
1,544
25 to 29
859
899
1,758
851
867
1,718
30 to 34
947
952
1,899
804
860
1,664
35 to 39
1,191
1,254
2,445
981
1,006
1,987
40 to 44
1,184
1,292
2,476
1,046
1,045
2,091
45 to 49
1,077
1,124
2,201
1,218
1,267
2,485
50 to 54
946
948
1,894
1,159
1,272
2,431
55 to 59
650
695
1,345
1,038
1,093
2,131
60 to 64
536
547
1,083
875
977
1,852
65 to 69
455
492
947
594
672
1,266
70 to 74
383
457
840
468
536
1,004
75 to 79
322
452
774
391
499
890
80 to 84
210
408
618
295
424
719
85+
164
487
651
302
728
1,030
Total
13,820
14,517
28,337
14,980
16,058
31,038
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010
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POPULATION PYRAMIDS, 2000 AND 2010: ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP AND LITITZ BOROUGH
Elizabeth Township Population by Age, 2000 and 2010
Age
2000 Male
2000 Female
2000 Total
2010 Male
2010 Female 2010 Total
0 to 4
151
124
275
131
144
275
5 to 9
167
139
306
146
130
276
10 to 14
192
177
369
147
123
270
15 to 19
159
118
277
144
139
283
20 to 24
114
93
207
133
120
253
25 to 29
100
88
188
95
92
187
30 to 34
128
113
241
88
99
187
35 to 39
153
162
315
124
110
234
40 to 44
192
202
394
135
127
262
45 to 49
177
182
359
158
160
318
50 to 54
138
135
273
190
177
367
55 to 59
89
87
176
165
162
327
60 to 64
85
60
145
116
123
239
65 to 69
58
54
112
70
70
140
70 to 74
41
51
92
55
55
110
75 to 79
25
27
52
35
38
73
80 to 84
14
25
39
23
34
57
85+
7
6
13
11
17
28
Total
1,990
1,843
3,833
1,966
1,920
3,886
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010
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14
Lititz Borough Population by Age, 2000 and 2010
Age
2000 Male
2000 Female
2000 Total
2010 Male
2010 Female 2010 Total
0 to 4
294
282
576
304
282
586
5 to 9
280
296
576
241
246
487
10 to 14
301
297
598
261
296
557
15 to 19
271
228
499
260
242
502
20 to24
176
204
380
252
253
505
25 to 29
306
339
645
306
321
627
30 to 34
297
276
573
277
281
558
35 to 39
328
365
693
264
274
538
40 to 44
332
361
693
262
268
530
45 to 49
281
298
579
324
336
660
50 to 54
285
269
554
277
332
609
55 to 59
190
206
396
250
292
542
60 to 64
171
184
355
246
282
528
65 to 69
151
189
340
168
199
367
70 to 74
138
170
308
145
185
330
75 to 79
148
246
394
138
231
369
80 to 84
117
258
375
131
216
347
85+
118
377
495
201
526
727
Total
4,184
4,845
9,029
4,307
5,062
9,369
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010
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POPULATION PYRAMIDS, 2000 AND 2010: WARWICK TOWNSHIP
Warwick Township Population by Age, 2000 and 2010
Age
2000 Male
2000 Female
2000 Total
2010 Male
2010 Female 2010 Total
0 to 4
586
495
1,081
546
481
1,027
5 to 9
708
612
1,320
649
647
1,296
10 to 14
574
613
1,187
688
669
1,357
15 to 19
570
510
1,080
658
652
1,310
20 to24
353
322
675
398
388
786
25 to 29
453
472
925
450
454
904
30 to 34
522
563
1,085
439
480
919
35 to 39
710
727
1,437
593
622
1,215
40 to 44
660
729
1,389
649
650
1,299
45 to 49
619
644
1,263
736
771
1,507
50 to 54
523
544
1,067
692
763
1,455
55 to 59
371
402
773
623
639
1,262
60 to 64
280
303
583
513
572
1,085
65 to 69
246
249
495
356
403
759
70 to 74
204
236
440
268
296
564
75 to 79
149
179
328
218
230
448
80 to 84
79
125
204
141
174
315
85+
39
104
143
90
185
275
Total
7,646
7,829
15,475
8,707
9,076
17,783
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010
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Age Class

Population by Age, Warwick Township, 2000
85+
80 to 84
75 to 79
70 to 74
65 to 69
60 to 64
55 to 59
50 to 54
45 to 49
40 to 44
35 to 39
30 to 34
25 to 29
20 to24
15 to 19
10 to 14
5 to 9
0 to 4

% Female
% Male

6

4

2

0

2

4

Percent of Total Population

6
Source: Census 2000

Age Class

Population by Age, Warwick Township, 2010
85+
80 to 84
75 to 79
70 to 74
65 to 69
60 to 64
55 to 59
50 to 54
45 to 49
40 to 44
35 to 39
30 to 34
25 to 29
20 to 24
15 to 19
10 to 14
5 to 9
0 to 4

% Female
% Male

6

4

2

0

2

Percent of Total Population

4

6
Source: Census 2010
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RACE, 2000 AND 2010: PENNSYLVANIA, LANCASTER COUNTY, REGION, ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP, LITITZ BOROUGH, AND WARWICK TOWNSHIP
Total Population by Race, 2010

Total
Black or
American
Population by
African
Indian and
Race (2010)
White
American
Alaska Native Asian
Pennsylvania
10,406,288
1,377,689
26,843
349,088
Lancaster Co
460,171
19,035
1,195
9,860
Region
29,680
356
49
301
Elizabeth Twp
3,802
23
4
17
Lititz B
8,852
119
17
111
Warwick Twp
17,026
214
28
173
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010.

Native
Hawaiian
and Other
Pacific
Some Other Two or
Islander
Race
More Races Total
3,653
300,983
237,835
12,702,379
164
18,819
10,201
519,445
5
274
373
31,038
0
14
26
3,886
2
112
156
9,369
3
148
191
17,783

Race as a Percent of Total Population, 2010
Race as a
Percent of Total
Black or
American
Population
African
Indian and
(2010)
White
American
Alaska Native Asian
Pennsylvania
81.92
10.85
0.21
Lancaster Co
88.59
3.66
0.23
Region
95.62
1.15
0.16
Elizabeth Twp
97.84
0.59
0.10
Lititz B
94.48
1.27
0.18
Warwick Twp
95.74
1.20
0.16
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010.

2.75
1.90
0.97
0.44
1.18
0.97

Native
Hawaiian
and Other
Pacific
Some Other Two or
Islander
Race
More Races Total
0.03
2.37
1.87
0.03
3.62
1.96
0.02
0.88
1.20
0.00
0.36
0.67
0.02
1.20
1.67
0.02
0.83
1.07

100
100
100
100
100
100
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Percent of Total Population of a Race Other Than White, 2000 2010

Percent of Total Population of a Race
Other Than White
Pennsylvania
Lancaster Co
Region
Elizabeth Twp
Lititz B
Warwick Twp

2000

2010
14.6
8.5
2.6
1.4
2.8
2.8

18.1
11.4
4.4
2.2
5.5
4.3
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ETHNICITY, 2000 AND 2010: PENNSYLVANIA, LANCASTER COUNTY, REGION, ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP, LITITZ BOROUGH, AND WARWICK TOWNSHIP

Total Hispanic/Latino Population, 2000 to 2010
Geography
2000
2010
Total Change
Pennsylvania
394,088
719,660
325,572
Lancaster Co
26,742
44930
18,188
Region
426
891
465
Elizabeth Twp
48
32
-16
Lititz B
137
345
208
Warwick Twp
241
514
273
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010.
Percent of Total Population that is Hispanic/Latino, 2000 to 2010
Geography
2000
2010
Pennsylvania
3.2
5.7
Lancaster Co
5.7
8.6
Region
1.5
2.9
Elizabeth Twp
1.3
0.8
Lititz B
1.5
3.7
Warwick Twp
1.6
2.9
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010.

Percent
Change
82.6
68.0
109.2
-33.3
151.8
113.3
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, 2010: PENNSYLVANIA, LANCASTER COUNTY, REGION, ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP, LITITZ BOROUGH, AND WARWICK TOWNSHIP

Educational
Attainment
Total
population 25
years and over
Less than 9th
grade
9th to 12th
grade, no
diploma
High school
graduate
(includes
equivalency)
Some college,
no degree
Associate's
degree
Bachelor's
degree

Pennsylvania

Lancaster
County

Elizabeth
Township

Region

Lititz
Borough

Warwick
Township

8,558,693

333,043

20,808

2,392

6,572

11,844

338,102

25,161

812

217

214

381

739,122

33,717

1,404

180

484

740

3,236,194

129,298

8,212

1,181

2,628

4,403

1,362,754

48,196

3,335

151

1,177

2,007

624,465

19,209

1,415

126

353

936

1,396,618

51,554

3,708

368

1,081

2,259

169

635

1,118

Graduate or
professional
degree
861,438
25,908
1,922
Source: American Community Survey, 2006-2010, 5-Year Estimates
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Educational
Attainment
No High School
Diploma
High School
Graduate
Some College
or Associate's
Degree
Bachelor's
Degree

Pennsylvania

Lancaster
County

Elizabeth
Township

Region

Lititz
Borough

Warwick
Township

12.6

17.7

10.6

16.6

10.6

9.5

37.8

38.8

39.5

49.4

40.0

37.2

23.2

20.2

22.8

11.6

23.3

24.8

16.3

15.5

17.8

15.4

16.4

19.1

7.1

9.7

9.4

Graduate or
Professional
Degree
10.1
7.8
9.2
Source: American Community Survey, 2006-2010, 5-Year Estimates
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HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMILIES, 2000 AND 2010: PENNSYLVANIA, LANCASTER COUNTY, REGION, ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP, LITITZ BOROUGH, AND WARWICK
TOWNSHIP

Average Household and Family Size, 2010
Lancaster
2010
Pennsylvania
County
Region
Average HH
Size
2.45
2.62
Average
Family Size
3.02
3.13

Elizabeth
Township
2.54

Warwick
Twp

Lititz B

2.82

2.27

2.64

3.17

2.89

3.05

27
Change in Average Household Size, 2000 - 2010
Change in
Average
Lancaster
Household Size
Pennsylvania County
Region
2000
2.48
2.64
2010
2.45
2.62
Change 2000 2010
-0.03
-0.02

Elizabeth
Warwick
Township
Lititz B
Twp
2.62
2.94
2.32
2.75
2.54
2.82
2.27
2.64
-0.08

-0.12

-0.05

-0.11
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Percent of Total Households with Individuals Under 18 Years
Lancaster
Elizabeth
Lititz
Warwick
Year
Pennsylvania
County
Region
Township
Borough
Township
2000
32.6
35.9
37.3
41.5
30.7
40.7
2010
29.9
32.5
33.1
35.7
27.3
36

Percent of Total Households with Individuals 65 Years and Over
Lancaster
Elizabeth
Lititz
Warwick
Year
Pennsylvania
County
Region
Township
Borough
Township
2000
27.8
24.6
22.5
16
31
18.2
2010
27.9
27.3
27.0
20.3
34.3
24
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MONTHLY HOUSING COSTS
Median Monthly Housing Costs by Tenure in 2010
Tenure and Mortgage
Status

Elizabeth
Twp

Lancaster Co

Lititz B

Warwick Twp

Renter Occupied Housing
Units

$789

$731

$826

$1,068

Owner Occupied Housing
Units with a Mortgage

$1,438

$1,441

$1,440

$1,444

$480

$467

$497

$514

Owner Occupied Housing
Units without a Mortgage
Source: 2006-2010 ACS

$1,444

$514

$497

$200

$467

$400

$480

$600

$731

$800

$826

$1,000

$1,068

$1,200

$1,440

$1,438

$1,400

$1,441

$1,600

$789

Median Monthly Housing Costs

Median Monthly Housing Costs by Tenure,
2010

$0
Renter Occupied
Housing Units
Lancaster Co

Elizabeth Twp

Owner Occupied
Owner Occupied
Housing Units with a
Housing Units
Mortgage
without a Mortgage
Lititz B

Warwick Twp

Source: 2006-2010
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MONTHLY HOUSING COSTS

Renter-Occupied Housing Units by Gross Rent in 2010
Gross Rent
Lancaster Co
Region
Less than $299
$300 to $499
$500 to $749
$750 to $999
$1,000 to $1,499
$1,500 or more
Source: 2006-2010 ACS

3.1
9.0
32.6
30.6
19.3
5.3

Elizabeth Twp
0.4
2.4
31.1
29.8
31.4
4.8

Warwick Twp

Lititz B

0.0
17.1
34.7
32.6
15.5
0.0

0.8
2.2
35.1
39.1
19.9
2.9

Renter-Occupied Housing Units by Gross Rent,
2010
Warwick Twp 0.0
Lititz B

2.2

Elizabeth Twp

2.4

Lancaster Co

3.1
0%

31.4

29.8

31.1

30.6

32.6
20%

40%

15.5

32.6

34.7

9.0

19.9

39.1

35.1

17.1

Region

8.5

50.8

16.1

24.7

60%

Less than $299

$300 to $499

$500 to $749

$750 to $999

19.3
80%

2.9
0.0
4.8
5.3
100%

Source: 2006-2010
ACS 5-Year Estimates

0.0
0.0
24.7
16.1
50.8
8.5
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HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE (RENTER/OWNER OCCUPIED), 2000 and 2010
Housing Units by Tenure (Renter/Owner Occupied), 2010
2010
PA
Lancaster Co.
Region
Lititz B
Elizabeth Twp
Total Housing Units
5,567,315
202,952
12,475
1,413
Total Occupied units
5,018,904
193,602
12,055
1,377
Total Owner
132,703
1,173
Occupied
3,491,722
8,762
Total Renter
1,527,182
3,293
Occupied
60,899
204
Owner Occupied
69.6
68.5
72.7
85.2
Renter Occupied
30.4
31.5
27.3
14.8
Source: US Census, 2010

Housing Tenure (Renter- or Owner-Occupied), 2010
Warwick Twp

76.7

Lititz B

23.3

61.6

38.4

Elizabeth Twp

85.2

Region

14.8

72.7

27.3

Lancaster Co.

68.5

31.5

PA

69.6

30.4

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Percent of Total Occupied Housing Units
Owner Occupied

Renter Occupied

Source: US Census 2010

100%

Warwick Twp
4,125
6,937
3,970
6,708
2,447

5,142

1,523
61.6
38.4

1,566
76.7
23.3
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HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE (RENTER/OWNER OCCUPIED), 2000 and 2010
Housing Units by Tenure (Renter/Owner Occupied), 2000
Lititz B
Elizabeth Twp
Region
Lancaster Co.
PA
2000
1,334
10,868
179,990
5,249,750
Total Housing Units
1,303
10,603
172,560
4,777,003
Total Occupied units
Total Owner
1,129
8,241
122,208
3,406,337
Occupied
Total Renter
174
2,362
50,352
1,370,666
Occupied
86.6
77.7
70.8
71.3
Owner Occupied
13.4
22.3
29.2
28.7
Renter Occupied
Source: US Census, 2000

Housing Tenure (Renter- or Owner-Occupied), 2000
Warwick Twp

85.2

Lititz B

63.5

14.8
36.5

Elizabeth Twp

86.6

Region

77.7

13.4
22.3

Lancaster Co.

70.8

29.2

PA

71.3

28.7

0%

20%

Owner Occupied

40%
60%
80%
Percent of Total Occupied Housing Units
Renter Occupied

Source: US Census 2000

100%

Warwick Twp
5,707
3,827
5,568
3,732
2,370

4,742

1,362
63.5
36.5

826
85.2
14.8
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HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE (RENTER/OWNER OCCUPIED), 2000 and 2010

Percent Change in Housing Units by Tenure, 2000-2010
Percent Change 2000 2010
PA
Lancaster Co. Region
Total Housing Units
6.0
12.8
Total Owner Occupied
2.5
8.6
Total Renter Occupied
11.4
20.9
Source: US Census, 2000 and 2010

Elizabeth Twp
Lititz B
14.8
5.9
6.3
3.9
39.4
17.2

Percent Change in Total Occupied Housing Units by
Tenure, 2000 to 2010

Percent Change in Total Housing Units, 2000 to 2010
25
100

20

21.6

15
14.8
12.8

10
5

7.8
6.0

5.9

0
Pennsylvania Lancaster
County

Region

Elizabeth
Township

Lititz
Borough

Warwick
Township

Source: US Census
2000 and 2010

Percent Change in Housing Units

Percent Change in Total Housing Units

Warwick Twp
21.6
7.8
3.2
8.4
11.8
89.6

90
89.6

80
70
60
50
40
39.4

30
20
10
0

2.5

8.6

20.9

11.4

Pennsylvania Lancaster
County
Total Owner Occupied

6.3
Region

3.9

17.2

Elizabeth
Township

Total Renter Occupied

3.2

8.4
11.8

Lititz
Borough

Warwick
Township

Source: US Census 2000 and 2010
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HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE (RENTER/OWNER OCCUPIED), 2000 and 2010

Change in Total Occupied Housing Units by Tenure, 2000 - 2010
Percent of Total
Growth in Occupied
Housing Units

PA

Percent Owner
Occupied
Percent Renter
Occupied
Source: US Census, 2000 and 2010

Lancaster Co.

Region

Elizabeth Twp

Lititz B

Warwick Twp

35.3

49.9

35.9

59.5

32.4

35.1

64.7

50.1

64.1

40.5

67.6

64.9
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MEDIAN HOME SALE PRICE, 2007 TO 2011

Median Home Sale Price, 2007 to 2011
Year
Lancaster Co
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Source: LCAR MLS

Elizabeth Twp

$175,125
$172,950
$169,900
$172,000
$162,300

Lititz B

$209,000
$210,000
$198,500
$196,450
$190,000

Warwick Twp

$167,900
$165,250
$164,950
$158,640
$150,450

$185,000
$199,900
$194,950
$184,900
$178,750

Median Home Sale Price, 2007 to 2011
$215,000
$205,000
$195,000
Lancaster Co

$185,000

Elizabeth Twp
Lititz B

$175,000

Warwick Twp
$165,000
$155,000
$145,000
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Source: LCAR MLS
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HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE (RENTAL/OWNER OCCUPIED) AND OCCUPANCY IN 2010
Housing Units by Tenure and Occupancy Status in 2010
Housing Units by Tenure
and Occupancy Status

PA

Total Housing Units
Total Occupied units
Total Owner Occupied
Total Renter Occupied
% Owner Occupied
% Renter Occupied
Source: Census 2010

Lancaster Co
5,567,315
5,018,904
3,491,722
1,527,182
69.6
30.4

Region

202,952
193,602
132,703
60,899
68.5
31.5

Elizabeth Twp
12,475
12,055
8,762
3,293
72.7
27.3

Lititz B

1,413
1,377
1,173
204
85.2
14.8

Renter and Owner Occupied Housing Units in 2010
Percent of Total Occupied Housing Units

100%
90%
80%

14.8
30.4

31.5

27.3

69.6

68.5

72.7

PA

Lancaster Co

Region

23.3
38.4

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

85.2

76.7
61.6

20%
10%
0%

% Owner Occupied

Elizabeth
Twp

Lititz B

% Renter Occupied

Warwick
Twp

Source: Census 2010

Warwick Twp
4,125
3,970
2,447
1,523
61.6
38.4

6,937
6,708
5,142
1,566
76.7
23.3
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HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE (RENTAL/OWNER OCCUPIED) AND OCCUPANCY IN 2010
Housing Units by Tenure and Occupancy Status in 2000
Housing Units by Tenure
and Occupancy Status

PA

Lancaster Co

Total Housing Units
Total Occupied units
Total Owner Occupied
Total Renter Occupied
% Owner Occupied
% Renter Occupied
Source: Census 2000

5,249,750
4,777,003
3,406,337
1,370,666
71.3
28.7

Region

179,990
172,560
122,208
50,352
70.8
29.2

Elizabeth Twp
10,868
10,603
8,241
2,362
77.7
22.3

Lititz B

1,334
1,303
1,129
174
86.6
13.4

Renter and Owner Occupied Housing Units in 2000
100%
90%
80%

28.7

29.2

71.3

70.8

PA

Lancaster Co

22.3

13.4

14.8
36.5

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

77.7

86.6

85.2
63.5

20%
10%
0%
Region

% Owner Occupied

Elizabeth Twp

Lititz B

% Renter Occupied

Warwick Twp
Source: Census 2010

Warwick Twp
3,827
3,732
2,370
1,362
63.5
36.5

5,707
5,568
4,742
826
85.2
14.8
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HOUSING VACANCY RATES BY TENURE IN 2000 AND 2010

Housing Vacancy Rates by Tenure, 2010
United States
2010
PA
Homeowner Vacancy
Rate
2.4
Rental Vacancy Rate
9.2
Source: US Census 2010

Lancaster Co
1.8
8.1

1.4
5.3

Elizabeth Twp
0.8
1.9

Lititz B

Warwick Twp
1.2
3.2

1
3.8

Definitions
Homeowner Vacancy Rate—The homeowner vacancy rate is the proportion of the homeowner inventory that is vacant “for sale.” It is computed by dividing the
number of vacant units “for sale only” by the sum of the owner-occupied units, vacant units that are “for sale only,” and vacant units that have been sold but
not yet occupied, and then multiplying by 100. This measure is rounded to the nearest tenth.
Rental Vacancy Rate—The rental vacancy rate is the proportion of the rental inventory that is vacant “for rent.” It is computed by dividing the number of vacant
units “for rent” by the sum of the renter-occupied units, vacant units that are “for rent,” and vacant units that have been rented but not yet occupied, and then
multiplying by 100. This measure is rounded to the nearest tenth.
Source: US Census 2000 and 2010
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HOUSING VACANCY RATES BY TENURE IN 2000 AND 2010

Housing Vacancy Rates by Tenure, 2010
9.2

9

8.1

8
7
6

4

0
United States

PA

Lancaster Co

Homeowner Vacancy Rate

Elizabeth
Twp

Rental Vacancy Rate

Lititz B

1

1.2

1.9

0.8

1.4

1

1.8

2

3.2

3

3.8

5.3

5

2.4

Percent of Housing Units by Tenure

10

Warwick Twp
Source: US Census
2010

What is a normal vacancy rate?
There is on-going debate surrounding methods used for the determination of normal or healthy housing vacancy rates. Typically a rental vacancy rate between
of 5 and 6 percent is considered to be normal or healthy, while an owner-occupied vacancy rate of between 1.5 and 2 percent is considered to be normal or
healthy. However, vacancy rates have been known to fluctuate over time based on a variety of economic factors and conditions, housing stock and price levels,
and population variables such as population mobility. Source: Belsky, Eric S. “Rental Vacancy Rates: A Policy Primer.” Housing Policy Debate. Vol. 3, Issue 3, 1992.
Pg 793-813.
Online: www.knowledgeplex.org/kp/text_document_summary/scholarly_
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HOUSING VACANCY RATES BY TENURE IN 2000 AND 2010

Housing Vacancy Rates by Tenure, 2000
2000
United States
PA
Homeowner Vacancy
Rate
1.7
Rental Vacancy Rate
6.8
Source: US Census 2000

Lancaster Co
1.6
7.2

1.4
4.9

Elizabeth Twp
0.7
3.3

Lititz B

Warwick Twp
0.9
2.4

0.9
2.9

Definitions
Homeowner Vacancy Rate—The homeowner vacancy rate is the proportion of the homeowner inventory that is vacant “for sale.” It is computed by dividing the
number of vacant units “for sale only” by the sum of the owner-occupied units, vacant units that are “for sale only,” and vacant units that have been sold but
not yet occupied, and then multiplying by 100. This measure is rounded to the nearest tenth.
Rental Vacancy Rate—The rental vacancy rate is the proportion of the rental inventory that is vacant “for rent.” It is computed by dividing the number of vacant
units “for rent” by the sum of the renter-occupied units, vacant units that are “for rent,” and vacant units that have been rented but not yet occupied, and then
multiplying by 100. This measure is rounded to the nearest tenth.
Source: US Census 2000 and 2010
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HOUSING VACANCY RATES BY TENURE IN 2000 AND 2010

Housing Vacancy Rates by Tenure, 2000
9
8

6.8

7.2

7
6

4.9

5
4

PA

Lancaster Co

Homeowner Vacancy Rate

Elizabeth
Twp

Rental Vacancy Rate

Lititz B

0.9

0
United States

2.4
0.9

0.7

1.4

1

1.6

2

2.9

3.3

3

1.7

Percent of Housing Units by Tenure

10

Warwick Twp

Source: US Census 2000

What is a normal vacancy rate?
There is on-going debate surrounding methods used for the determination of normal or healthy housing vacancy rates. Typically a rental vacancy rate between
of 5 and 6 percent is considered to be normal or healthy, while an owner-occupied vacancy rate of between 1.5 and 2 percent is considered to be normal or
healthy. However, vacancy rates have been known to fluctuate over time based on a variety of economic factors and conditions, housing stock and price levels,
and population variables such as population mobility. Source: Belsky, Eric S. “Rental Vacancy Rates: A Policy Primer.” Housing Policy Debate. Vol. 3, Issue 3, 1992.
Pg 793-813.
Online: www.knowledgeplex.org/kp/text_document_summary/scholarly_
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HOUSING UNITS BY TYPE (UNITS IN STRUCTURE) IN 2011

Total Housing Units by Type in 2011
Units in Structure
1-unit, detached
1-unit, attached
2 units
3+ units

Lancaster
County

PA

Region

Elizabeth Twp

Lititz B

Warwick Twp

3,193,003
1,010,383
274,531
863,969

116,238
38,564
7,684
29,875

7,477
2,587
439
1,161

1,258
16
68
41

1,789
1,165
238
727

4,430
1,406
133
393

246,557

8,633

340

24

29

287

Mobile Homes, Boats,
RVs, Vans, etc.
Source: Claritas, 2011

Housing Units by Type in Lancaster County in 2011
4.3%

1-unit, detached

14.9%

1-unit, attached
3.8%

2 units
57.8%

19.2%

3+ units
Mobile Homes, Boats,
RVs, Vans, etc.

Source: Claritas 2011
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HOUSING UNITS BY TYPE (UNITS IN STRUCTURE) IN 2011

Housing Units by Type in Elizabeth Township in 2011
2.9%
1.1%

0.7%

1.7%

Housing Units by Type in Lititz Borough in 2011
1-unit, detached

1-unit, detached

4.8%

18.4%
1-unit, attached

1-unit, attached

2 units

2 units

6.0%

3+ units

45.3%

Mobile Homes, Boats,
RVs, Vans, etc.

3+ units
Mobile Homes, Boats,
RVs, Vans, etc.

89.4%
29.5%
Source: Claritas 2011

Source: Claritas 2011

Housing Units by Type in Warwick Twp in 2011
2.0%

5.9%

4.3%

1-unit, detached
1-unit, attached
2 units

21.1%

3+ units
66.6%

Mobile Homes, Boats,
RVs, Vans, etc.

Source: Claritas 2011
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AGE OF HOUSING STOCK IN 2011
Year of Construction for Housing Units in 2011
Lancaster Co Region
PA
Year Built
23,844
488,935
2000 or Later
57,189
1,048,670
1980 to 1999
45,074
1,269,589
1960 to 1979
29,317
1,226,777
1940 to 1959
45,570
1,554,472
1939 or Earlier
Source: Claritas 2011

Estimated Median Year of Construction for Housing Units in 2011
Lancaster Co
PA
Year
Estimated Median Year of
Construction
Source: Claritas 2011

1960

1973

1,357
4,753
2,369
1,369
2,156

Region
1980

Lititz B
Elizabeth Twp
80
653
305
152
217

Elizabeth Twp
1981

1,357, 11.3%
2,156, 18.0%
2000 or Later
1980 to 1999
1960 to 1979
1940 to 1959
4,753, 39.6%

Warwick Twp

Lititz B

Year of Construction for Housing Units in the Region
in 2011

1,369, 11.4%

224
930
869
633
1,292

1939 or Earlier

2,369, 19.7%
Source: Claritas 2011

Warwick Twp
1,053
3,170
1,195
584
647

1961

1987
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GROUP QUARTERS POPULATION IN 2010
Total Population Residing in Group Quarters, 2010
Total Population
PA
Lancaster Co
Region
426,113
In Group Quarters
12,638
Institutionalized
197,112
5,497
Noninstitutionalized
229,001
7,141
Source: US Census 2010

Elizabeth Twp
441
391
50

Lititz B
0
0
0

Percent of Total Population Residing in Group Quarters, 2010
Lititz B
Elizabeth Twp
Region
PA Lancaster Co
Percent of Total Population
0
2.4
1.4
3.4
In Group Quarters
0
1.3
1.1
1.6
Institutionalized
0
0.2
1.4
1.8
Noninstitutionalized
Source: US Census 2010

Group Quarters Population as a Percent of Total
Population

Group Quarters Population in 2010
4.5
4.0
0.4

3.5
3.0
2.5

1.8

2.0

1.4

1.5
1.0
0.5

1.6

1.1

3.5

0.2

0.1

1.3
0.4

0

0.0
PA

Lancaster Co
Institutionalized

Region

Elizabeth
Twp

Noninstitutionalized

Lititz B

Warwick
Twp

Warwick Twp
363
78
326
65
37
13

Warwick Twp
0.4
3.9
0.4
3.5
0.4
0.1
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HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION: CHILDREN OF HOUSEHOLDER IN 2000 AND 2010

Children Under 18 Years as a Percent of Total Persons in Households
Year
PA
Lancaster Co
Region
2000
22.4
2010
20.3
Source: US Census, 2000 and 2010

Elizabeth Twp

25.7
23.4

25.9
23.3

Lititz B

28.0
24.1

24.7

27.1
20.4

Elizabeth
Twp

22.7

24.1

28.0
23.3

25.9

Region

20.3

20.0

25.7

25.0

23.4

30.0

22.4

Children Under 18 Years as a Percent of Total Persons
in Househols

Chidlren of Householder Under 18 Years as a Percent
of Total Persons in Households in 2000 and 2010

15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
PA

Lancaster Co
2000

2010

Lititz B

Warwick
Twp

Warwick Twp
22.7
20.4

27.1
24.7
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HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION: CHILDREN OF HOUSEHOLDER IN 2000 AND 2010

Children Over 18 Years as a Percent of Total Persons in Households
Year
PA
Lancaster Co
2000
7.6
2010
8.4
Source: US Census, 2000 and 2010

Region

Elizabeth Twp

6.5
7.7

5.9
7.0

6.9
8.6

30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0

6.9

6.0

6.5

5.2

8.6

6.9

7.0

5.9

7.7

6.5

5.0

8.4

10.0

7.6

Children Over 18 Years as a Percent of Total Persons
in Househols

Children of Householder Over 18 Years as a Percent
of Total Persons in Households in 2000 and 2010

0.0
PA

Lancaster Co
2000

2010

Region

Elizabeth
Twp

Lititz B

Warwick
Twp

Source: US Census, 2000 and 2010

Lititz B

Warwick Twp
5.2
6.5

6.0
6.9
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HOUSING COST BURDEN*

Housing Cost Burden in Occupied Housing Units in 2010 *
Percent of Housing Units
by Tenure/Mortgage
Status

Lancaster Co

Region

Elizabeth Twp

Lititz B

Warwick Twp

Renter-Occupied
Housing Units

48.7

50.0

43.0

60.3

37.3

Housing Units with a
Mortgage

33.0

26.5

29.9

29.2

24.8

Housing Units without a
Mortgage
Total Housing Units

15.2
32.8

15.6
29.6

15.2
28.6

11.1
37.3

18.3
25.4

Percent of Housing Units Experiencing Housing Cost
Burden in 2010
70.0

60.3

60.0

0.0
Lancaster Co

Region

Elizabeth Twp

Renter-Occupied Housing Units
Housing Units without a Mortgage

Lititz B

24.8

18.3

37.3
11.1

15.2

29.2

29.9
15.6

15.2

20.0
10.0

43.0

50.0
26.5

30.0

33.0

40.0

48.7

Percent of

50.0

Warwick Twp

Housing Units with a Mortgage
Source: US Census, 2010

* A household is considered to be "housing cost burdened" if monthly housing costs exceed 30% of monthly household income. Percentages represent the
percent of total housing units for which housing cost burden could be calculated.
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HOUSING COST BURDEN*

Percent of Occupied Housing Units by Housing Cost
Burden Status*
Housing Units

Percent of Housing Units

With Cost Burden
Without Cost Burden
Source: Census 2010

29.6
70.4

Housing Units by Housing Cost Burden Status in 2010

29.6%
With Cost Burden
Without Cost Burden
70.4%

Source: US Census, 2010

* A household is considered to be "housing cost burdened" if monthly housing costs exceed 30% of monthly household income. Percentages represent the
percent of total housing units for which housing cost burden could be calculated.
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HOUSING COSTS VS. HOUSING INCOME IN 2010

Households Earning
Less than $15,000
Housing Units Costing
Under $500/Month
Souce: Census 2010

Elizabeth Twp

Region

Lancaster Co

Total

16,829

658

40

321

297

7,691

180

43

72

65

Total Housing Units Costing Under $500/Month and
Households Earning Under $15,000 in 2010
700
600

658

500
400
300

321

297

200
100

180
40

0
Region

Warwick Twp

Lititz B

43

Elizabeth Twp

72
Lititz B

65
Warwick Twp

Households Earning Less than $15,000
Housing Units Costing Under $500/Month

Source: US Census, 2010

Demographic and Income Profile
Elizabeth township
Elizabeth township, PA (4207123008)
Geography: County Subdivision
Summary

IMPACT 2017

Census 2010

2012

2017

Population

3,886

3,858

3,851

Households

1,377

1,367

1,369

Families

1,106

1,094

1,088

2.82

2.82

2.81

1,173

1,147

1,155

Average Household Size
Owner Occupied Housing Units
Renter Occupied Housing Units

204

220

214

39.5

40.0

40.3

Area
-0.04%

State
0.30%

National
0.68%

0.03%
-0.11%

0.38%
0.22%

0.74%
0.72%

0.14%
3.86%

0.56%
3.07%

0.91%
2.55%

Median Age
Trends: 2012 - 2017 Annual Rate
Population
Households
Families
Owner HHs
Median Household Income

2012
Households by Income

2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

51

3.7%

44

3.2%

$15,000 - $24,999

160

11.7%

106

7.7%

$25,000 - $34,999

114

8.3%

74

5.4%

$35,000 - $49,999

221

16.2%

180

13.1%

$50,000 - $74,999

341

24.9%

334

24.4%

$75,000 - $99,999

213

15.6%

302

22.1%

$100,000 - $149,999

240

17.6%

294

21.5%

$150,000 - $199,999

23

1.7%

30

2.2%

4

0.3%

5

0.4%

<$15,000

$200,000+
Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Per Capita Income

$57,426
$66,963
$23,727
Census 2010

Population by Age

$69,395
$75,553
$26,859
2012

2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

0-4

275

7.1%

271

7.0%

270

7.0%

5-9

276

7.1%

272

7.1%

270

7.0%

10 - 14

270

6.9%

263

6.8%

265

6.9%

15 - 19

283

7.3%

269

7.0%

257

6.7%

20 - 24

253

6.5%

256

6.6%

234

6.1%

25 - 34

374

9.6%

377

9.8%

379

9.8%

35 - 44

496

12.8%

480

12.4%

469

12.2%

45 - 54

685

17.6%

659

17.1%

609

15.8%

55 - 64

566

14.6%

587

15.2%

613

15.9%

65 - 74

250

6.4%

266

6.9%

319

8.3%

75 - 84

130

3.3%

129

3.3%

136

3.5%

28

0.7%

29

0.8%

30

85+

Census 2010
Race and Ethnicity

2012

0.8%
2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

White Alone

3,802

97.8%

3,769

97.7%

3,744

97.2%

Black Alone

23

0.6%

25

0.6%

30

0.8%

4

0.1%

4

0.1%

5

0.1%

17

0.4%

17

0.4%

19

0.5%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

Some Other Race Alone

14

0.4%

15

0.4%

19

0.5%

Two or More Races

26

0.7%

28

0.7%

34

0.9%

Hispanic Origin (Any Race)

32

0.8%

34

0.9%

43

1.1%

American Indian Alone
Asian Alone
Pacific Islander Alone

Data Note: Income is expressed in current dollars.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2012 and 2017.

January 30, 2013
Made with Esri Business Analyst
©2013 Esri

www.esri.com/ba

800-447-9778

Try it Now!
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Demographic and Income Profile
Elizabeth township
Elizabeth township, PA (4207123008)
Geography: County Subdivision

IMPACT 2017

Trends 2012-2017

Annual Rate (in percent)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1

Area
State
USA

0.5
0
Population

Households

Families

Owner HHs

Median HH Income

Population by Age
16
14

Percent

12
10
8
6
4

2012
2017

2
0

0-4

5-9

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-34

45-54

55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

2012 Population by Race

2012 Household Income
$35K - $49K
16.2%

35-44

$25K - $34K
8.3%

90
80

$15K - $24K
11.7%

70

$150K - $199K
1.7%

$50K - $74K
24.9%

Percent

60

<$15K
3.7%
$200K+
0.3%

50
40
30
20

$100K - $149K
17.6%

10
0

$75K - $99K
15.6%

White

Black

Am. Ind.

Asian

Pacific

Other

Two+

2012 Percent Hispanic Origin: 0.9%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2012 and 2017.

January 30, 2013
Made with Esri Business Analyst
©2013 Esri

www.esri.com/ba

800-447-9778

Try it Now!
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Retail Goods and Services Expenditures
Elizabeth township
Elizabeth township, PA (4207123008)
Geography: County Subdivision
Top Tapestry Segments
Green Acres
Top Rung
Suburban Splendor

IMPACT 2017

Percent
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Demographic Summary
Population
Households
Families

2011
3,897
1,380
1,108

2016
3,905
1,394
1,110

0.0%
0.0%

Median Age
Median Household Income

39.7
$60,679

40.2
$72,208

Spending Potential
Index
71

Average Amount
Spent
$1,647.47

Total
$2,273,512

Men's

67

$300.01

$414,020

Women's

65

$521.12

$719,138

Children's

76

$294.38

$406,241

Footwear
Watches & Jewelry

49
104

$198.06
$195.67

$273,323
$270,017

Apparel Products and Services (1)

152

$138.24

$190,772

Computers and Hardware for Home Use

103

$191.37

$264,086

Software and Accessories for Home Use

104

$28.82

$39,768

108

$3,379.28

$4,663,412

Connoisseurs
Boomburbs

Apparel and Services

Computer

Entertainment & Recreation
Fees and Admissions

111

$664.36

$916,814

Membership Fees for Clubs (2)

112

$177.49

$244,931

Fees for Participant Sports, excl. Trips

111

$114.36

$157,810

Admission to Movie/Theatre/Opera/Ballet

104

$153.25

$211,483

Admission to Sporting Events, excl. Trips

116

$66.65

$91,983

Fees for Recreational Lessons

115

$151.98

$209,732

Dating Services

85

$0.63

$875

102

$1,223.24

$1,688,069

Community Antenna or Cable TV

101

$709.52

$979,141

Televisions
VCRs, Video Cameras, and DVD Players

104
101

$195.45
$19.94

$269,726
$27,517

Video Cassettes and DVDs
Video and Computer Game Hardware and Software

98
110

$50.10
$59.40

$69,133
$81,968

Satellite Dishes

104

$1.27

$1,750

Rental of Video Cassettes and DVDs

103

$41.22

$56,882

Streaming/Downloaded Video

104

$1.41

$1,945

97

$138.10

$190,578

TV/Video/Audio

Audio (3)

93

$6.84

$9,432

Pets

Rental and Repair of TV/Radio/Sound Equipment

133

$554.79

$765,616

Toys and Games (4)
Recreational Vehicles and Fees (5)

105
106

$148.60
$332.29

$205,065
$458,553

Sports/Recreation/Exercise Equipment (6)

86

$151.21

$208,663

Photo Equipment and Supplies (7)

110

$110.55

$152,559

Reading (8)

110

$165.09

$227,818

Catered Affairs (9)

122

$29.17

$40,255

102

$7,598.23

$10,485,555
$6,056,475

Food
Food at Home

101

$4,388.75

Bakery and Cereal Products

103

$594.32

$820,164

Meats, Poultry, Fish, and Eggs

100

$1,003.62

$1,384,993

Dairy Products

102

$492.93

$680,245

Fruits and Vegetables

100

$758.35

$1,046,523

Snacks and Other Food at Home (10)

102

$1,539.53

$2,124,550

103

$3,209.48

$4,429,080

Alcoholic Beverages

104

$572.55

$790,119

Nonalcoholic Beverages at Home

101

$426.56

$588,651

Food Away from Home

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Retail Goods and Services Expenditures
Elizabeth township
Elizabeth township, PA (4207123008)
Geography: County Subdivision

IMPACT 2017

Spending Potential
Index

Average Amount
Spent

Total

Investments

109

$1,832.29

$2,528,555

Vehicle Loans

104

$4,966.87

$6,854,275

Nonprescription Drugs

101

$100.97

$139,335

Prescription Drugs

107

$516.39

$712,624

Eyeglasses and Contact Lenses

114

$85.33

$117,750

Mortgage Payment and Basics (11)

116

$10,530.45

$14,532,021

Maintenance and Remodeling Services

116

$2,235.10

$3,084,439

Maintenance and Remodeling Materials (12)

115

$415.00

$572,705

Utilities, Fuel, and Public Services

104

$4,582.09

$6,323,284

Household Textiles (13)

105

$135.56

$187,077

Furniture

104

$602.92

$832,026

Floor Coverings

118

$85.89

$118,528

Major Appliances (14)

109

$320.03

$441,634

Housewares (15)

90

$74.97

$103,456

Small Appliances

106

$33.82

$46,672

Luggage

112

$10.08

$13,904

67

$27.69

$38,213

Child Care

103

$460.87

$636,004

Lawn and Garden (16)

112

$452.77

$624,822

85

$50.10

$69,133

105

$710.37

$980,307

Financial

Health

Home

Household Furnishings and Equipment

Telephones and Accessories
Household Operations

Moving/Storage/Freight Express
Housekeeping Supplies (17)
Insurance
Owners and Renters Insurance

114

$512.73

$707,568

Vehicle Insurance

103

$1,168.56

$1,612,616

Life/Other Insurance

118

$475.53

$656,228

Health Insurance

108

$2,014.92

$2,780,584

Personal Care Products (18)

102

$394.71

$544,702

School Books and Supplies (19)

100

$103.58

$142,933

99

$409.51

$565,121

Vehicle Purchases (Net Outlay) (20)

104

$4,421.87

$6,102,175

Gasoline and Motor Oil

104

$2,887.48

$3,984,723

Vehicle Maintenance and Repairs

104

$951.41

$1,312,943

Airline Fares

106

$472.50

$652,047

Lodging on Trips

112

$472.22

$651,658

Auto/Truck/Van Rental on Trips

109

$39.11

$53,965

Food and Drink on Trips

109

$458.55

$632,795

Smoking Products
Transportation

Travel

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Retail Goods and Services Expenditures
Elizabeth township
Elizabeth township, PA (4207123008)
Geography: County Subdivision

IMPACT 2017

(1) Apparel Products and Services includes material for making clothes, sewing patterns and notions, shoe repair and other shoe services, apparel laundry and dry
cleaning, alteration, repair and tailoring of apparel, clothing rental and storage, and watch and jewelry repair.
(2) Membership Fees for Clubs includes membership fees for social, recreational, and civic clubs.
(3) Audio includes satellite radio service, sound components and systems, digital audio players, records, CDs, audio tapes, streaming/downloaded audio, tape recorders,
radios, musical instruments and accessories, and rental and repair of musical instruments.
(4) Toys and Games includes toys, games, arts and crafts, tricycles, playground equipment, arcade games, and online entertainment and games.
(5) Recreational Vehicles & Fees includes docking and landing fees for boats and planes, purchase and rental of RVs or boats, and camp fees.
(6) Sports/Recreation/Exercise Equipment includes exercise equipment and gear, game tables, bicycles, camping equipment, hunting and fishing equipment, winter
sports equipment, water sports equipment, other sports equipment, and rental/repair of sports/recreation/exercise equipment.
(7) Photo Equipment and Supplies includes film, film processing, photographic equipment, rental and repair of photo equipment, and photographer fees.
(8) Reading includes magazine and newspaper subscriptions, single copies of magazines and newspapers, and books.
(9) Catered Affairs includes expenses associated with live entertainment and rental of party supplies.
(10) Snacks and Other Food at Home includes candy, chewing gum, sugar, artificial sweeteners, jam, jelly, preserves, margarine, fat, oil, salad dressing, nondairy cream
and milk, peanut butter, frozen prepared food, potato chips, nuts, salt, spices, seasonings, olives, pickles, relishes, sauces, gravy, other condiments, soup, prepared salad,
prepared dessert, baby food, miscellaneous prepared food, and nonalcoholic beverages.
(11) Mortgage Payment and Basics includes mortgage interest, mortgage principal, property taxes, homeowners insurance, and ground rent.
(12) Maintenance and Remodeling Materials includes supplies/tools/equipment for painting and wallpapering, plumbing supplies and equipment, electrical/heating/AC
supplies, materials for hard surface flooring, materials for roofing/gutters, materials for plaster/panel/siding, materials for patio/fence/brick work, landscaping materials, and
insulation materials for owned homes.
(13) Household Textiles includes bathroom linens, bedroom linens, kitchen linens, dining room linens, other linens, curtains, draperies, slipcovers, decorative pillows, and
materials for slipcovers and curtains.
(14) Major Appliances includes dishwashers, disposals, refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, stoves, ovens, microwaves, window air conditioners, electric floor cleaning
equipment, sewing machines, and miscellaneous appliances.
(15) Housewares includes plastic dinnerware, china, flatware, glassware, serving pieces, nonelectric cookware, and tableware.
(16) Lawn and Garden includes lawn and garden supplies, equipment and care service, indoor plants, fresh flowers, and repair/rental of lawn and garden equipment.
(17) Housekeeping Supplies includes soaps and laundry detergents, cleaning products, toilet tissue, paper towels, napkins, paper/plastic/foil products, stationery, giftwrap
supplies, postage, and delivery services.
(18) Personal Care Products includes hair care products, nonelectric articles for hair, wigs, hairpieces, oral hygiene products, shaving needs, perfume, cosmetics, skincare,
bath products, nail products, deodorant, feminine hygiene products, and personal care appliances.
(19) School Books and Supplies includes school books and supplies for college, elementary school, high school, and preschool.
(20) Vehicle Purchases (Net Outlay) includes net outlay for new and used cars, trucks, vans, motorcycles, and motor scooters.

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Summary Demographics
2010 Population
2010 Households
2010 Median Disposable Income
2010 Per Capita Income
NAICS
Industry Summary
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink
Total Retail Trade
Total Food & Drink
Industry Group
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Lawn & Garden Equip & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Book, Periodical & Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Other General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Food Services & Drinking Places
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
Special Food Services
Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

44-45,722
44-45
722
NAICS
441
4411
4412
4413
442
4421
4422
4431
444
4441
4442
445
4451
4452
4453
446,4461
447,4471
448
4481
4482
4483
451
4511
4512
452
4521
4529
453
4531
4532
4533
4539
454
4541
4542
4543
722
7221
7222
7223
7224

Demand
(Retail Potential)
$36,619,272
$31,157,718
$5,461,554
Demand
(Retail Potential)
$6,975,124
$6,147,882
$578,290
$248,952
$793,636
$391,614
$402,022
$576,617
$1,250,506
$1,118,292
$132,214
$6,031,414
$5,341,508
$220,306
$469,600
$420,939
$4,972,386
$1,111,793
$1,061,866
$43,902
$6,025
$94,193
$72,849
$21,344
$2,104,231
$927,755
$1,176,476
$476,424
$21,714
$69,065
$14,380
$371,265
$6,350,455
$5,714,285
$215,630
$420,540
$5,461,554
$3,146,908
$1,723,911
$463,354
$127,381

Supply
(Retail Sales)
$12,717,065
$11,545,953
$1,171,112
Supply
(Retail Sales)
$1,063,911
$1,063,911
$0
$0
$323,200
$323,200
$0
$241,316
$1,990,896
$84,485
$1,906,411
$598,708
$559,606
$39,102
$0
$0
$4,474,711
$306,400
$238,264
$0
$68,136
$178,507
$178,507
$0
$615,792
$0
$615,792
$652,334
$31,237
$91,421
$37,405
$492,271
$1,100,178
$863,815
$0
$236,363
$1,171,112
$1,032,971
$138,141
$0
$0

Retail Gap
$23,902,207
$19,611,765
$4,290,442
Retail Gap
$5,911,213
$5,083,971
$578,290
$248,952
$470,436
$68,414
$402,022
$335,301
-$740,390
$1,033,807
-$1,774,197
$5,432,706
$4,781,902
$181,204
$469,600
$420,939
$497,675
$805,393
$823,602
$43,902
-$62,111
-$84,314
-$105,658
$21,344
$1,488,439
$927,755
$560,684
-$175,910
-$9,523
-$22,356
-$23,025
-$121,006
$5,250,277
$4,850,470
$215,630
$184,177
$4,290,442
$2,113,937
$1,585,770
$463,354
$127,381

Leakage/Surplus
Factor
48.4
45.9
64.7
Leakage/Surplus
Factor
73.5
70.5
100.0
100.0
42.1
9.6
100.0
41.0
-22.8
86.0
-87.0
81.9
81.0
69.9
100.0
100.0
5.3
56.8
63.3
100.0
-83.8
-30.9
-42.0
100.0
54.7
100.0
31.3
-15.6
-18.0
-13.9
-44.5
-14.0
70.5
73.7
100.0
28.0
64.7
50.6
85.2
100.0
100.0

4,079
1,426
$51,163
$24,125
Number of
Businesses
35
31
4
Number of
Businesses
4
4
0
0
1
1
0
1
4
1
3
2
1
1
0
0
1
2
1
0
1
4
4
0
1
0
1
9
1
3
2
3
2
1
0
1
4
3
1
0
0

Data Note: Supply (retail sales) estimates sales to consumers by establishments. Sales to businesses are excluded. Demand (retail potential) estimates the expected amount
spent by consumers at retail establishments. Supply and demand estimates are in current dollars. The Leakage/Surplus Factor presents a snapshot of retail opportunity. This
is a measure of the relationship between supply and demand that ranges from +100 (total leakage) to -100 (total surplus). A positive value represents 'leakage' of retail
opportunity outside the trade area. A negative value represents a surplus of retail sales, a market where customers are drawn in from outside the trade area. The Retail Gap
represents the difference between Retail Potential and Retail Sales. Esri uses the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to classify businesses by their
primary type of economic activity. Retail establishments are classified into 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector, as well as four industry groups within the Food
Services & Drinking Establishments subsector. For more information on the Retail MarketPlace data, please view the methodology statement at
http://www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/pdfs/esri-data-retail-marketplace.pdf.
Source: Esri and Infogroup
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Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Subsector
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Food Services & Drinking Places
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Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Group
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Building Material and Supplies Dealers
Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies Stores
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores
Book, Periodical, and Music Stores
Department Stores (Excluding Leased Depts.)
Other General Merchandise Stores
Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
Special Food Services
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
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Demographic and Income Profile
Lititz Borough
Lititz borough, PA (4243816)
Geography: Place
Summary

IMPACT 2017

Census 2010

2012

2017

Population

9,369

9,299

9,286

Households

3,970

3,940

3,951

Families

2,450

2,418

2,402

2.27

2.27

2.26

Owner Occupied Housing Units

2,447

2,351

2,413

Renter Occupied Housing Units

1,523

1,589

1,538

43.1

43.6

44.7

Area
-0.03%

State
0.30%

National
0.68%

0.06%
-0.13%

0.38%
0.22%

0.74%
0.72%

0.52%
3.11%

0.56%
3.07%

0.91%
2.55%

Average Household Size

Median Age
Trends: 2012 - 2017 Annual Rate
Population
Households
Families
Owner HHs
Median Household Income

2012
Households by Income

2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

<$15,000

383

9.7%

349

8.8%

$15,000 - $24,999

366

9.3%

288

7.3%

$25,000 - $34,999

580

14.7%

416

10.5%

$35,000 - $49,999

636

16.1%

532

13.5%

$50,000 - $74,999

898

22.8%

890

22.5%

$75,000 - $99,999

467

11.9%

683

17.3%

$100,000 - $149,999

388

9.8%

493

12.5%

$150,000 - $199,999

138

3.5%

193

4.9%

84

2.1%

107

2.7%

$200,000+
Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Per Capita Income

$50,085
$63,147
$27,718
Census 2010

Population by Age

$58,383
$74,170
$32,554
2012

2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

0-4

586

6.3%

577

6.2%

571

6.1%

5-9

487

5.2%

477

5.1%

471

5.1%

10 - 14

557

5.9%

540

5.8%

536

5.8%

15 - 19

502

5.4%

472

5.1%

445

4.8%

20 - 24

505

5.4%

507

5.5%

463

5.0%

25 - 34

1,185

12.6%

1,191

12.8%

1,188

12.8%

35 - 44

1,068

11.4%

1,028

11.1%

996

10.7%

45 - 54

1,269

13.5%

1,216

13.1%

1,112

12.0%

55 - 64

1,070

11.4%

1,105

11.9%

1,144

12.3%

65 - 74

697

7.4%

738

7.9%

876

9.4%

75 - 84

716

7.6%

708

7.6%

728

7.8%

727

7.8%

740

8.0%

756

85+

Census 2010
Race and Ethnicity

2012

8.1%
2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

White Alone

8,852

94.5%

8,748

94.1%

8,626

92.9%

Black Alone

119

1.3%

126

1.4%

152

1.6%

17

0.2%

17

0.2%

18

0.2%

111

1.2%

117

1.3%

133

1.4%

2

0.0%

2

0.0%

4

0.0%

Some Other Race Alone

112

1.2%

119

1.3%

143

1.5%

Two or More Races

156

1.7%

170

1.8%

210

2.3%

Hispanic Origin (Any Race)

345

3.7%

370

4.0%

461

5.0%

American Indian Alone
Asian Alone
Pacific Islander Alone

Data Note: Income is expressed in current dollars.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2012 and 2017.
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Trends 2012-2017

Annual Rate (in percent)

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Area
State
USA

0.5
0
Population

Households

Families

Owner HHs

Median HH Income

Population by Age
13
12
11
10

Percent

9
8
7
6
5
4
3

2012
2017

2
1
0

0-4

5-9

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

2012 Population by Race

2012 Household Income
$25K - $34K
14.7%

90
$15K - $24K
9.3%

80

$35K - $49K
16.1%

70
<$15K
9.7%

Percent

60

$200K+
2.1%
$150K - $199K
3.5%

50
40
30
20

$100K - $149K
9.8%

$50K - $74K
22.8%

10
0

$75K - $99K
11.9%

White

Black

Am. Ind.

Asian

Pacific

Other

Two+

2012 Percent Hispanic Origin: 4.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2012 and 2017.
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Retail Goods and Services Expenditures
Lititz Borough
Lititz borough, PA (4243816)
Geography: Place
Top Tapestry Segments
Main Street, USA
The Elders
Prosperous Empty Nesters

IMPACT 2017

Percent
56.3%
15.4%
13.9%

Demographic Summary
Population
Households
Families

2011
9,294
3,938
2,430

2016
9,400
3,994
2,432

8.0%
6.4%

Median Age
Median Household Income

43.2
$48,882

44.3
$58,170

Spending Potential
Index
63

Average Amount
Spent
$1,454.24

Total
$5,726,805

Men's

59

$261.33

$1,029,097

Women's

58

$463.14

$1,823,835

Children's

62

$240.47

$946,977

Footwear
Watches & Jewelry

43
93

$173.31
$176.01

$682,512
$693,118

154

$139.99

$551,265

Computers and Hardware for Home Use

88

$163.96

$645,655

Software and Accessories for Home Use

90

$24.96

$98,292

93

$2,912.06

$11,467,685

Green Acres
Cozy and Comfortable

Apparel and Services

Apparel Products and Services (1)
Computer

Entertainment & Recreation
Fees and Admissions

98

$590.09

$2,323,778

Membership Fees for Clubs (2)

104

$164.82

$649,058

Fees for Participant Sports, excl. Trips

100

$103.70

$408,373

Admission to Movie/Theatre/Opera/Ballet

94

$138.28

$544,542

Admission to Sporting Events, excl. Trips

93

$53.47

$210,548

Fees for Recreational Lessons

98

$129.12

$508,479

Dating Services

94

$0.71

$2,778

89

$1,071.36

$4,219,024

Community Antenna or Cable TV

91

$633.78

$2,495,810

Televisions
VCRs, Video Cameras, and DVD Players

90
86

$169.44
$16.97

$667,264
$66,832

Video Cassettes and DVDs
Video and Computer Game Hardware and Software

84
87

$42.85
$46.90

$168,744
$184,678

Satellite Dishes

82

$1.00

$3,929

Rental of Video Cassettes and DVDs

84

$33.54

$132,094

Streaming/Downloaded Video

99

$1.35

$5,314

Audio (3)

83

$118.70

$467,419

TV/Video/Audio

Rental and Repair of TV/Radio/Sound Equipment

93

$6.84

$26,940

111

$463.62

$1,825,752

Toys and Games (4)
Recreational Vehicles and Fees (5)

87
90

$122.52
$282.37

$482,469
$1,111,969

Sports/Recreation/Exercise Equipment (6)

69

$121.20

$477,272

Photo Equipment and Supplies (7)

90

$90.22

$355,266

100

$149.40

$588,340

89

$21.28

$83,813

90

$6,691.35

$26,350,551

Pets

Reading (8)
Catered Affairs (9)
Food
Food at Home

90

$3,899.45

$15,356,016

Bakery and Cereal Products

91

$524.81

$2,066,711

Meats, Poultry, Fish, and Eggs

89

$899.13

$3,540,786

Dairy Products

90

$433.11

$1,705,602

Fruits and Vegetables

92

$701.69

$2,763,259

Snacks and Other Food at Home (10)

89

$1,340.70

$5,279,659

89

$2,791.91

$10,994,535

Alcoholic Beverages

93

$512.78

$2,019,314

Nonalcoholic Beverages at Home

88

$373.56

$1,471,097

Food Away from Home

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Spending Potential
Index

Average Amount
Spent

Investments

99

$1,673.16

$6,588,903

Vehicle Loans

81

$3,881.50

$15,285,360

Total

Financial

Health
Nonprescription Drugs

89

$88.61

$348,926

Prescription Drugs

95

$459.08

$1,807,850

Eyeglasses and Contact Lenses

95

$70.80

$278,805

Home
Mortgage Payment and Basics (11)

97

$8,761.98

$34,504,685

103

$1,972.39

$7,767,261

Maintenance and Remodeling Materials (12)

91

$328.76

$1,294,664

Utilities, Fuel, and Public Services

91

$3,981.93

$15,680,839

Household Textiles (13)

92

$119.21

$469,435

Furniture

91

$528.94

$2,082,974

Maintenance and Remodeling Services

Household Furnishings and Equipment

Floor Coverings

104

$75.61

$297,750

Major Appliances (14)

91

$268.65

$1,057,924

Housewares (15)

80

$66.59

$262,228

Small Appliances

92

$29.28

$115,318

Luggage

93

$8.34

$32,828

Telephones and Accessories

56

$23.27

$91,631

Child Care

83

$374.18

$1,473,523

Lawn and Garden (16)

97

$395.03

$1,555,645

Moving/Storage/Freight Express

90

$52.73

$207,652

90

$611.58

$2,408,388

Household Operations

Housekeeping Supplies (17)
Insurance
Owners and Renters Insurance

96

$428.65

$1,688,039

Vehicle Insurance

91

$1,026.41

$4,042,017

Life/Other Insurance

94

$380.68

$1,499,102

Health Insurance

97

$1,825.35

$7,188,224

Personal Care Products (18)

89

$345.05

$1,358,811

School Books and Supplies (19)

81

$83.82

$330,063

Smoking Products

83

$342.04

$1,346,953

Vehicle Purchases (Net Outlay) (20)

86

$3,666.45

$14,438,480

Gasoline and Motor Oil

85

$2,354.83

$9,273,332

Vehicle Maintenance and Repairs

91

$830.02

$3,268,636

Transportation

Travel
Airline Fares

100

$442.70

$1,743,342

Lodging on Trips

99

$417.21

$1,642,974

Auto/Truck/Van Rental on Trips

99

$35.44

$139,545

Food and Drink on Trips

96

$402.93

$1,586,722

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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(1) Apparel Products and Services includes material for making clothes, sewing patterns and notions, shoe repair and other shoe services, apparel laundry and dry
cleaning, alteration, repair and tailoring of apparel, clothing rental and storage, and watch and jewelry repair.
(2) Membership Fees for Clubs includes membership fees for social, recreational, and civic clubs.
(3) Audio includes satellite radio service, sound components and systems, digital audio players, records, CDs, audio tapes, streaming/downloaded audio, tape recorders,
radios, musical instruments and accessories, and rental and repair of musical instruments.
(4) Toys and Games includes toys, games, arts and crafts, tricycles, playground equipment, arcade games, and online entertainment and games.
(5) Recreational Vehicles & Fees includes docking and landing fees for boats and planes, purchase and rental of RVs or boats, and camp fees.
(6) Sports/Recreation/Exercise Equipment includes exercise equipment and gear, game tables, bicycles, camping equipment, hunting and fishing equipment, winter
sports equipment, water sports equipment, other sports equipment, and rental/repair of sports/recreation/exercise equipment.
(7) Photo Equipment and Supplies includes film, film processing, photographic equipment, rental and repair of photo equipment, and photographer fees.
(8) Reading includes magazine and newspaper subscriptions, single copies of magazines and newspapers, and books.
(9) Catered Affairs includes expenses associated with live entertainment and rental of party supplies.
(10) Snacks and Other Food at Home includes candy, chewing gum, sugar, artificial sweeteners, jam, jelly, preserves, margarine, fat, oil, salad dressing, nondairy cream
and milk, peanut butter, frozen prepared food, potato chips, nuts, salt, spices, seasonings, olives, pickles, relishes, sauces, gravy, other condiments, soup, prepared salad,
prepared dessert, baby food, miscellaneous prepared food, and nonalcoholic beverages.
(11) Mortgage Payment and Basics includes mortgage interest, mortgage principal, property taxes, homeowners insurance, and ground rent.
(12) Maintenance and Remodeling Materials includes supplies/tools/equipment for painting and wallpapering, plumbing supplies and equipment, electrical/heating/AC
supplies, materials for hard surface flooring, materials for roofing/gutters, materials for plaster/panel/siding, materials for patio/fence/brick work, landscaping materials, and
insulation materials for owned homes.
(13) Household Textiles includes bathroom linens, bedroom linens, kitchen linens, dining room linens, other linens, curtains, draperies, slipcovers, decorative pillows, and
materials for slipcovers and curtains.
(14) Major Appliances includes dishwashers, disposals, refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, stoves, ovens, microwaves, window air conditioners, electric floor cleaning
equipment, sewing machines, and miscellaneous appliances.
(15) Housewares includes plastic dinnerware, china, flatware, glassware, serving pieces, nonelectric cookware, and tableware.
(16) Lawn and Garden includes lawn and garden supplies, equipment and care service, indoor plants, fresh flowers, and repair/rental of lawn and garden equipment.
(17) Housekeeping Supplies includes soaps and laundry detergents, cleaning products, toilet tissue, paper towels, napkins, paper/plastic/foil products, stationery, giftwrap
supplies, postage, and delivery services.
(18) Personal Care Products includes hair care products, nonelectric articles for hair, wigs, hairpieces, oral hygiene products, shaving needs, perfume, cosmetics, skincare,
bath products, nail products, deodorant, feminine hygiene products, and personal care appliances.
(19) School Books and Supplies includes school books and supplies for college, elementary school, high school, and preschool.
(20) Vehicle Purchases (Net Outlay) includes net outlay for new and used cars, trucks, vans, motorcycles, and motor scooters.

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Summary Demographics
2010 Population
2010 Households
2010 Median Disposable Income
2010 Per Capita Income
NAICS
Industry Summary
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink
Total Retail Trade
Total Food & Drink
Industry Group
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Lawn & Garden Equip & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Book, Periodical & Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Other General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Food Services & Drinking Places
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
Special Food Services
Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

44-45,722
44-45
722
NAICS
441
4411
4412
4413
442
4421
4422
4431
444
4441
4442
445
4451
4452
4453
446,4461
447,4471
448
4481
4482
4483
451
4511
4512
452
4521
4529
453
4531
4532
4533
4539
454
4541
4542
4543
722
7221
7222
7223
7224

Demand
(Retail Potential)
$91,736,910
$77,820,125
$13,916,785
Demand
(Retail Potential)
$16,835,827
$14,944,691
$1,265,053
$626,083
$1,959,171
$972,139
$987,032
$1,403,632
$3,062,346
$2,758,671
$303,675
$15,562,614
$13,781,121
$570,716
$1,210,777
$1,047,589
$12,296,009
$2,825,892
$2,697,845
$112,637
$15,410
$232,873
$179,073
$53,800
$5,297,200
$2,321,052
$2,976,148
$1,164,969
$49,942
$173,456
$35,704
$905,867
$16,132,003
$14,427,561
$558,832
$1,145,610
$13,916,785
$8,022,417
$4,378,659
$1,176,167
$339,542

Supply
(Retail Sales)
$34,655,708
$31,827,793
$2,827,915
Supply
(Retail Sales)
$13,964,861
$13,881,847
$0
$83,014
$594,867
$323,200
$271,667
$442,413
$72,154
$72,154
$0
$6,413,057
$5,222,994
$1,190,063
$0
$2,306,691
$0
$595,871
$357,396
$0
$238,475
$359,566
$308,352
$51,214
$1,005,649
$81,961
$923,688
$5,772,291
$218,657
$1,839,011
$455,251
$3,259,372
$300,373
$0
$300,373
$0
$2,827,915
$2,149,696
$469,679
$167,399
$41,141

Retail Gap
$57,081,202
$45,992,332
$11,088,870
Retail Gap
$2,870,966
$1,062,844
$1,265,053
$543,069
$1,364,304
$648,939
$715,365
$961,219
$2,990,192
$2,686,517
$303,675
$9,149,557
$8,558,127
-$619,347
$1,210,777
-$1,259,102
$12,296,009
$2,230,021
$2,340,449
$112,637
-$223,065
-$126,693
-$129,279
$2,586
$4,291,551
$2,239,091
$2,052,460
-$4,607,322
-$168,715
-$1,665,555
-$419,547
-$2,353,505
$15,831,630
$14,427,561
$258,459
$1,145,610
$11,088,870
$5,872,721
$3,908,980
$1,008,768
$298,401

Leakage/Surplus
Factor
45.2
41.9
66.2
Leakage/Surplus
Factor
9.3
3.7
100.0
76.6
53.4
50.1
56.8
52.1
95.4
94.9
100.0
41.6
45.0
-35.2
100.0
-37.5
100.0
65.2
76.6
100.0
-87.9
-21.4
-26.5
2.5
68.1
93.2
52.6
-66.4
-62.8
-82.8
-85.5
-56.5
96.3
100.0
30.1
100.0
66.2
57.7
80.6
75.1
78.4

9,435
4,004
$42,775
$26,784
Number of
Businesses
82
68
14
Number of
Businesses
4
3
0
1
5
2
3
2
2
2
0
9
3
6
0
4
0
5
2
0
3
5
4
1
2
1
1
29
1
17
6
5
1
0
1
0
14
10
2
1
1

Data Note: Supply (retail sales) estimates sales to consumers by establishments. Sales to businesses are excluded. Demand (retail potential) estimates the expected amount
spent by consumers at retail establishments. Supply and demand estimates are in current dollars. The Leakage/Surplus Factor presents a snapshot of retail opportunity. This
is a measure of the relationship between supply and demand that ranges from +100 (total leakage) to -100 (total surplus). A positive value represents 'leakage' of retail
opportunity outside the trade area. A negative value represents a surplus of retail sales, a market where customers are drawn in from outside the trade area. The Retail Gap
represents the difference between Retail Potential and Retail Sales. Esri uses the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to classify businesses by their
primary type of economic activity. Retail establishments are classified into 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector, as well as four industry groups within the Food
Services & Drinking Establishments subsector. For more information on the Retail MarketPlace data, please view the methodology statement at
http://www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/pdfs/esri-data-retail-marketplace.pdf.
Source: Esri and Infogroup
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Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Subsector
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Food Services & Drinking Places
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Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Group
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Building Material and Supplies Dealers
Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies Stores
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores
Book, Periodical, and Music Stores
Department Stores (Excluding Leased Depts.)
Other General Merchandise Stores
Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
Special Food Services
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
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Summary

IMPACT 2017

Census 2010

2012

2017

17,783

18,003

18,591

Households

6,708

6,787

7,029

Families

5,069

5,112

5,263

2.64

2.64

2.63

Owner Occupied Housing Units

5,142

5,094

5,351

Renter Occupied Housing Units

1,566

1,693

1,678

40.3

40.7

41.2

Area
0.64%

State
0.30%

National
0.68%

Households
Families

0.70%
0.58%

0.38%
0.22%

0.74%
0.72%

Owner HHs
Median Household Income

0.99%
3.31%

0.56%
3.07%

0.91%
2.55%

Population

Average Household Size

Median Age
Trends: 2012 - 2017 Annual Rate
Population

2012
Households by Income

2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

<$15,000

379

5.6%

326

4.6%

$15,000 - $24,999

335

4.9%

228

3.2%

$25,000 - $34,999

589

8.7%

380

5.4%

$35,000 - $49,999

988

14.6%

788

11.2%

$50,000 - $74,999

1,968

29.0%

1,966

28.0%

$75,000 - $99,999

1,094

16.1%

1,559

22.2%

$100,000 - $149,999

990

14.6%

1,216

17.3%

$150,000 - $199,999

221

3.3%

296

4.2%

$200,000+

223

3.3%

270

3.8%

Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Per Capita Income

$60,955
$75,954
$28,742
Census 2010

Population by Age

$71,746
$87,191
$33,073
2012

2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

0-4

1,027

5.8%

1,037

5.8%

1,063

5.7%

5-9

1,296

7.3%

1,304

7.2%

1,337

7.2%

10 - 14

1,357

7.6%

1,349

7.5%

1,400

7.5%

15 - 19

1,310

7.4%

1,260

7.0%

1,233

6.6%

20 - 24

786

4.4%

810

4.5%

760

4.1%

25 - 34

1,823

10.3%

1,877

10.4%

1,942

10.4%

35 - 44

2,514

14.1%

2,480

13.8%

2,490

13.4%

45 - 54

2,962

16.7%

2,905

16.1%

2,761

14.9%

55 - 64

2,347

13.2%

2,480

13.8%

2,675

14.4%

65 - 74

1,323

7.4%

1,429

7.9%

1,763

9.5%

75 - 84

763

4.3%

776

4.3%

844

4.5%

275

1.5%

296

1.6%

323

85+

Census 2010
Race and Ethnicity

2012

1.7%
2017

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

White Alone

17,026

95.7%

17,178

95.4%

17,560

94.5%

Black Alone

214

1.2%

236

1.3%

299

1.6%

28

0.2%

29

0.2%

41

0.2%

173

1.0%

184

1.0%

217

1.2%

3

0.0%

4

0.0%

6

0.0%

Some Other Race Alone

148

0.8%

162

0.9%

201

1.1%

Two or More Races

191

1.1%

210

1.2%

267

1.4%

Hispanic Origin (Any Race)

514

2.9%

565

3.1%

734

3.9%

American Indian Alone
Asian Alone
Pacific Islander Alone

Data Note: Income is expressed in current dollars.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2012 and 2017.
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Trends 2012-2017

Annual Rate (in percent)

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Area
State
USA

0.5
0

Population

Households

Families

Owner HHs

Median HH Income

Population by Age
16
14

Percent

12
10
8
6
4

2012
2017

2
0

0-4

5-9

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-34

35-44

55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

2012 Population by Race

2012 Household Income
$35K - $49K
14.6%

90

$25K - $34K
8.7%

80

$15K - $24K
4.9%

70
60

Percent

<$15K
5.6%

$50K - $74K
29.0%

45-54

$200K+
3.3%
$150K - $199K
3.3%

50
40
30
20
10

$100K - $149K
14.6%
$75K - $99K
16.1%

0

White

Black

Am. Ind.

Asian

Pacific

Other

Two+

2012 Percent Hispanic Origin: 3.1%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2012 and 2017.
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Retail Goods and Services Expenditures
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Warwick township, PA (4207181168)
Geography: County Subdivision
Top Tapestry Segments
Green Acres
Main Street, USA
In Style

IMPACT 2017

Percent
27.5%
23.7%
15.5%

Demographic Summary
Population
Households
Families

2011
17,917
6,768
5,113

2016
18,497
7,050
5,282

14.8%
8.5%

Median Age
Median Household Income

40.5
$64,645

41.1
$76,444

Spending Potential
Index
79

Average Amount
Spent
$1,835.90

Total
$12,425,388

Men's

75

$332.13

$2,247,873

Women's

72

$577.52

$3,908,670

Children's

82

$319.31

$2,161,082

Footwear
Watches & Jewelry

54
117

$219.43
$220.10

$1,485,115
$1,489,658

Apparel Products and Services (1)

185

$167.40

$1,132,991

Computers and Hardware for Home Use

113

$210.26

$1,423,070

Software and Accessories for Home Use

115

$31.63

$214,040

117

$3,666.20

$24,812,861

Exurbanites
Prosperous Empty Nesters

Apparel and Services

Computer

Entertainment & Recreation
Fees and Admissions

123

$738.07

$4,995,282

Membership Fees for Clubs (2)

125

$197.95

$1,339,756

Fees for Participant Sports, excl. Trips

122

$125.77

$851,196

Admission to Movie/Theatre/Opera/Ballet

117

$172.58

$1,168,042

Admission to Sporting Events, excl. Trips

124

$71.37

$483,020

Fees for Recreational Lessons

128

$169.60

$1,147,823

Dating Services

107

$0.81

$5,445

111

$1,338.20

$9,056,963

Community Antenna or Cable TV

111

$774.98

$5,245,032

Televisions
VCRs, Video Cameras, and DVD Players

116
110

$216.60
$21.77

$1,465,979
$147,337

Video Cassettes and DVDs
Video and Computer Game Hardware and Software

108
116

$55.10
$62.79

$372,946
$424,985

Satellite Dishes

112

$1.36

$9,225

Rental of Video Cassettes and DVDs

110

$43.99

$297,755

Streaming/Downloaded Video

120

$1.63

$11,016

Audio (3)

107

$151.78

$1,027,257

Rental and Repair of TV/Radio/Sound Equipment

TV/Video/Audio

112

$8.19

$55,431

Pets

142

$591.41

$4,002,648

Toys and Games (4)
Recreational Vehicles and Fees (5)

113
113

$159.26
$352.90

$1,077,853
$2,388,433
$1,086,358

Sports/Recreation/Exercise Equipment (6)

91

$160.51

Photo Equipment and Supplies (7)

117

$117.49

$795,170

Reading (8)

119

$179.06

$1,211,904

Catered Affairs (9)

123

$29.29

$198,252

112

$8,335.88

$56,417,259

Food
Food at Home

111

$4,809.72

$32,552,194

Bakery and Cereal Products

112

$646.09

$4,372,746

Meats, Poultry, Fish, and Eggs

110

$1,109.04

$7,505,986

Dairy Products

111

$534.49

$3,617,418

Fruits and Vegetables

112

$848.70

$5,743,986

Snacks and Other Food at Home (10)

111

$1,671.40

$11,312,058

113

$3,526.16

$23,865,065

Alcoholic Beverages

Food Away from Home

115

$634.57

$4,294,765

Nonalcoholic Beverages at Home

110

$466.21

$3,155,327

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Spending Potential
Index

Average Amount
Spent

Total

Investments

117

$1,978.15

$13,388,088

Vehicle Loans

109

$5,209.29

$35,256,454

Nonprescription Drugs

108

$107.78

$729,427

Prescription Drugs

112

$538.97

$3,647,735

Eyeglasses and Contact Lenses

119

$89.00

$602,333

Mortgage Payment and Basics (11)

125

$11,384.35

$77,049,258

Maintenance and Remodeling Services

128

$2,452.25

$16,596,853

Maintenance and Remodeling Materials (12)

119

$429.98

$2,910,129

Utilities, Fuel, and Public Services

112

$4,936.51

$33,410,309

Household Textiles (13)

115

$148.60

$1,005,745

Furniture

116

$673.49

$4,558,146

Floor Coverings

127

$92.57

$626,498

Major Appliances (14)

116

$339.96

$2,300,836

Housewares (15)

100

$83.20

$563,108

Small Appliances

114

$36.18

$244,885

Luggage

121

$10.86

$73,475

73

$30.33

$205,298

Child Care

114

$509.76

$3,450,046

Lawn and Garden (16)

120

$486.82

$3,294,779

Moving/Storage/Freight Express

105

$61.62

$417,044

113

$764.74

$5,175,763

Financial

Health

Home

Household Furnishings and Equipment

Telephones and Accessories
Household Operations

Housekeeping Supplies (17)
Insurance
Owners and Renters Insurance

120

$537.32

$3,636,571

Vehicle Insurance

113

$1,277.53

$8,646,293

Life/Other Insurance

121

$490.81

$3,321,774

Health Insurance

114

$2,138.35

$14,472,326

Personal Care Products (18)

112

$432.41

$2,926,543

School Books and Supplies (19)

108

$111.39

$753,852

Smoking Products

104

$429.55

$2,907,208

Vehicle Purchases (Net Outlay) (20)

111

$4,739.77

$32,078,793

Gasoline and Motor Oil

110

$3,049.41

$20,638,402

Vehicle Maintenance and Repairs

114

$1,038.11

$7,025,942

Airline Fares

122

$542.76

$3,673,414

Lodging on Trips

123

$520.70

$3,524,080

Auto/Truck/Van Rental on Trips

125

$44.46

$300,876

Food and Drink on Trips

120

$504.26

$3,412,816

Transportation

Travel

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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(1) Apparel Products and Services includes material for making clothes, sewing patterns and notions, shoe repair and other shoe services, apparel laundry and dry
cleaning, alteration, repair and tailoring of apparel, clothing rental and storage, and watch and jewelry repair.
(2) Membership Fees for Clubs includes membership fees for social, recreational, and civic clubs.
(3) Audio includes satellite radio service, sound components and systems, digital audio players, records, CDs, audio tapes, streaming/downloaded audio, tape recorders,
radios, musical instruments and accessories, and rental and repair of musical instruments.
(4) Toys and Games includes toys, games, arts and crafts, tricycles, playground equipment, arcade games, and online entertainment and games.
(5) Recreational Vehicles & Fees includes docking and landing fees for boats and planes, purchase and rental of RVs or boats, and camp fees.
(6) Sports/Recreation/Exercise Equipment includes exercise equipment and gear, game tables, bicycles, camping equipment, hunting and fishing equipment, winter
sports equipment, water sports equipment, other sports equipment, and rental/repair of sports/recreation/exercise equipment.
(7) Photo Equipment and Supplies includes film, film processing, photographic equipment, rental and repair of photo equipment, and photographer fees.
(8) Reading includes magazine and newspaper subscriptions, single copies of magazines and newspapers, and books.
(9) Catered Affairs includes expenses associated with live entertainment and rental of party supplies.
(10) Snacks and Other Food at Home includes candy, chewing gum, sugar, artificial sweeteners, jam, jelly, preserves, margarine, fat, oil, salad dressing, nondairy cream
and milk, peanut butter, frozen prepared food, potato chips, nuts, salt, spices, seasonings, olives, pickles, relishes, sauces, gravy, other condiments, soup, prepared salad,
prepared dessert, baby food, miscellaneous prepared food, and nonalcoholic beverages.
(11) Mortgage Payment and Basics includes mortgage interest, mortgage principal, property taxes, homeowners insurance, and ground rent.
(12) Maintenance and Remodeling Materials includes supplies/tools/equipment for painting and wallpapering, plumbing supplies and equipment, electrical/heating/AC
supplies, materials for hard surface flooring, materials for roofing/gutters, materials for plaster/panel/siding, materials for patio/fence/brick work, landscaping materials, and
insulation materials for owned homes.
(13) Household Textiles includes bathroom linens, bedroom linens, kitchen linens, dining room linens, other linens, curtains, draperies, slipcovers, decorative pillows, and
materials for slipcovers and curtains.
(14) Major Appliances includes dishwashers, disposals, refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, stoves, ovens, microwaves, window air conditioners, electric floor cleaning
equipment, sewing machines, and miscellaneous appliances.
(15) Housewares includes plastic dinnerware, china, flatware, glassware, serving pieces, nonelectric cookware, and tableware.
(16) Lawn and Garden includes lawn and garden supplies, equipment and care service, indoor plants, fresh flowers, and repair/rental of lawn and garden equipment.
(17) Housekeeping Supplies includes soaps and laundry detergents, cleaning products, toilet tissue, paper towels, napkins, paper/plastic/foil products, stationery, giftwrap
supplies, postage, and delivery services.
(18) Personal Care Products includes hair care products, nonelectric articles for hair, wigs, hairpieces, oral hygiene products, shaving needs, perfume, cosmetics, skincare,
bath products, nail products, deodorant, feminine hygiene products, and personal care appliances.
(19) School Books and Supplies includes school books and supplies for college, elementary school, high school, and preschool.
(20) Vehicle Purchases (Net Outlay) includes net outlay for new and used cars, trucks, vans, motorcycles, and motor scooters.

Data Note: The Spending Potential Index (SPI) is household-based, and represents the amount spent for a product or service relative to a national average of 100. Detail
may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Source: Esri forecasts for 2011 and 2016; Consumer Spending data are derived from the 2006 and 2007 Consumer Expenditure Surveys, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Summary Demographics
2010 Population
2010 Households
2010 Median Disposable Income
2010 Per Capita Income
NAICS
Industry Summary
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink
Total Retail Trade
Total Food & Drink
Industry Group
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Automobile Dealers
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Furniture Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Lawn & Garden Equip & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Grocery Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Book, Periodical & Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Other General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Food Services & Drinking Places
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
Special Food Services
Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

44-45,722
44-45
722
NAICS
441
4411
4412
4413
442
4421
4422
4431
444
4441
4442
445
4451
4452
4453
446,4461
447,4471
448
4481
4482
4483
451
4511
4512
452
4521
4529
453
4531
4532
4533
4539
454
4541
4542
4543
722
7221
7222
7223
7224

Demand
(Retail Potential)
$182,514,903
$155,143,563
$27,371,340
Demand
(Retail Potential)
$35,133,233
$31,050,745
$2,835,410
$1,247,078
$4,014,996
$2,001,719
$2,013,277
$2,868,812
$6,337,887
$5,697,769
$640,118
$29,957,455
$26,488,210
$1,094,607
$2,374,638
$2,063,656
$24,469,885
$5,592,014
$5,339,485
$221,972
$30,557
$468,325
$361,240
$107,085
$10,465,375
$4,643,603
$5,821,772
$2,350,372
$105,179
$344,402
$73,207
$1,827,584
$31,421,553
$28,449,522
$1,071,137
$1,900,894
$27,371,340
$15,764,336
$8,655,954
$2,327,314
$623,736

Supply
(Retail Sales)
$77,061,688
$64,294,542
$12,767,146
Supply
(Retail Sales)
$9,993,332
$7,635,016
$1,777,219
$581,097
$7,916,534
$969,600
$6,946,934
$723,949
$6,451,303
$232,333
$6,218,970
$21,909,647
$21,466,833
$442,814
$0
$1,856,606
$11,435,373
$1,072,398
$833,924
$0
$238,474
$313,242
$313,242
$0
$1,231,584
$0
$1,231,584
$1,004,024
$78,092
$254,795
$74,812
$596,325
$386,550
$0
$150,187
$236,363
$12,767,146
$7,007,448
$4,420,509
$1,339,189
$0

Retail Gap
$105,453,215
$90,849,021
$14,604,194
Retail Gap
$25,139,901
$23,415,729
$1,058,191
$665,981
-$3,901,538
$1,032,119
-$4,933,657
$2,144,863
-$113,416
$5,465,436
-$5,578,852
$8,047,808
$5,021,377
$651,793
$2,374,638
$207,050
$13,034,512
$4,519,616
$4,505,561
$221,972
-$207,917
$155,083
$47,998
$107,085
$9,233,791
$4,643,603
$4,590,188
$1,346,348
$27,087
$89,607
-$1,605
$1,231,259
$31,035,003
$28,449,522
$920,950
$1,664,531
$14,604,194
$8,756,888
$4,235,445
$988,125
$623,736

Leakage/Surplus
Factor
40.6
41.4
36.4
Leakage/Surplus
Factor
55.7
60.5
22.9
36.4
-32.7
34.7
-55.1
59.7
-0.9
92.2
-81.3
15.5
10.5
42.4
100.0
5.3
36.3
67.8
73.0
100.0
-77.3
19.8
7.1
100.0
78.9
100.0
65.1
40.1
14.8
15.0
-1.1
50.8
97.6
100.0
75.4
77.9
36.4
38.5
32.4
27.0
100.0

17,196
6,365
$52,619
$28,782
Number of
Businesses
103
82
21
Number of
Businesses
14
6
4
4
8
3
5
3
6
4
2
11
7
4
0
5
5
4
3
0
1
6
6
0
2
0
2
16
1
2
4
9
2
0
1
1
21
10
8
3
0

Data Note: Supply (retail sales) estimates sales to consumers by establishments. Sales to businesses are excluded. Demand (retail potential) estimates the expected amount
spent by consumers at retail establishments. Supply and demand estimates are in current dollars. The Leakage/Surplus Factor presents a snapshot of retail opportunity. This
is a measure of the relationship between supply and demand that ranges from +100 (total leakage) to -100 (total surplus). A positive value represents 'leakage' of retail
opportunity outside the trade area. A negative value represents a surplus of retail sales, a market where customers are drawn in from outside the trade area. The Retail Gap
represents the difference between Retail Potential and Retail Sales. Esri uses the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to classify businesses by their
primary type of economic activity. Retail establishments are classified into 27 industry groups in the Retail Trade sector, as well as four industry groups within the Food
Services & Drinking Establishments subsector. For more information on the Retail MarketPlace data, please view the methodology statement at
http://www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/pdfs/esri-data-retail-marketplace.pdf.
Source: Esri and Infogroup
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Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Subsector
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores
Food & Beverage Stores
Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Food Services & Drinking Places
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Florists
Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores
Used Merchandise Stores
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses
Vending Machine Operators
Direct Selling Establishments
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Eating Places
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BRANDYWINE CONSERVANCY
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT CENTER

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES ASSESSMENT FOR ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP, LANCASTER COUNTY
8/20/2012

Overview. Between May and late July of 2012, staff from the Brandywine Conservancy’s Environmental Management Center (EMC) conducted a focused
assessment of Elizabeth Township’s ordinances, plans, and policies (collectively, the “framework”) as these pertain to community sustainability. Using the
focused assessment approach allowed EMC staff to investigate Elizabeth’s broad and complex framework given limited time and resources, while yielding
clear recommendations for future action.
It may also be helpful to define the term “sustainability” (or “sustain” plus “ability”). Sustainability is widely accepted to refer to: an approach that meets the
needs of the existing generation while not compromising the needs of future generations, while protecting the rights of both. It is also commonly understood
to mean the responsible use of natural resources such that renewable ones are not drawn down beyond their ability to regenerate, and non-renewable
ones are used to the minimum possible extent. For example, applying this definition to the natural resource protection component of Elizabeth Township’s
environmental framework would mean an approach which furthers protection of the Township’s agricultural lands by developing a preservation program;
develops specific protections for riparian areas; and enhances protections of existing woodlands.
Sustainability is often represented by the graphic shown here, at the center of the three nested circles
“environment,” “society,” and “economy.” In Elizabeth’s case, at the municipal level; within its broad
regulatory, planning, and policy-making framework; and applied principally, though not entirely, to
environmental matters. Specifically, we evaluated the following facets of sustainability: (1) Natural
Resource Protection; (2) Water Quality & Quantity; (3) Land Use & Community Character; (4) Global
Warming; (5) Renewable Energy & Energy Conservation; (6) Mobility & Transportation; (7) Community
Health & Safety; and (8) Food Production & Security. Given the assessment’s focus on ordinances,
plans, and policies, we did not evaluate any of the Township’s operations as they relate to sustainability
(e.g., municipal vehicle types and fuels used; procurement of supplies). Nor did we address the major
components of the societal and economic circles (e.g., local economies), since we believe these issues
may better be addressed through the comprehensive planning process per se. However, that being said,
it would be impossible to entirely disentangle so-called “environmental impacts” from the social and
economic dimensions.
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Methodology. EMC staff attended two meetings in support of the focused assessment, held at the start of the process to gather information and
perspective, on June 13th; and another on August 8th to discuss this draft assessment. Present at both meetings were staff and consultants from Elizabeth
Township and Lititz Borough. The final report will be made public August 16 th, at the monthly meeting of the IMPACT 2017 Steering Committee, in support
of regional planning efforts. The intent is that this be an iterative process involving the interplay of multiple knowledgeable stakeholders. Extensive research
and analysis was conducted to perform the actual assessment, using either the electronic or paper versions of the following documents:













Comprehensive Plan (2003)
Elizabeth Township Ordinances, Chapter 61: Burning, Outdoor (1998)
Elizabeth Township Ordinances, Chapter 140: Sewers (1994)
Elizabeth Township Ordinances, Chapter 150: Stormwater Management (2004)
Elizabeth Township Ordinances, Chapter 155: Streets & Sidewalks (1997)
Elizabeth Township Ordinances, Chapter 181: Water (2003)
Elizabeth Township Ordinances, Chapter 185: Zoning (2009)
Elizabeth Township Zoning Map (2003)
Elizabeth Township Act 537 Official Wastewater Facilities Plan (1992)
Lancaster County Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance (1991)
Warwick Regional Recreation Commission Plan (2010)
Warwick Region Carbon Audit (2012)
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Results and Recommendations. The results of the rapid assessment of Elizabeth Township’s efforts are provided in the charts that start on this page.
These charts are organized according to the issues evaluated, while the symbols “+” and “x” are used to indicate the strengths and weaknesses,
respectively, of the Township’s current regulations, plans, and policies as they relate to environmental sustainability. For the same criteria, the letter “n” is
used to note a neutral, or adequate, evaluation; i.e., the Township’s efforts are neither significantly strong nor notably weak. To consider improvements to
noted gaps, each chart is followed by recommendations developed through consultation with Township staff and consultants, EMC staff expertise, and/or
EMC staff knowledge of other municipal successes.
Each recommendation is characterized in two ways; first, according to its implementation priority as determined by EMC and Township staff — i.e., shortterm (ST – within the next two years); long-term (LT – beyond two years); and/or Ongoing (recommendations currently underway, should continue as
such). A recommendation may be placed in the ST category either because it is relatively simple to implement, or deemed particularly important, or both.
LT recommendations are typically more challenging or somewhat less pressing. The second characterization is whether the recommendation removes
obstacles to, creates incentives for, or sets standards for achieving sustainability. It is notable that there are a number of recommendations that could fit
under more than one of these latter three categories. For example, “Land-Use and Community Character” includes a recommendation to consider working
with Warwick Township on a multi-municipal TDR program, with Elizabeth Township acting as an additional receiving area. While this recommendation was
placed under the “Create Incentives” category, regulations will be needed to create the actual incentives. Finally, a clear vision for Elizabeth’s sustainable
future should directly inform prioritization, implementation, and/or continuation of any of these recommendations along with broad participation from other
Township officials, residents, businesses, and other key stakeholders.
A final note on the recommendations below. A number of them begin with “Amend the SALDO….” Elizabeth Township has pointed out that they are in the
midst of a process to develop their own SALDO, instead of relying on the county’s, but have temporarily halted that work while they work through the
regional comprehensive planning process with Lititz and Warwick. Therefore, all of the recommendations calling for an amendment to the SALDO should
be understood to mean that we are recommending Elizabeth Township to consider these ideas when they re-start their process.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Natural Resource Protection
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
537 Plan: Act 537 Official Wastewater
Facilities Plan
Comp Plan: Elizabeth Township 2003
Comprehensive Plan
SALDO: Subdivision and Land
Development Ordinance
SWMO: Stormwater Management
Ordinance
WRRC Plan: Warwick Region
Comprehensive Recreation, Park, and
Open Space Plan
ZO: Zoning Ordinance (§185)

Key Zoning District Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
C: Conservation Zone (§185-23)

A: Agricultural Zone (§185-14)

R-1: Suburban Residential Zone (§185-16)

R-2: Village Residential Zone (§185-17)

VC: Village Commercial Zone (§185-18)

HC: Highway Commercial Zone (§185-19)

LI: Limited Industrial Zone (§185-21)

I: Industrial Zone (§185-20)

Protect: floodplains
Floodplain protection serves both to protect private
property and conserve valuable ecological
resources, and should consider downstream users.

R: Rural Zone (§185-15)

BC: Business Campus Zone (§185-22)

Zoning Map: + it is evident that much of the Township, including floodplains, are protected
through conservation zoning
x however, the floodplain is not, itself, mapped
ZO:
+ floodplain includes alluvial soils
+ intensive ag operations prohibited
+ stream restoration work permitted by right
+ parking lots, etc., only permitted (by special exception) if surfaced in a permeable material
+ nonconforming structures may not be expanded or improved if an increase in the 100-year flood
elevation would result
x floodplains defined in 2005, but we should expect them to expand as hydrological cycle
intensifies with climate change
x today's 100-year storm will be tomorrow's 20-year storm

Protect: riparian buffers
Riparian buffers provide multiple benefits, from
stormwater mitigation to wildlife habitat to aesthetics
and more. Research has shown that benefits grow
as the width of the buffer grows.

Zoning Map: + it is evident that much of the Township, including some riparian corridors, are
protected through conservation zoning
ZO: x no specific riparian protections anywhere else in the township
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Protect: woodlands & hedgerows
It is hard to overstate the value of mature
woodlands, which include wildlife habitat,
stormwater mitigation, soil conservation, carbon
sequestration, mitigation of temperature extremes,
improved property values, and much more.
Protect: prime agricultural soils
Prime agricultural soils, essentially a non-renewable
resource, produce an extensive array of crops with
minimal energy input, and provide other significant
benefits, such as infiltration, when left undisturbed.

Zoning Map: + it is evident that much of the Township, including sensitive woodlands, are
protected through conservation zoning
SALDO: x only 25% existing woodlands required to be protected
ZO (forestry activities): + must have E&S plan
x no other substantive requirements, such as forest management plan
Comp Plan: + Goal: Promote a vision for the future by directing growth away from sensitive
environmental resources
Zoning Map: + a significant portion of the Township is zoned for agriculture, which helps to
preserve Lancaster County’s prime agricultural soils
ZO: + structures to be built on non-prime soils
+ Conservation Plans required
+ every zone permits some level of agricultural activity
+ minimum lot size in Ag zone is 10ac
+ density in Ag zone is 1 per 25ac

Protect: wetlands & hydric soils
Wetlands have been called “the kidneys of the
Earth” for their ability to filter pollutants and maintain
water quality. They also provide important wildlife
habitat and can be a source of beauty.
Protect: steep slopes
Steep slopes require protection primarily to prevent
soil erosion and to protect downslope areas from
flooding, but also provide valuable habitat.

ZO: x no specific protections

ZO:
+ mapping of areas with slopes >15% required
+ required to minimize grading
+ must minimize construction/site improvements
+ must protect/preserve habitats that coincide with steep slopes
+ must protect water quality from intended use of site
x no specific limits on development other than the above broad, general statements
537 Plan: + prevents use of OLDS on steep slopes, thereby protecting them

Protect: rare species
No one wants to be a party to extinction, which
famed wildlife biologist E.O. Wilson refers to as “the
death of birth.”

Zoning Map: + much of Township is zoned for Conservation, which helps to preserve habitat
ZO: n relies on state protections
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Protect: air quality
From the municipal perspective, the primary means
of protecting air quality are, (1) to provide for dense,
mixed-use development that promotes human-scale
transportation choices; and (2) to provide for green
infrastructure, which cleanses the air of pollutants.

Ch 61—Burning, Outdoor: + burning of trash or industrial materials prohibited
+ using gasoline to start a fire is prohibited
ZO: x zoning regulations encourage suburban-type development, which is typically associated with
increased per capita air pollution

Identify, map and protect greenways
Greenways represent a unique opportunity to
connect disparate areas into one single whole, while
also providing a showcase of a place’s ecological
wealth. They provide opportunities for recreation
and non-vehicular mobility, and also provide wildlife
with vital connections between natural areas.

Primary and Secondary Conservation Corridor Delineation Map: + identifies conservation
corridors
WRRC Plan: + includes map of primary and secondary conservation corridors
Pennsylvania Highlands: + Elizabeth Township is included in the state-defined Pennsylvania
Highlands, a greenway corridor of statewide significance

Natural Resource Protection Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Develop a map of the Township’s floodplains. ST

Amend zoning ordinance to include an expanded definition of floodplains that recognizes that storms will become increasingly intense, due to the
changing climate. LT
Enact Standards

Add a definition for the word “riparian” to the ZO, and incorporate protection standards for riparian areas. ST

Amend SALDO to require retention of existing wooded areas based on their ecological function, and require replacement of trees removed due to
construction activities. ST

Amend ZO to define timber harvesting and establish standards for such operations, including submittal of a forest management plan. LT

Amend ZO or SALDO to incorporate protection of wetlands and wetland fringes. ST

Amend ZO or SALDO to incorporate more specific standards for the disturbance of steeply-sloped areas. ST

Amend ZO or SALDO to require a PNDI search for development of more than a few units, so as to protect rare and endangered species. ST

During comprehensive planning process, consider the potential of the Township’s developed areas having more of a “village” feel (with denser
development, possibly served by public water and sewer), which would have a number of benefits. ST
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Water Quality and Quantity
Water Conservation
Ordinance prevents depletion of groundwater
and surface water supplies
It is important to ensure that water resources are not Primary and Secondary Conservation Corridor Delineation Map: + identifies wellhead
protection area
used at an unsustainable rate, both to protect
ecological integrity and to ensure a sustainable
water supply for human use.
Permit/promote harvested/recycled water (e.g.,
greywater systems, rain barrels) use
n no specific standards
Well ordinance: + requires cistern
Such measures reduce water consumption and
save money and energy.
Identify native and drought-tolerant plants for
use in required landscaping plans
ZO: x no landscaping requirements
Native plants are already adapted to the existing
SALDO: x buffer plantings not required to use native species
hydrologic conditions, and so do not require the
extensive watering typical of introduced species.
Water and Sewer Infrastructure
Utilize existing public water/sewer lines before
expanding or increasing capacity
Controlling expansion of sewage capacity & water
supply is a key element in growth management.
Has a maintenance program for on-lot disposal
systems (OLDS)
The maintenance of OLDS is essential to protect
public and environmental health, and ensure the

537 Plan: n Elizabeth Township is determined to remain rural and not develop extensive public
water or sewer lines
537 Plan: + promotes development of a district approach to manage the maintenance of OLDS
facilities
+ takes maintenance needs seriously
n package treatment systems prohibited except in cases where existing OLDS suffer failure and
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continued viability of rural areas that are not served
by public sewer infrastructure.

Ensure the future land-use plan directs any
expansion of water, sewer, stormwater
capacities
Proper growth management links the expansion of
public utilities to community-created plans.
Update the community’s Act 537 plan based on
the future land-use plan
Since the future land-use plan represents the
community’s vision, the sewage plan (Act 537 Plan)
should be consistent with it.
Encourage spray/drip irrigation where use of
existing treatment is not an option
Spray/drip irrigation ensures the integrity of the local
hydrologic cycle better than stream discharge
plants, which send water and nutrients downstream,
often requiring costly system design, operation, and
upgrades.

no alternatives exist
Ch 140—Sewers: + identification of location for replacement system required
+ septage to be hauled at least once per three years (more if necessary)
+ reporting of malfunctioning OLDS required
+ septage hauler required to file report with Township for all maintenance
n a future land-use plan will be developed during the ongoing plan update with Lititz Borough and
Warwick Township with appropriate infrastructure planning

537 Plan: x discusses possibility of revisiting 537 Plan after 1998, when new conveyance facilities
were to be completed in Clay Township, but this has not happened

537 Plan: + considers land application to support high-density development
Comp Plan: + calls for the development of alternative wastewater systems that make use of
lagoon treatment and spray irrigation disposal as a way to accommodate higher-density
development in Brickerville, Poplar Grove, Elm, and Spring Lake Park

Stormwater Management
Implement stormwater BMPs / green
infrastructure
BMPs, aka “green infrastructure,” represent lowcost, environmentally-integrated techniques for
stormwater management, and can also create
community amenities.

Ch 150—Stormwater Management:
+ use of BMPs encouraged
x use of BMPs should be required for new developments
+ riparian corridors to be used whenever possible
n regional stormwater management permitted
x relies on models of storms that don't incorporate climate change and the intensification of the
hydrologic cycle
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Require Low Impact Development techniques
Low Impact Development (LID) is a design
approach that focuses on conservation and use of
natural features to protect water quality on-site.
Require routine maintenance of stormwater
management facilities
Like all infrastructure, stormwater management
facilities are subject to degradation over time, and
therefore benefit from ongoing maintenance.

x in particular, § 150-16.B(2) relies on a publication from 1986; more accurate data should be
available
Ch 150—Stormwater Management: + emphasis on maintaining natural flows
+ predevelopment groundwater recharge rates to be maintained
+ water quality to be maintained
SALDO: x lack of LID techniques or standards for use by developers

Ch 150—Stormwater Management: + operations & maintenance plan required

Water Quality and Quantity Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend 537 Plan, as planned, to be consistent with the updated regional strategic plan, and to consider the impacts of regional wastewater
systems. LT

Update stormwater management ordinance to consider impacts of climate change on local hydrologic cycle. ST
Create Incentives

Consider ways to educate residents in the benefits of rain barrels and greywater systems for water conservation. LT
Enact Standards

Amend SALDO to only permit the planting of native species and their cultivars, with exceptions made for non-native non-invasive species, when
deemed appropriate. ST

Require BMPs for new development. ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Land Use and Community Character
Land-Use Planning
Steer growth and new development to the most
appropriate places within community/region
Steering growth to existing population centers, such
as villages, towns and cities preserves open space
and helps to ensure more efficient use of existing
infrastructure, while also promoting a sustainable
local economy.
Participate in multi-municipal/regional land use
planning
Many issues are best dealt with on a regional rather
than municipal basis, and efficiencies of scale can
reduce burden on local budgets.
Ensure planning policies and regulations are
consistent with regional growth management
plans
A municipality’s policies and regulations are the
tools which implement the local plan, and it only
makes sense for them all to work in concert.
Increase density/intensity in urban and village
areas where appropriate
Greater intensity of use and density of population
can reduce the per capita cost of infrastructure,
helping a municipality’s dollars to go farther, while
also promoting a sustainable local economy.

+ both Elizabeth Township and Lititz Borough have expressed an openness to allocating more
intense uses to Lititz Borough & Warwick Township, and thereby maintaing the predominantly
rural/agricultural character of Elizabeth Township
Zoning Map: + commercial development is targeted near population centers and heavily-trafficked
corridors (Rts 500 and 322)
Comp Plan: + Elizabeth Township’s focus on remaining a rural community is in sync with regional
goals of concentrating development within the Lititz-Warwick UGB
n nevertheless, there are several village areas within the Township that would be appropriate
places to concentrate development; while the Comp Plan recognizes this, Elizabeth has yet to
provide the infrastructure (some form of public water & sewer) that would be necessary to
accommodate it
+ Elizabeth Township, for the first time, will be officially participating with Lititz Borough and
Warwick Township in their regional comprehensive plan
WRRC Plan: + Elizabeth Township is part of the WRRC, which plans for parks and recreation in
the Warwick Region
Comp Plan: n calls for “small-scale, locally-oriented commercial retail and office space in a
village setting within Brickerville,” the provision of “incentives for the creation of livable
communities via the implementation of a village development district,” and an “emphasis on
reviewing and upgrading existing public services and providing additional public services.” These
goals will be difficult to meet so long as the township relies almost solely on OLDS, which require
large lots
ZO (more than one principal use per lot): x zoning allows only one principal use per lot which,
depending on lot size, can inefficiently use land
ZO (cluster development): + max net density ranges from 6.8 DU/ac (single-family) to 9.0 DU/ac
(townhomes and multi-family), which is relatively high for a rural area
+ 40% common open space requirement
+ public water & sewer required
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x prohibits mixed-use
Encourage and/or incentivize infill development
and redevelopment of previously-disturbed
lands
Open space is a resource with limited capacity for
regeneration, so it makes sense to encourage infill
development and redevelopment of previouslydisturbed lands.
Adopt and implement Smart Growth principles
Smart growth principles encourage the
concentration of development in existing walkable &
bikeable communities; transit-oriented development;
mixing of uses; a range of housing & transportation
options; a sense of place; distinct community
boundaries; the preservation of open space and
critical environmental resources; and community
involvement in land-use decisions.
Allow for Traditional Neighborhood
Development

n no specific provisions, but may not be relevant for the Township

ZO: n while much of the Township is zoned for agriculture and low-density rural development (1
DU / 2 acres), zoning of those portions of the Township reserved for higher density (R-1 and R-2
Zones) is not designed to encourage the growth of traditional town or village centers; this seems at
least in part due to the Township’s preference for on-lot septic systems, its general prohibition of
package treatment systems, and limited public utility availability to support such development
patterns
+ the Village Commercial and Highway Commercial Zones permit mixed uses (commercial with
accessory residential)

TNDs aim to be complete neighborhoods, with a mix ZO: x no specific provisions
of housing types, a network of well-connected
SALDO: x no specific provisions
streets and blocks, humane public spaces, and
have amenities such as stores, schools, and places
of worship within walking distance of residences.
Adopt Transferable Development Rights
ordinance
n TDRs are not employed in Elizabeth Township, but the Township has expressed an interest in
TDRs are a market-based tool, often used for the
exploring a regional TDR program with Lititz and Warwick
preservation of farmland and natural areas, by
transferring the “development rights” from these
areas to areas with the infrastructure to support
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more intense/dense development.
Update municipal comprehensive plan to
promote sustainability
Municipal sustainability begins with the
comprehensive plan, which can help to set the
vision and subsequent priorities for sustainability.
Character and Aesthetics
Preserve, through zoning and other means, the
community’s significant historical resources
A community’s historical resources are its
connection to its past and help to define it as a
unique place, worthy of respect and stewardship.
Encourage and promote, through zoning, the
adaptive reuse of historic buildings
A key element in historic preservation is the
preservation of the usefulness of the historic
structure, which often relies on creative reuse
opportunities.
Preserve through ordinance incentives
significant cultural and scenic resources
In some cases, historic preservation is best
achieved through other parts of the Code.
Enact ordinances limiting both noise and light
pollution

Joint Plan: + the new joint comprehensive plan with Lititz and Warwick will have sustainability as
a focus area

SALDO: + subdivisions and land developments shall preserve Lancaster's heritage, including
historic views, but it is unclear how this is enforced
+ demolition of historic properties can only occur with approval of the Lancaster County Planning
Commission
+ Elizabeth Township has participated, along with Warwick Township and Lititz Borough, in
Lancaster County’s first comprehensive survey of historic structures
ZO: x no specific provisions
SALDO: + subdivisions and land developments shall preserve Lancaster's heritage, including
historic views, but it is unclear how this is enforced
SALDO: + subdivisions and land developments shall preserve Lancaster's heritage, including
historic views, but it is unclear how this is enforced

SALDO: x lighting standards do not require full cut-off luminaires
ZO (outdoor signs): x does not prohibit uplighting of signs
x permits interior lighting without limiting size (animated billboards)
The livability of a place can be dramatically affected,
+ "intermittent flashing" and "rotating" signs only permitted in Industrial Zone
for good or ill, by noise and lighting.
ZO (billboards): x failure to adequately regulate animated billboards
+ billboards prohibited in residential districts
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Land Use and Community Character Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Develop regional comprehensive plan with Lititz and Warwick. Ongoing

Once regional plan is complete with Lititz and Warwick Township, begin implementation. ST

Amend ZO to allow for more flexible use of land (such as multiple principle uses per site) and mitigate against sprawl. ST

Amend cluster development provision of ZO to allow for appropriate mix of uses. ST

Enter into discussion with Warwick Township and Lititz Borough about the possibility of developing an intermunicipal implementation agreement
that would allow Lititz and Warwick to provide for higher-density and more intense uses. ST
Create Incentives

Consider developing a TDR sending area, similar to Warwick’s, to help preserve farmland. Could use either existing commercial / industrial zones
as receiving areas, or work with Lititz as a potential receiving area. LT

Amend ZO to allow for the adaptive reuse of historic structures, as a means of helping to preserve the Township’s distinctive character. ST
Enact Standards

To accommodate expected future growth in the most environmentally responsible way, consider formally adopting smart growth principles into the
ZO and SALDO and require development to conform to traditional patterns that foster more humane environments (with stronger neighborhoods,
reduced auto dependence, a mix of uses, and affordable infrastructure). LT

Amend ZO to more fully regulate outdoor signs and billboards; in particular, prohibit uplighting and strictly limit the size of internally-lighted signs.
ST

Amend SALDO to require outdoor lighting to only consist of full cutoff fixtures, which prevent light trespass and glare, increases safety, and protect
the night sky. ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Global Warming & Climate Change
Greenhouse Gas Pollution Reduction
Enact ordinances to encourage mixed
use/Transit-Oriented Developments (TODs)
Mixed-use and transit-oriented development is the
hallmark of strong, well-planned communities. By
reducing reliance on fossil fuels, they also have a
positive impact on climate change.
Enact ordinances to allow live-work units and
home-based businesses in residential zoning
districts

ZO: + the Village Commercial and Highway Commercial Zones permit a mix of uses
x other provisions, however, encourage a spreading out of uses rather than their concentration

In existing residential districts, a certain degree of
“mixed-ness” may be achieved by permitting and
encouraging live-work units and home-based
businesses. In an economy struggling to provide full
employment, opportunities to work at home may
allow a person to remain in his/her home.
Incentivize green building techniques for new
developments and redevelopment projects

ZO: + home occupations and businesses permitted in nearly every zone
+ the VC and HC Zones both permit commercial with accessory residential

“Green” buildings have been shown to have greater
value, be more affordable to maintain, be more
attractive to certain demographics, and to have a
high return-on-investment in terms of local
employment.
Promote and incentivize reforestation on open
space

ZO: x no specific provisions
SALDO: x no specific provisions

ZO: x no specific provisions
SALDO: x no specific provisions
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Reforestation provides greater habitat, variety of
landscape, stormwater mitigation, and a sink for
atmospheric carbon dioxide, the primary
greenhouse gas pollutant.
WRRC Plan: + inventories, and promotes the expansion of, a regional trails network
SALDO:
+ design standards for bicycle and buggy lanes specified
+ bicycle parking required in non-residential parking lots
Encourage use of human-scale transportation
+ street trees required
(public transit, biking, walking)
+ curvilinear streets not to be used adjacent to existing grid system
Studies have shown that communities which provide + drainage grates to be bike-safe
n sidewalk width 4' minimum (ITE recommends 5’)
opportunities for non-motorized transport are
n cul-de-sacs discouraged, not prohibited
healthier, happier, and have more disposable
x residential blocks have a maximum length of 2000', and a minimum length of 300' (long blocks
income. Such communities also emit fewer
discourage walking)
greenhouse gas pollutants through their reduced
x blocks along arterials have a minimum length of 800'
reliance on fossil fuels.
x local streets to be arranged so as to minimize through-traffic, which also minimizes pedestrian
traffic and can increase congestion on arterials
ZO: x Elizabeth Township’s dominant development pattern is not such as to encourage nonmotorized forms of transportation
Develop, adopt and implement a Climate Action
Plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
WRCA: + Lititz Borough, and Warwick and Elizabeth Townships have participated in Lancaster
County’s first and, to date, only Carbon Audit, an assessment of the region’s municipal
A Climate Action Plan (CAP) is one way a
greenhouse gas pollution emissions, and the cost of same
community can consciously reduce its negative
n Elizabeth Township, as part of the region, has not yet moved on to the next step of developing a
impact on the global climate, while also saving
energy, reducing per capita infrastructure costs, and Climate Action Plan
saving money.
Climate Change Adaptation
Build resilience by developing, adopting and
implementing an adaptation component to
Climate Action Plan in the face of present, and

x No specific efforts have yet been made to adapt to anticipated future climatic conditions
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projected future, impacts of climate change
By many measures, climate change has already
occurred and is already intensifying local weather
patterns; this may be expected to continue.
Adopt zoning and other provisions proactively
to prepare for predictable impacts of climate
change
One impact that is already starting to be observed is
an intensification of the water cycle, which will likely
lead to periods of drought broken by periods of
intense precipitation.

ZO:
x floodplains defined in 2005, but we should expect them to expand as hydrological cycle
intensifies with climate change
x today's 100-year storm will be tomorrow's 20-year storm
Ch 150—Stormwater Management:
x relies on models of storms that don't incorporate climate change and the intensification of the
hydrologic cycle
x in particular, § 150-16.B(2) relies on a publication from 1986; more recent data should be
available

Global Warming / Climate Change Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Begin development of a regional Climate Action Plan, built on the Carbon Audit. This plan should include climate change adaptation as a major
topic area. ST

Work with knowledgeable institutions to take a new look at list of appropriate plant species, with consideration for projected northward shift of
hardiness zones. Such a shift will make the continuance of certain species in the Township untenable over the long run, while also providing
habitat for species typically found far to the south, now. LT

Amend SALDO to require sidewalks have a minimum width of 5’, when appropriate. LT

Amend SALDO to prohibit the construction of new cul-de-sacs, which discourage walking. LT
Create Incentives

Consider ways to incentivize, rather than prohibit, an increased mix and concentration of uses. LT

Offer an expedited permitting process and waiver of some or all permit fees for “green” construction. ST

Offer density bonuses, or other credits, to developers who offer to reforest the open space portions of their developments, or publicly-owned land.
ST
Enact Standards
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Consider requiring an energy audit for all structures at point-of-sale. ST
Reduce maximum block width in SALDO from 2,000’ to 250’–500’. Shorter block lengths encourage walking, while longer lengths discourage it. ST

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
Renewable Energy
Allow solar panels by-right when accessory to a
principal use
As the most accessible distributed, renewable
energy technology for private property owners, it is
important to reduce barriers to their installation
whenever possible.
Establish a minimum percentage of solaroriented lots or buildings in new developments

ZO: n no specific provisions

One major barrier to installation of solar systems on
roofs is the orientation of the building. In the
northern hemisphere, solar works best on southfacing slopes.
Permit small wind energy conversion systems
(WECS) in all zoning districts

ZO: x no such provisions
SALDO: x no such provisions

Small wind energy systems have minimal impacts,
and are an important part of the overall energy mix.
Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Encourage new & renovated
residential/commercial buildings to achieve
LEED, Energy Star, or comparable standards

ZO: n no specific provisions

ZO: x no such provisions

In the U.S., buildings are responsible nearly half of
all energy consumed. Any effort to reduce total
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energy consumption, therefore, must include
building energy efficiency as a crucial element.
Energy-efficient buildings also tend to be more
attractive investments and therefore have more
stable real estate value.
Add an energy element to the comprehensive
plan
Energy is the most crucial input to the economy,
and it is arguable that comprehensive plans which
do not consider energy are not truly comprehensive.

x ongoing Comprehensive Plan update with Lititz and Warwick includes no plans to incorporate an
energy element

Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Adopt an energy element in the comprehensive plan. ST
Create Incentives

Offer an expedited permitting process and waiver of some or all permit fees for “green” construction. ST
Enact Standards

Amend ZO or SALDO to require consideration of sun angles to permit structures to make beneficial use of solar energy. ST

Either amend ZO or adopt a stand-alone renewable energy ordinance. LT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Mobility and Transportation
Non-vehicular Transportation
Encourage Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
Mixed-use and transit-oriented development is the
hallmark of strong, well-planned communities. By
reducing reliance on fossil fuels, they also have a

ZO: + the Village Commercial and Highway Commercial Zones permit a mix of uses
x other provisions, however, encourage a spreading out of uses rather than their concentration
Comp Plan: + Goal: Promote alternative modes of transportation, including carpooling, biking, and
walking, to reduce traffic congestion, conserve energy, and encourage a sense of community
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positive impact on climate change.
Establish sidewalks in residential, village,
downtown areas
Sidewalks are the key element in safe, walkable,
livable neighborhoods.
Require bike racks at appropriate locations in
new/infill developments
Appropriately-located bike racks can make cycling
significantly easier and more attractive, while also
protecting landscaping and infrastructure, which
otherwise becomes the default bike “rack.”

SALDO: n sidewalk width 4' minimum
Ch 155—Streets and Sidewalks: n sidewalk width 4' minimum (ITE recommends a minimum
sidewalk width of 5')

SALDO: + bicycle parking required in non-residential parking lots

Roads and Streets
Codify “complete streets” principles in the
SALDO and embrace PennDOT’s new Smart
Transportation design standards which
emphasize context-sensitive design
Complete streets designed and maintained to
ensure accessibility to all users, including motorized
and non-motorized traffic and public transit. Such
streets would include sidewalks, crosswalks,
medians and raised crosswalks where necessary,
pedestrian signals, bulb-outs, staggered parking,
street trees, pervious paving and other green
infrastructure measures, etc.
Eliminate the creation of new cul-de-sacs
Cul-de-sacs discourage connectivity, thus fostering
more driving (and fossil fuel consumption) than
otherwise would be necessary. Traditional
neighborhoods only rarely incorporate these

SALDO: x street hierarchy related solely to function and ADT, not to surrounding land-use
Ch 155—Streets and Sidewalks: x no provision for pervious streets, even in low-use areas

SALDO: n cul-de-sacs discouraged, not prohibited
Ch 155—Streets and Sidewalks: x permits cul-de-sacs
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elements.
Use future land-use plan to direct expansion of
road capacities
A well-planned community is one in which the landuse plan and the street plan are coordinated to
create the community’s vision for itself.
Maximize existing road capacity (e.g., traffic
calming, travel demand management [TDM],
etc.) before constructing new roads

x Elizabeth Township presently has no future land-use plan

Often, much can be done to use existing road
capacity more efficiently, reducing or eliminating the
need for new roads. This reduces capital
construction costs and ongoing maintenance costs,
which can be considerable.
Plan road improvements to prioritize safety and
pedestrian/bike uses

SALDO: x local streets to be arranged so as to minimize through-traffic

A road that has been designed with pedestrians and
cyclists in mind is one which attracts such users,
which promotes public health, a sense of
community, saves energy and money, and can
promote and support a human-scale business
district.

SALDO:
+ drainage grates to be bike-safe
+ design standards for bicycle and buggy lanes specified

Parking
Establish a range of parking standards for
commercial uses
Appropriate parking standards can have farreaching impacts on a community’s development
pattern. Often, maximum parking standards are
warranted, rather than minimum (which

ZO: x minimum standards set, which increase the cost of development and often lead to
unnecessarily large parking areas
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unnecessarily increases the cost of development).
Ordinances should require porous pavement,
shade trees, landscape buffers in parking lots
Such “green infrastructure” elements can result in a
vastly superior built environment, from an aesthetic
as well as a functional point-of-view.
Permit on-street parking wherever possible and
appropriate
The benefits of on-street parking are many: it
provides a natural buffer between traffic and
pedestrians, it reduces impervious surface, it
reduces the cost of development, it reduces the
urban heat island effect, it results in a more pleasing
built environment, etc.
Permit shared parking in non-residential zoning
districts
Shared parking, like on-street parking, has multiple
benefits, such as the reduction of impervious
surface, the reduced cost of development, and the
reduced consumption of land.
Promote parking demand management
techniques
Parking Demand Management involves the efficient
use of parking facilities through motorist information
and enforcement. There are two major components
to parking management: pricing and supply
management. Benefits may include increased
throughput, efficient use of the system, reduced
demand and increased roadway capacity.

SALDO: x trees not required in parking lots
ZO and SALDO: x no requirement for permeable surfaces

SALDO: n no standards for on-street parking
ZO: x off-street parking required for all new buildings and uses, and altered or expanded uses.

SALDO: + some shared parking permitted
ZO: n joint parking permitted, but severely limited (minimum commercial lot size of 3ac; 20% max
shared parking)

n no specific provisions, but also little need at present
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Trails
Require the establishment and maintenance of
pedestrian/bike trails that connect to public
facilities, parks, open space, schools,
business/shopping
Multi-use trails are a crucial element in a region’s
transportation network, and encourage walking and
cycling for work, play and shopping. Trails have also
been shown to significantly increase adjacent real
estate values.

WRRC Plan: + this detailed plan includes discussion of the region’s intricate trails network
ZO: n no requirement for establishment of trails in new subdivisions, but the Township’s largely
rural nature makes it attractive for cyclists and relatively safe to ride on the public street network

Mobility and Transportation Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend Chapter 155 to require sidewalks to be 5’ in width when appropriate. ST

Amend Chapter 155 to prohibit new cul-de-sacs. ST

Adopt an Official Map to help implement WRRC Plan and ensure recreation needs of residents are met; to provide for trails and regional
connections; and to ensure development occurs where Township officials deem most appropriate. ST

Amend ZO or SALDO to require sidewalks in R-2 and VC Zones, at a minimum. ST

Amend SALDO to allow through-traffic on local streets. ST

Amend ZO to set maximum parking standards in addition to, or instead of, minimum standards. ST

Amend ZO or SALDO to set on-street parking guidelines, for example in the R-2 and VC Zones. LT

Amend ZO to loosen limitations on use of joint parking. ST

Amend SALDO to require construction of public trails for subdivisions over a certain size. ST
Enact Standards

Amend SALDO to permit or require (in certain circumstances) the use of pervious paving materials for streets and sidewalks. ST

Adopt a “complete streets” policy that considers adjacent land-use in design decisions. LT

Amend SALDO to require trees in parking lots. ST
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Community Health and Safety
Public Health and Safety
Require street trees and sidewalks in residential
areas and village/downtown areas
In addition to making for a more inviting
environment for pedestrians, such amenities have
been shown to improve public health.
Provide adequate active and passive
recreational opportunities
Exercise is a key element in an individual’s health,
and it has been shown that people exercise more
regularly when given opportunity’s to do so close to
home and work.

SALDO: + street trees required
x while there are design standards for sidewalks, there appear to be no requirements for them

WRRC Plan: + detailed plan for the future of recreation in the region encompassed by the
Warwick School District

Solid Waste and Recycling
Require recycling centers/stations in new
developments over a certain size
In our modern society, the production of waste is
nearly unavoidable, but there are many ways in
which it can be minimized and, in some instances,
eliminated. Recycling permits the more efficient use
of natural resources, while also encouraging a more
beautiful, livable environment.
Adopt a construction debris demolition
ordinance or require construction waste
management plan

+ Elizabeth Township hosts a recycling day, staffed by volunteers, on a monthly basis at the
Township building
ZO: x no such provisions

ZO: x no such provisions

A great deal of the waste generated by our modern
society comes from development and
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redevelopment. A municipality can significantly
reduce this waste stream by requiring construction
waste to be reused or recycled.
Require salvage/material recycling in demolition
permit or land development approval
Much of the waste generated from development and ZO: x no such provisions
redevelopment isn’t waste at all, and can be
recycled back into productive use.
Housing Diversity and Accessibility
Create incentives to promote a diverse housing
supply that includes affordable housing
A diverse community is a much more robust
community, both economically and socially.
Locate housing within walking distance of
businesses, services, employment centers,
public transportation
Such a development pattern encourages walking
and cycling, which can greatly improve the public’s
health, rather than driving, which reduces it.
Permit smaller lot sizes in appropriate
residential zoning districts
Smaller lot sizes can promote greater diversity of
uses, which a complete neighborhood must have
and which promotes walking and cycling.
Permit accessory dwelling units (in addition to
primary residence) on residential lots
One way to provide affordable housing is to permit
accessory dwelling units. Often called “in-law
quarters,” they may also allow extended families to

ZO: + R-2 Zone permits a range of housing types

Zoning Map: + R-1 and R-2 Zones are located near commercial and industrial zones

ZO: x the R-2 Zone permits lots as small as 10,000sf, but only with public water and sewer. Since
there are neither of these anywhere in the Township, and no plans to install any, the effective lot
size is 1 ac
ZO: n ECHO housing and accessory apartments permitted uses in many residential districts, but
only relatives may occupy these units
n elder cottage to be demolished within 12 months after a relative no longer occupies it
+ both the Village Commercial and Highway Commercial Zones permit housing accessory to
commercial uses
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live close together, which has numerous public and
private benefits.
Permit second-story (and greater) residential
uses in commercial and mixed-use zoning
districts
Perhaps the one element which most simply
ZO: n no such provisions
distinguishes towns and villages from residential
areas is the existence of vertical mixing of uses,
with retail/offices/etc. on the ground floor and homes
above. Such patterns also promote walking and
cycling, which improves the public health.
Community Health and Safety Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend SALDO to require sidewalks in appropriate cases, or a fee-in-lieu. ST

Consider appropriate locations for public water and sewer, to permit the R-2 Zone to develop at a higher density. LT

Amend ZO to permit non-family to reside in accessory apartments and remove elder cottage demolition requirements. ST
Create Incentives

Consider ways to institutionalize municipal recycling, as volunteers may one day lose energy or interest. LT
Enact Standards

Amend ZO to require recycling centers in the R-2 Zone, when higher densities are used. LT

Adopt an ordinance to require a construction waste management plan, and maximum recycling of construction materials. LT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Food Production and Security
Incentivize through ordinances the permanent

Zoning Map: + large areas of contiguous farmland are zoned for agriculture, which will help to
preserve the critical mass necessary to maintain these lands for farming
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preservation of agricultural lands
Agricultural lands are a non-renewable resource
that, in a world of ever-increasing population,
warrant protection.
Permit a broad range of agricultural uses by
right in rural and semi-rural areas
One way to steward the agricultural economy is to
permit it to diversify by allowing complementary
uses.
Permit farmers’ markets, farm stands,
community gardens in public/open spaces,
residential vegetable gardens
These are all key elements in the agricultural
economy, and in particular help to promote the
culture of agriculture.
Permit small-scale farming uses (e.g., egg
production) w/ complementary structures in all
residential or mixed-residential zoning districts
Small plots and micro-animal operations are
capable of producing a great deal of food for
families and their neighbors, thus representing an
important element of food security.
Permit small-scale manufacture of food
products within appropriate zoning districts
Such operations help to promote local foods and
support a local economy, while also providing food
security.
Allow composting as part of gardening and
small-scale farming uses
Composting is a way to divert one of the primary

n no provision for the use of Transferable Development Rights as an incentive for permanent
preservation

ZO: + permits a broad range of agricultural uses in appropriate zones

ZO: + the A, R, R-1 and R-2 Zones all permit roadside stands
n no specific provisions for farmers’ markets, community gardens or residential vegetable gardens

ZO: + agriculture (of some scale or other) is permitting in nearly every zone

ZO: n food processing is only permitted in the Industrial Zone
n however, most “small-scale” food manufacturing, such as canning and baking, is regulated by
the state health department and would fit under “farm occupation,” “home occupation” or “home
business”
ZO: x importing materials for composting prohibited
+ spent mushroom composting permitted in A Zone
n otherwise, no specific provisions
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sources of municipal waste away from the waste
stream and back into productive use: soil. All
sustainable agricultural operations, as well as home
gardens, much incorporate composting.
Require or encourage fruit and nut trees as part
of landscaping requirements
Another important piece of the food security puzzle
is “edible landscaping.” Native fruit and nut trees
can provide a food source for humans as well as
birds and other wildlife.

ZO: n no specific provisions
SALDO: n no specific provisions

Food Production and Security Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend ZO to permit the importation of materials for composting, at least into the Agricultural Zone. ST

Amend ZO to specifically permit composting in all districts, and to prevent homeowners’ associations from prohibiting same. ST
Enact Standards

Amend ZO or SALDO to permit or require a portion of landscaping to be fruit and nut trees edible to humans. ST

Adopt multi-municipal TDR ordinance provisions to add another landowner incentive to preserve agriculture and create a land preservation finance
tool. LT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Conclusions and Summary. Elizabeth Township has taken great strides to achieving greater sustainability at the municipal level, within the framework of its
policies, plans, and regulations as they relate to environmental, social, and economic issues. Specifically, the Township has a strong vision of itself as a
rural and agricultural area, and has developed policies and ordinances which promote the furtherance of this vision. Elizabeth Township has achieved high
marks in the categories of natural resource protection, water quantity and quality, land-use and community character, and food production and security.
Yet, there is room for improvement on the Township’s path to sustainability. Specifically, Elizabeth lacks any regulatory guidance on appropriate standards
for renewable energy systems, which ought to be encouraged to the extent that such systems support the Township’s vision for itself. Perhaps the largest
stumbling block for achieving sustainability is that Elizabeth Township, at present, lacks a comprehensive plan; fortunately, this impediment will soon be
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removed. EMC staff believe that the ongoing planning process is a crucial first step in crafting a comprehensive vision for the Township’s future, and then
making that vision a reality.
Seeking sustainability requires both continued vigilance and extensive patience. Accordingly, the recommendations made in this report are intended to
broadly guide efforts to achieve sustainability, above and beyond the Township’s existing efforts. It is notable that many of the recommendations are
interrelated both within their own subject area and under the broader umbrella of sustainability. For example, expanding resource protection regulations can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions while also providing protection from flooding, as well as having wildlife habitat benefits. Decisions regarding which of the
recommendations to implement, or which are even feasible, should be considered first by the Planning Commission in consultation with Township staff and
consultants, appointed and advisory officials, and the public, with recommendations provided to the Board of Supervisors. Ultimately, final approval for any
recommendation rests with the Elizabeth Township Board of Supervisors. EMC staff is ready to answer questions, provide additional information, and
otherwise assist as the Township proceeds forward with implementation.
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES ASSESSMENT FOR LITITZ BOROUGH, LANCASTER COUNTY
8/20/2012

Overview. Between May and late July of 2012, staff from the Brandywine Conservancy’s Environmental Management Center (EMC) conducted a focused
assessment of Lititz Borough’s ordinances, plans, and policies (collectively, the “framework”) as these pertain to community sustainability. Using the
focused assessment approach allowed EMC staff to investigate Lititz’s broad and complex framework given limited time and resources, while yielding clear
recommendations for future action.
It may be helpful to define the term “sustainability”. Sustainability is widely accepted to refer to: an approach that meets the needs of the existing generation
while not compromising the needs of future generations, while protecting the rights of both. It is also commonly understood to mean the responsible use of
natural resources such that renewable ones are not drawn down beyond their ability to regenerate, and non-renewable ones are used to the minimum
possible extent. For example, applying this definition to the land-use component of Lititz’s environmental framework would mean an approach which
continues the Borough’s present policy of encouraging the development of traditional neighborhoods, which support community and also conserve vital
natural resources.
Sustainability is often represented by the graphic shown here, at the center of the three nested circles
“environment,” “society,” and “economy.” In Lititz’s case, at the municipal level; within its broad
regulatory, planning, and policy-making framework; and applied principally, though not entirely, to
environmental matters. Specifically, we evaluated the following facets of sustainability: (1) Natural
Resource Protection; (2) Water Quality & Quantity; (3) Land Use & Community Character; (4) Global
Warming; (5) Renewable Energy & Energy Conservation; (6) Mobility & Transportation; (7) Community
Health & Safety; and (8) Food Production & Security. Given the assessment’s focus on ordinances,
plans, and policies, we did not evaluate any of the Borough’s operations as they relate to sustainability
(e.g., municipal vehicle types and fuels used; procurement of supplies). Nor did we address the major
components of the societal and economic circles (e.g., local economies), since we believe these issues
may better be addressed through the comprehensive planning process per se. However, that being said,
it would be impossible to entirely disentangle so-called “environmental impacts” from the social and
economic dimensions.
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Methodology. EMC staff attended two meetings in support of the focused assessment, held at the start of the process to gather information and
perspective, on June 13th; and another on August 8th to discuss this draft assessment. Present at both meetings were staff and consultants from Lititz
Borough and Elizabeth Township. The final report will be made public August 16th, at the monthly meeting of the IMPACT 2017 Steering Committee, in
support of regional planning efforts. The intent is that this be an iterative process involving the interplay of multiple knowledgeable stakeholders. Extensive
research and analysis was conducted to perform the actual assessment, using either the electronic or paper versions of the following documents:






















Borough News (May 2012)
Downtown Lititz Master Plan (2008)
Greenway and Trail Feasibility Study (2004)
Lititz Borough and Warwick Township Joint Act 537 Sewage Facilities Plan Update (2007) [Note, abbreviated herein as “537 Plan”]
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 34: Bicycles (1961, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 38: Burning, Open (1973, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 62: Flood Hazard Control (1972, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 66: Garbage, Rubbish, and Sanitation (1963, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 70: Hydronic Heaters (2008, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 100: Sewers (1961, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 103: Stormwater Management (1993, as amended) [Note, referred to herein as the “SWMO”]
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 105: Streets and Sidewalks (1961, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 108: Subdivision and Land Development (1993, as amended) [Note, referred to herein as the “SALDO”]
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 118: Water (1961, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 120: Weeds (1978, as amended)
Lititz Borough Ordinances, Chapter 122: Zoning (1994, as amended) [Note, referred to herein as the “ZO”]
Lititz Borough Zoning Map (2007)
Lititz-Warwick Joint Strategic Comprehensive Plan (2006) [Note, abbreviated herein as “LWJSCP”]
Oak Street Restoration Plan (2012)
Parking Management Plan (2011)
Warwick Region Comprehensive Recreation, Park, and Open Space Plan (2010) [Note, referred to herein as the “WRRC Plan”]
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Results and Recommendations. The results of the rapid assessment of Lititz’s efforts are provided in the charts that start on this page. These charts are
organized according to the issues evaluated, while the symbols “+” and “x” are used to indicate the strengths and weaknesses, respectively, of the
Borough’s current regulations, plans, and policies as they relate to environmental sustainability. For the same criteria, the letter “n” is used to note a neutral,
or adequate, evaluation; i.e., the Borough’s efforts are neither significantly strong nor notably weak. To consider improvements to noted gaps, each chart is
followed by recommendations developed through consultation with Borough staff and consultants, EMC staff expertise, and/or EMC staff knowledge of
other municipal successes.
Each recommendation is characterized in two ways; first, according to its implementation priority as determined by EMC and Borough staff — i.e., shortterm (ST – within the next two years); long-term (LT – beyond two years); and/or Ongoing (recommendations currently underway, should continue as
such). A recommendation may be placed in the ST category either because it is relatively simple to implement, or deemed particularly important, or both.
LT recommendations are typically more challenging or somewhat less pressing. The second characterization is whether the recommendation removes
obstacles to, creates incentives for, or sets standards for achieving sustainability. It is notable that there are a number of recommendations that could fit
under more than one of these latter three categories. For example, “Land-Use and Community Character” includes a recommendation to consider working
with Warwick Township on a multi-municipal TDR program, with the Borough acting as a receiving area. While this recommendation was placed under the
“Create Incentives” category, regulations will be needed to create the actual incentives. Finally, a clear vision for Lititz’s sustainable future should directly
inform prioritization, implementation, and/or continuation of any of these recommendations along with broad participation from other Borough officials,
residents, businesses, and other key stakeholders.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Natural Resource Protection
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
LWJSCP: Lititz-Warwick Joint Strategic
Comprehensive Plan
SALDO: Subdivision and Land
Development Ordinance
SWMO: Stormwater Management
Ordinance
WRRC Plan: Warwick Region
Comprehensive Recreation, Park, and
Open Space Plan
ZO: Zoning Ordinance

Key Zoning District Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
R-S: Residential District (§206)

OP: Office & Professional (§210)

I: Industrial District (§213)

R-1: Residential District (§207)

C: Commercial District (§211)

HAO: Historical Areas Overlay (§214)

R-2: Residential District (§208)

NSD: Neighborhood Storefront District (§211.1)

FDO: Floodplain District Overlay (§215)

R-2A: Residential District (§208.1)

NSD-1: Neighborhood Storefront District-1 (§211.2)

TNDO: Traditional Neighborhood Development
Overlay District (§216)

R-A: Residential District (§209)

GB: General Business District (§212)

DOD: Downtown Overlay District (§218)

Protect: floodplains
Floodplain protection serves both to protect private
property and conserve valuable ecological
resources, and should consider downstream users.

Zoning Map: + Floodplains extent delineated on Zoning Map
ZO: + Floodplain district has reasonable protections
x but relies on existing “100-year” floodplain designations, which may prove inadequate if
hydrologic cycle continues to intensify
Ch. 62—Flood Hazard Control: + Seeks to minimize property damage from flooding and comply
with National Flood Insurance Program
SALDO: + floodplain required to be kept clear of structures
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + calls for an updated floodplain analysis
Oak Street Restoration Plan: + a project to restore the floodplain and develop a trail along Lititz
Run near Oak St and the existing Lititz-Warwick Trailway
Borough News: + Butterfly Acres Critical Aquifer Recharge Area Restoration protects and
restores the floodplain along a tributary to the Lititz Run

Protect: riparian buffers
Riparian buffers provide multiple benefits, from
stormwater mitigation to wildlife habitat to aesthetics
and more. Research has shown that benefits grow
as the width of the buffer grows.
Protect: woodlands & hedgerows
It is hard to overstate the value of mature

ZO: x no specific riparian buffer protections
LWJSCP: + depicts a small riparian area within the Borough
SALDO: x no specific riparian buffer protections
ZO: n entirety of Borough is zoned for development, but this pattern is historic in nature and there
are no extant woodlands left to protect
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woodlands, which include wildlife habitat,
stormwater mitigation, soil conservation, carbon
sequestration, mitigation of temperature extremes,
improved property values, and much more.
Protect: prime agricultural soils

SALDO: x requires just 25% of existing wooded areas to be protected
n Borough may require trees removed for construction to be replaced
+ Form-Based Code includes extensive guidance on use of street / shade trees

Prime agricultural soils, essentially a non-renewable
resource, produce an extensive array of crops with
minimal energy input, and provide other significant
benefits, such as infiltration, when left undisturbed.
Protect: wetlands & hydric soils

n Borough officials are looking for opportunities to embrace vertical gardening initiatives
ZO: n entirety of Borough is zoned for development, but dense development here allows other ag
soils to be preserved within the region

Wetlands have been called “the kidneys of the
Earth” for their ability to filter pollutants and maintain
water quality. They also provide important wildlife
habitat and can be a source of beauty.
Protect: steep slopes

ZO: x no specific wetland protections
SALDO: + wetland study required with all subdivision and land development plans

Steep slopes require protection primarily to prevent
soil erosion and to protect downslope areas from
flooding, but also provide valuable habitat.
Protect: rare species

ZO: x no specific steep slope (15–25% and >25%) protections
SALDO: x no specific steep slope (15–25% and >25%) protections

No one wants to be a party to extinction, which
famed wildlife biologist E.O. Wilson refers to as “the
death of birth.”
Protect: air quality
From the municipal perspective, the primary means
of protecting air quality are, (1) to provide for dense,
mixed-use development that promotes human-scale
transportation choices; and (2) to provide for green
infrastructure, which cleanses the air of pollutants.

x Lititz Run, particularly within the Borough itself, is degraded and does not support much marine
life. However, much of this is due to pollution of the groundwater which surfaces and forms the
Lititz Run
ZO: n relies on state protections
ZO: + due to the Borough’s relatively dense and mixed-use character, non-vehicular modes of
transportation are more feasible and, therefore, air quality is more protected on a per capita basis
x substantial parts of the Borough have a suburban-like character with relatively low density and
without mixture of uses, which encourages driving
Ch. 38—Burning, Open: + prohibits outdoor burning, except in “outdoor grill-type fires”
Ch. 70—Hydronic Heaters: + prohibited in the Borough which, given the average property size,
makes sense
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + promotes a variety of green infrastructure elements as part of a
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“sustainable design” strategy
+ considers incentives for BMPs / Green Infrastructure, and for the installation of a green roof in
the downtown
ZO: x no specific conservation zones
Identify, map and protect greenways
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + While not specifically called out as such, this plan takes seriously
the idea of revitalizing the Lititz Run “Greenway” as a key element in a vibrant Lititz
Greenways represent a unique opportunity to
connect disparate areas into one single whole, while + calls for creation of a green space plan focusing on the Lititz Run
Oak Street Restoration Plan: + a project to restore the floodplain and develop a trail along Lititz
also providing a showcase of a place’s ecological
Run near Oak St and the existing Lititz-Warwick Trailway
wealth. They provide opportunities for recreation
and non-vehicular mobility, and also provide wildlife Greenway & Trail Feasibility Study: + produced a vision for greenways and trails that would both
better connect Lititz to itself, and to its region
with vital connections between natural areas.
WRRC Plan: + includes map of primary and secondary conservation corridors
Natural Resource Protection Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Investigate the feasibility of setting aside land within the Borough for a woodland reserve, perhaps as a public park, and add to the Official Map. ST

Investigate feasibility of rezoning portions of the Borough (such as along riparian corridors) as Conservation Zones (or conservation overlays), or
add provisions to the ZO or SALDO requiring protection of riparian areas. LT

As the market for town living continues to increase, consistent with observed demographic trends, investigate increasing density, mix of uses, and
redevelopment opportunities in some of the single-use-dominant zoning districts (e.g., the R-S). LT
Create Incentives

Continue efforts to “green” the Borough and attract native species of pollinators, birds, etc. Ongoing

Investigate opportunities to encourage “vertical gardens,” perhaps including rooftop gardens on green roofs. ST
Enact Standards

Work with knowledgeable institutions to develop an expanded “100-year floodplain” that addresses anticipated increases in extreme weather
events. LT

Investigate the feasibility of protecting any remaining prime agricultural soils, perhaps as a space for a community garden. ST

Add a definition for the word “riparian” to the ZO and SALDO, and incorporate provisions for riparian areas in both ordinances. ST
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Conduct study to determine extent of existing woodlands, if any, and potential for reforestation, and then set ecologically-based standards for
protection of same. ST
Amend SALDO to require replacement of trees removed due to construction activities. ST
Amend ZO to incorporate protection of wetlands and wetland fringes. ST
Conduct a steep slope GIS analysis, and amend ZO to incorporate protection of such slopes. ST

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Water Quality and Quantity
Water Conservation
Ordinance prevents depletion of groundwater
and surface water supplies

ZO: x all of Borough is zoned for development, with no areas set aside (by ordinance) for
groundwater recharge or to filter surface runoff before it enters surface water features
It is important to ensure that water resources are not Ch. 118—Water: + Prohibits waste of water
Borough News: + Butterfly Acres Critical Aquifer Recharge Area Restoration improves infiltration
used at an unsustainable rate, both to protect
and filtration of stormwater, improving both quality and quantity of the groundwater resource
ecological integrity and to ensure a sustainable
SWMO: + requires developed areas to maintain pre-development groundwater recharge capacity
water supply for human use.
Permit/promote harvested/recycled water (e.g.,
greywater systems, rain barrels) use
n no specific standards
Such measures reduce water consumption and
save money and energy.
Identify native and drought-tolerant plants for
use in required landscaping plans
SALDO: + the Form-Based Code identifies a variety of plant species appropriate to the area
Native plants are already adapted to the existing
hydrologic conditions, and so do not require the
extensive watering typical of introduced species.
Water and Sewer Infrastructure
Utilize existing public water/sewer lines before
expanding or increasing capacity
Controlling expansion of sewage capacity & water

+ Lititz Borough is an urban environment entirely within the UGB, and entirely served by public
sewer and water; its goal should be to maximize use of existing infrastructure to reduce per capita
costs
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supply is a key element in growth management.

Ensure the future land-use plan directs any
expansion of water, sewer, stormwater
capacities
Proper growth management links the expansion of
public utilities to community-created plans.
Update the community’s Act 537 plan based on
the future land-use plan
Since the future land-use plan represents the
community’s vision, the sewage plan (Act 537 Plan)
should be consistent with it.
Encourage spray/drip irrigation where use of
existing treatment is not an option
Spray/drip irrigation ensures the integrity of the local
hydrologic cycle better than stream discharge
plants, which send water and nutrients downstream,
often requiring costly system design, operation, and
upgrades.

Ch. 62—Flood Hazard Control: + Requires new/replacement water/sewer systems (including
one-site waste disposal systems) to be designed to minimize interaction between infrastructure
and floodwaters
Ch. 100—Sewers: + All sewage must be discharged into the sewer system
SALDO: + Borough Council has authority to require applicants for subdivision and land
development to connect to public sewer system
+ all subdivisions and land developments must include connection to public water system
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + the Inventory and Analysis notes that the water system has
capacity to accommodate increased demand
LWJSCP: + Future Land Use Map consistent with Act 537 Plan and UGB
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + existing water supply adequate to accommodate expected
residential growth
LWJSCP: + future land-use map consistent with UGB and infrastructure service areas
537 Plan: + Lititz & Warwick have a joint plan, which helps to ensure efficient use of expensive
infrastructure
+ the 537 Plan is fully consistent with the Borough’s future land-use plan and shows sufficient
sewage treatment capacity, for the region, through 2025

n The wastewater treatment plant, operated by the Lititz Sewer Authority, treats all of the
Borough’s wastewater. This plant has been recently upgraded and has very clean treated effluent

Stormwater Management
Implement stormwater BMPs / green

State and Federal mandates: n the Borough is presently waiting for the state and federal
governments to finalize requirements, specifically the MS4 program, the Lancaster County Act 167
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infrastructure
BMPs, aka “green infrastructure,” represent lowcost, environmentally-integrated techniques for
stormwater management, and can also create
community amenities.

Plan, and the Lancaster County Integrated Water Resources Plan. These mandates will drive
much of what happens with respect to stormwater in Lititz
SALDO: + Form-Based Code includes design standards for sidewalk paving materials that require
use of brick pavers in certain situations; these pavers allow some water to percolate into the
ground
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + promotes a variety of green infrastructure elements as part of a
“sustainable design” strategy
Oak Street Restoration Plan: + a project to restore the floodplain and develop a trail along Lititz
Run near Oak St and the existing Lititz-Warwick Trailway
Borough News: + Butterfly Acres Critical Aquifer Recharge Area Restoration improves infiltration
and filtration of stormwater, improving both quality and quantity of the groundwater resource
SWMO: + encourages innovative techniques to manage stormwater, requires impervious areas to
be directed to BMPs, and requires a minimum of 70% of on-site drainage to be directed to BMPs
n more examples of BMPs / Green Infrastructure could be listed
x no consideration for intensification of the hydrologic cycle due to climate change, particularly in
Section 404

Require Low Impact Development techniques
Low Impact Development (LID) is a design
approach that focuses on conservation and use of
natural features to protect water quality on-site.
Require routine maintenance of stormwater
management facilities
Like all infrastructure, stormwater management
facilities are subject to degradation over time, and
therefore benefit from ongoing maintenance.

SWMO: + requires maximum use of existing on-site natural and man-made facilities
+ requires stormwater to be dealt with on-site, and to maintain pre-development flow
SWMO: + requires regular maintenance and includes a detailed description of what maintenance
means
x however, puts entire onus on property owner, which has been shown, over time, to be
insufficient to meet real maintenance needs

Water Quality and Quantity Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

In line with earlier recommendations, consider setting aside some land (such as along riparian corridors) as Conservation zones to promote
groundwater recharge and filtration of runoff. LT
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Develop a Green Infrastructure Plan for managing stormwater on a Borough-wide scale (not just in the areas covered by the TNDO), and in a way
that has all the other benefits of “green” infrastructure over “grey” infrastructure. ST

Create Incentives

Create a fund, perhaps through a Stormwater Authority (such as is being considered by Lancaster City), to help private property owners maintain
their stormwater management infrastructure. LT

Offer expedited permit approval, fee reductions, or other incentives to property owners and developers who make use of BMPs and Green
Infrastructure on their sites, buildings, and in their development plans. ST

Continue working with the Lititz Run Watershed Association, and use this as a venue for educating residents on stormwater and water quality
issues. Ongoing
Enact Standards

Amend SWMO to assist in planning for increased frequency of extreme precipitation events (e.g., in the 2- through 100-year storm events). ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Land Use and Community Character
Land-Use Planning
Steer growth and new development to the most
appropriate places within community/region
Steering growth to existing population centers, such
as villages, towns and cities preserves open space
and helps to ensure more efficient use of existing
infrastructure, while also promoting a sustainable
local economy.
Participate in multi-municipal/regional land use
planning
Many issues are best dealt with on a regional rather
than municipal basis, and efficiencies of scale can
reduce burden on local budgets.

ZO: n Entire borough zoned for residential, commercial and industrial development
LWJSCP, Official Map, ZO, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement that growth should
occur inside the UGB
LWJSCP: + Planning Area concept focuses development on what municipal staff and officials
consider to be the most appropriate areas

LWJSCP: + Lititz Borough has been part of a multi-municipal plan with Warwick Township since
1999; this effort has recently expanded, with the second update, to include Elizabeth Township
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Ensure planning policies and regulations are
consistent with regional growth management
plans
A municipality’s policies and regulations are the
tools which implement the local plan, and it only
makes sense for them all to work in concert.
Increase density/intensity in urban and village
areas where appropriate
Greater intensity of use and density of population
can reduce the per capita cost of infrastructure,
helping a municipality’s dollars to go farther, while
also promoting a sustainable local economy.
Encourage and/or incentivize infill development
and redevelopment of previously-disturbed
lands
Open space is a resource with limited capacity for
regeneration, so it makes sense to encourage infill
development and redevelopment of previouslydisturbed lands.
Adopt and implement Smart Growth principles

LWJSCP, Official Map, ZO, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are consistent, in turn, with
Balance, the Growth Management Element of Envision, Lancaster County’s Comprehensive Plan

ZO: + The Borough recently updated its zoning ordinance to include a Traditional Neighborhood
Development option, which encourages denser, mixed-use development. Other elements of the
Borough’s ZO encourage dense, mixed-use development, as well

+ By its very nature, the entirety of the Borough has been previously disturbed, and locating
development within its boundaries helps to preserve land further out from urban centers
LWJSCP, Official Map, ZO, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement that growth should
occur inside the UGB
LWJSCP: + provides for “Reinvestment Areas”

Smart growth principles encourage the
concentration of development in existing walkable &
bikeable communities; transit-oriented development;
mixing of uses; a range of housing & transportation
options; a sense of place; distinct community
boundaries; the preservation of open space and
critical environmental resources; and community
involvement in land-use decisions.

+ By its very nature, the Borough is fertile ground for “smart growth,” with its existing concentration
of development, bicycle- and pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods and downtown, bus stops, mix of
uses, variety of housing options, and its distinct sense of place
ZO: x nevertheless, large areas of the Borough are zoned for primarily residential uses
x the historic lack of Conservation zoning (or comparable measures) has led to over-development
of natural features such as stream/riparian corridors, and consequent ecological degradation
LWJSCP: + seeks to achieve Smart Growth principles, although not specifically called out as such

Allow for Traditional Neighborhood
Development

ZO: + TND Overlay District covers R-1, R-2, R-A, R-2A and NSD districts, and requires a mix of
uses and housing types
SALDO: + detailed guidelines for TNDs provided
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TNDs aim to be complete neighborhoods, with a mix
of housing types, a network of well-connected
streets and blocks, humane public spaces, and
have amenities such as stores, schools, and places
of worship within walking distance of residences.
Adopt Transferable Development Rights
ordinance
TDRs are a market-based tool, often used for the
preservation of farmland and natural areas, by
transferring the “development rights” from these
areas to areas with the infrastructure to support
more intense/dense development.
Update municipal comprehensive plan to
promote sustainability
Municipal sustainability begins with the
comprehensive plan, which can help to set the
vision and subsequent priorities for sustainability.
Character and Aesthetics
Preserve, through zoning and other means, the
community’s significant historical resources
A community’s historical resources are its
connection to its past and help to define it as a
unique place, worthy of respect and stewardship.

Encourage and promote, through zoning, the
adaptive reuse of historic buildings
A key element in historic preservation is the

n Lititz is not a party to any multi-municipal TDR programs, but has expressed interest in the
concept

+ Lititz is currently engaged in an update to its joint comprehensive plan with Warwick and
Elizabeth Townships; a focus of this update will be sustainability
LWJSCP: + addresses sustainable regional growth management
x 2006 update develops a strategy for creating two separate and a region-wide EAC (which might
help promote sustainability), yet no progress has been made

ZO: + Lititz has a protected Historic District in its downtown
+ Lititz participated with Warwick and Elizabeth Townships in an effort to catalogue all potentially
historic structures in the three municipalities, and maintains this catalogue as a GIS database
x outside the Historic Area, there are no protections for historic structures, even if they are
identified in the GIS
SALDO: + the Form-Based Code requires new buildings to be designed, built and maintained to
reflect the traditional architecture of Lititz
+ the Form-Based Code requires new single-family dwellings to have porches
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + promotes the adaptive re-use of historic structures
ZO: + adaptive re-use of historic buildings is permitted, so long as the historic nature of the
structure is preserved
x no provisions to prevent demolition by neglect
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preservation of the usefulness of the historic
structure, which often relies on creative reuse
opportunities.
Preserve through ordinance incentives
significant cultural and scenic resources
In some cases, historic preservation is best
achieved through other parts of the Code.
Enact ordinances limiting both noise and light
pollution

x no provisions to require delay of demolition, which allows for time to discuss alternatives

ZO: + permits the adaptive re-use of historic structures

ZO: + prohibits new uplighting, and requires existing uplighting to receive Special Exception
approval for replacement. Prohibits dusk-to-dawn lighting, except by SE
The livability of a place can be dramatically affected, SALDO: + requires outdoor lighting to control glare and protect neighbors and the night sky from
nuisance glare and stray light. Detailed guidelines on outdoor lighting provided. Fully-shielded
for good or ill, by noise and lighting.
lighting required in most cases
x however, floodlights and other non-fully-shielded luminaires are permissible with approval of
Borough Council
+ Form-Based Code requires pedestrian scale lights to use a model sensitive to dark sky concerns
Land Use and Community Character Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

In line with above recommendations, investigate whether any portions of the Borough may be: (a) re-zoned to Conservation status, (b) placed in a
conservation overlay, or (c) protected through an addition to the Official Map, to help provide the green space both people and the natural world
need. LT
Create Incentives

Investigate feasibility of working with Warwick and Elizabeth Townships to allow receipt of TDRs severed in the Townships to be used in the
Borough. Lititz’s sense of place is as much dependent on the continuity of Warwick’s and Elizabeth’s rural heritage as it is the Borough’s urban
heritage. These TDRs could be used for historic preservation, among other things. ST
Enact Standards

Re-zone portions of the Borough (such as the R-1 or RS districts) to higher densities, to provide for population growth and redevelopment, and, as
density permits and the market supports, allowing some mixed or non-residential development opportunities. LT
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Develop incentives and standards, and amend the ZO, to provide protection of historic structures and neighborhoods whether or not they are in the
designated historic area. LT
Amend ZO to prevent demolition by neglect of historic structures. ST
Amend ZO to require delay of demolition of historic structures to permit time for discussion of alternatives. LT
Tighten up standards in the SALDO to make it more difficult to permit non-fully-shielded lighting, as such lighting is only rarely warranted. ST
Adopt a stand-alone dark sky / outdoor lighting ordinance that sets a date by when existing non-compliant lighting must be replaced. ST

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Global Warming & Climate Change
Greenhouse Gas Pollution Reduction
Enact ordinances to encourage mixed
use/Transit-Oriented Developments (TODs)
Mixed-use and transit-oriented development is the
hallmark of strong, well-planned communities. By
reducing reliance on fossil fuels, they also have a
positive impact on climate change.
Enact ordinances to allow live-work units and
home-based businesses in residential zoning
districts
In existing residential districts, a certain degree of
“mixed-ness” may be achieved by permitting and
encouraging live-work units and home-based
businesses. In an economy struggling to provide full
employment, opportunities to work at home may
allow a person to remain in his/her home.
Incentivize green building techniques for new
developments and redevelopment projects
“Green” buildings have been shown to have greater
value, be more affordable to maintain, be more

+ countywide bus transit already serves the Borough
ZO: + considerable portions of Lititz are zoned for a mix of uses, either in the base zoning or as
part of the TND overlay district.
LWJSCP: n plan establishes marginal link between transportation and land use (e.g., focuses on
road improvements, shuttle bus goal from 1999 Plan received no attention since then),

ZO: + every residential district permits, at a minimum, no-impact home occupations, and the
commercial districts also permit residential uses, typically above a ground-level establishment

n outside of the areas controlled by the Form-Based Code, the Borough’s ordinances lack
provisions to either require or incentivize certain green building techniques for new construction.
However, with its historic provisions and extant building stock, a certain green hue may be
perceived
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attractive to certain demographics, and to have a
high return-on-investment in terms of local
employment.
Promote and incentivize reforestation on open
space
Reforestation provides greater habitat, variety of
landscape, stormwater mitigation, and a sink for
atmospheric carbon dioxide, the primary
greenhouse gas pollutant.
Encourage use of human-scale transportation
(public transit, biking, walking)

SALDO: + Form-Based Code includes design standards that encourage street trees to “reduce
cooling load” on buildings and promote walkability
+ Form-Based Code requires green roofs “to the maximum extent possible” and also requires
reflective roof to be installed and maintained
SALDO: + shade trees required along all building frontages. Diversity of species required, and
specimens grown in similar climate
x but no consideration given to changing climate and northward shift of hardiness zones

ZO: + mixed-use zoning encourages human-scale, non-motorized forms of transportation
Studies have shown that communities which provide SALDO: + various provisions require sidewalks and encourage non-motorized transportation
x although maximum block length of 1,200’ is a concern
opportunities for non-motorized transport are
Greenway and Trail Feasibility Study: + encompasses a vision for an extensive greenway/trail
healthier, happier, and have more disposable
system in Lititz
income. Such communities also emit fewer
WRRC Plan: + inventories, and promotes the expansion of, a regional trails network
greenhouse gas pollutants through their reduced
reliance on fossil fuels.
Develop, adopt and implement a Climate Action
Plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
WRCA: + Lititz Borough, and Warwick and Elizabeth Townships have participated in Lancaster
County’s first and, to date, only Carbon Audit, an assessment of the region’s municipal
A Climate Action Plan (CAP) is one way a
greenhouse gas pollution emissions, and the cost of same
community can consciously reduce its negative
n Lititz, as part of the region, has not yet moved on to the next step of developing a Climate Action
impact on the global climate, while also saving
energy, reducing per capita infrastructure costs, and Plan
saving money.
Climate Change Adaptation
Build resilience by developing, adopting and
implementing an adaptation component to
Climate Action Plan in the face of present, and

x No specific efforts have yet been made to adapt to anticipated future climatic conditions
+ ZO: the Borough’s existing zoning provisions, by requiring a dense mix of land-uses, are likely
more resilient to a changing future climate than low-density, single-use zoning
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projected future, impacts of climate change
By many measures, climate change has already
occurred and is already intensifying local weather
patterns; this may be expected to continue.
Global Warming / Climate Change Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Begin development of a regional Climate Action Plan, built on the Carbon Audit. This plan should include climate change adaptation (e.g., how to
cope with increases in extreme precipitation, increased frequency of droughts, increased incidence of heat waves and concomitant heat stress on
vulnerable populations [children, the elderly], etc.) as a major topic area. ST

Work with knowledgeable institutions to take a new look at list of appropriate plant species, with consideration for projected northward shift of
hardiness zones. Such a shift will make the continuance of certain species in the Borough untenable, while also providing habitat for species
typically found far to the south, now. LT
Create Incentives

Offer an expedited permitting process and waiver of some or all permit fees for “green” construction. ST
Enact Standards

Consider requiring an energy audit for all structures at point-of-sale. ST

Reduce maximum block length in SALDO from 1,200’ to 250’–500’. Shorter block lengths encourage walking, while longer lengths discourage it.
ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
Renewable Energy
Allow solar panels by-right when accessory to a
principal use
As the most accessible distributed, renewable
energy technology for private property owners, it is

ZO: + Solar energy systems permitted as accessory uses in every district x but the historic overlay
district
x Solar systems may not exceed maximum height of base zoning district
n Ground-based solar systems prohibited in all districts
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important to reduce barriers to their installation
whenever possible.
Establish a minimum percentage of solaroriented lots or buildings in new developments

x Community-based systems and virtual net-metering prohibited

One major barrier to installation of solar systems on
roofs is the orientation of the building. In the
northern hemisphere, solar works best on southfacing slopes.
Permit small wind energy conversion systems
(WECS) in all zoning districts

ZO and SALDO: x no such provisions exist

Small wind energy systems have minimal impacts,
and are an important part of the overall energy mix.

ZO: + Wind energy systems permitted as accessory uses in the Industrial district
x but prohibited elsewhere

Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Encourage new & renovated
residential/commercial buildings to achieve
LEED, Energy Star, or comparable standards
In the U.S., buildings are responsible nearly half of
all energy consumed. Any effort to reduce total
energy consumption, therefore, must include
building energy efficiency as a crucial element.
Energy-efficient buildings also tend to be more
attractive investments and therefore have more
stable real estate value.
Add an energy element to the comprehensive
plan
Energy is the most crucial input to the economy,
and it is arguable that comprehensive plans which
do not consider energy are not truly comprehensive.

SALDO: + the Form-Based Code includes several provisions promoting more efficient energy use
x but standards could be much higher and clearer

LWJSCP: x does not contain such a provision
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Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend ZO to permit solar systems in the historic district (at least when facing away from Main St or Broad St). ST

Amend ZO to permit ground-based solar systems in appropriate districts (Industrial/Commercial and larger Residential). ST

Amend ZO to permit rooftop solar systems to exceed the base height of the district by a reasonable, though small, amount. ST

Amend ZO to permit community-based systems and virtual net metering. ST

Amend ZO to permit wind energy systems in more zoning districts, recognizing that technology is such that many wind energy systems are less
obtrusive and may be roof-mounted (or flown, kite-like, hundreds of feet in the air), reducing (almost negligible) potential for harm from collapsing
towers. ST

Adopt Energy element for Regional Comprehensive Plan. ST
Create Incentives

Develop incentives, such as expedited permit approval, increased density or building height, and reduction in permit fees, for plans that incorporate
recognized green building standards, such as LEED. ST
Enact Standards

Amend SALDO to encourage maximum solar access to new lots and structures, and set minimum percent, and to encourage unobstructed southfacing roofs whenever possible. ST

Adopt an ordinance that requires an energy audit at point-of-sale. ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Mobility and Transportation
Non-vehicular Transportation
Encourage Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
Mixed-use and transit-oriented development is the
hallmark of strong, well-planned communities. By
reducing reliance on fossil fuels, they also have a
positive impact on climate change.
Establish sidewalks in residential, village,

+ Practically by definition, much of the Borough is a Transit-Oriented Development
x Those parts of the Borough that are lower-density and single-use provide challenges to
extension, and use, of mass transit
Official Map: + depicts most bus shelters and stops (missing the route along North Ln)
Ch. 105—Streets and Sidewalks: + Construction, maintenance and repair of sidewalks required
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downtown areas
Sidewalks are the key element in safe, walkable,
livable neighborhoods.

Require bike racks at appropriate locations in
new/infill developments
Appropriately-located bike racks can make cycling
significantly easier and more attractive, while also
protecting landscaping and infrastructure, which
otherwise becomes the default bike “rack.”
Roads and Streets
Codify “complete streets” principles in the
SALDO and embrace PennDOT’s new Smart
Transportation design standards which
emphasize context-sensitive design
Complete streets designed and maintained to
ensure accessibility to all users, including motorized
and non-motorized traffic and public transit. Such
streets would include sidewalks, crosswalks,
medians and raised crosswalks where necessary,
pedestrian signals, bulb-outs, staggered parking,
street trees, pervious paving and other green
infrastructure measures, etc.

by all property owners in the Borough
SALDO: + construction of sidewalks on both sides of streets required for all subdivision and land
developments
x sidewalk minimum width set at 4.5’. In urban settings, much wider sidewalks are often
appropriate
+ easements for pedestrian walkways required to have minimum right-of-way width of 10’
x maximum block length capped at 1,200’; at average walking pace of 3mph, that would take
nearly 14 minutes to walk
+ in blocks over 1,000’ in width, crosswalk required at or near middle
+ Form-Based Code requires crosswalks at all downtown street intersections
ZO: x lacks standards for bicycle parking
Ch. 34—Bicycles: x Defines “bicycles” in a way that excludes non-traditional types of bicycles
(such as recumbent or those with trailers)
SALDO: + Form-Based Code includes design standards for bicycle racks

SALDO: + Requires streets to conform with original topography, which may aid in mitigating
stormwater issues
+ shade trees required along all building frontages. Diversity of species required, and specimens
grown in similar climate
x but no consideration given to changing climate and northward shift of hardiness zones
x Form-Based Code design standards for streets do not include bike lanes
+ Form-Based Code design standards for sidewalks are generous
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Eliminate the creation of new cul-de-sacs
Cul-de-sacs discourage connectivity, thus fostering
more driving (and fossil fuel consumption) than
otherwise would be necessary. Traditional
neighborhoods only rarely incorporate these
elements.

SALDO: x allows for extension of cul-de-sacs
Official Map: x depicts the extension of at least one cul-de-sac (into a longer cul-de-sac)
n leaves many cul-de-sacs as-is, without apparent intention to integrate into street network (which
may be impossible in some or all cases)
+ depicts the extension of several stub streets into through-streets

Use future land-use plan to direct expansion of
road capacities
A well-planned community is one in which the landuse plan and the street plan are coordinated to
create the community’s vision for itself.
Maximize existing road capacity (e.g., traffic
calming, travel demand management [TDM],
etc.) before constructing new roads
Often, much can be done to use existing road
capacity more efficiently, reducing or eliminating the
need for new roads. This reduces capital
construction costs and ongoing maintenance costs,
which can be considerable.
Plan road improvements to prioritize safety and
pedestrian/bike uses
A road that has been designed with pedestrians and
cyclists in mind is one which attracts such users,
which promotes public health, a sense of
community, saves energy and money, and can
promote and support a human-scale business
district.

LWJSCP and Official Map: + appear to be consistent

+ Lititz Borough has participated in countywide traffic light synchronization effort
SALDO: n discourages use of local streets for “through traffic” (meaning trucks), which may result
in less efficient infrastructure

LWJSCP: + summarizes various non-motorized transportation successes related to trails
x but no specific mention of criteria used to decide on and fund transportation improvements
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Parking
Establish a range of parking standards for
commercial uses
Appropriate parking standards can have farreaching impacts on a community’s development
pattern. Often, maximum parking standards are
warranted, rather than minimum (which
unnecessarily increases the cost of development).
Ordinances should require porous pavement,
shade trees, landscape buffers in parking lots
Such “green infrastructure” elements can result in a
vastly superior built environment, from an aesthetic
as well as a functional point-of-view.
Permit on-street parking wherever possible and
appropriate
The benefits of on-street parking are many: it
provides a natural buffer between traffic and
pedestrians, it reduces impervious surface, it
reduces the cost of development, it reduces the
urban heat island effect, it results in a more pleasing
built environment, etc.
Permit shared parking in non-residential zoning
districts
Shared parking, like on-street parking, has multiple
benefits, such as the reduction of impervious
surface, the reduced cost of development, and the
reduced consumption of land.

ZO: + Incorporates range of parking standards, including counting on-street parking towards
minimum requirements and allowing significant reductions in parking requirements in the
Downtown Overlay District
x Nevertheless, ZO focuses on minimum, rather than maximum, off-street parking requirements
+ Combining of parking requirements permitted for multiple uses
+ Form-based Code requires off-street parking to be in rear of buildings
Parking Management Plan: n relative to present needs, a surplus of 1,200 parking spaces exists
in the downtown, mostly in private lots; this may be an indication that the Borough’s minimum
parking standards are too high. Adequately managed, this parking will accommodate the growth
contemplated in the Downtown Lititz Master Plan; in a sense, this means that older development is
financing new development, since building and maintaing parking is expensive
SALDO: + Landscaping and buffers required for parking lots
+ Form-Based Code includes detailed design standards for landscaping and stormwater
management

ZO: + Counts on-street parking towards minimum requirements

ZO: + Combining of parking requirements permitted for multiple uses
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + promotes shared parking
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Promote parking demand management
techniques
Parking Demand Management involves the efficient
use of parking facilities through motorist information
and enforcement. There are two major components
to parking management: pricing and supply
management. Benefits may include increased
throughput, efficient use of the system, reduced
demand and increased roadway capacity.

Downtown Lititz Master Plan: x calls for a parking strategy to expand parking (but parking
Management Plan discovered there is actually excess parking)
Parking Management Plan: + promotes a variety of ideas and techniques for better management
of parking

Trails
ZO: + TNDO requires 5’ sidewalks on both sides of all streets, and to be connected by crosswalks
6’–10’ in width
Official Map: + depicts existing and proposed trails
Downtown Lititz Master Plan: + calls for the development of the Lititz Run corridor as a “linear
green space” that connects to other trails in the community
Multi-use trails are a crucial element in a region’s
Greenway and Trail Feasibility Study: + evaluated the feasibility of a greenway/trail network in
transportation network, and encourage walking and Lititz Borough
cycling for work, play and shopping. Trails have also WRRC Plan: + this detailed plan includes discussion of the region’s intricate trails network
been shown to significantly increase adjacent real
LWJSCP: + actively plan for and otherwise establish requirements for sidewalks, greenways,
estate values.
and/or trail linkages (e.g., “Safe Routes to School,” rails-to-trails, etc.)
Require the establishment and maintenance of
pedestrian/bike trails that connect to public
facilities, parks, open space, schools,
business/shopping

Mobility and Transportation Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Revise Ch. 34 to eliminate or modify definition of bicycles. ST

Amend Official Map to show bus shelters/stops along North Ln LT

In line with earlier recommendations, investigate increasing density, and adding uses to, certain zoning districts. LT

Amend SALDO to increase minimum sidewalk width from 4.5’ for appropriate zoning districts. ST

Amend SALDO to reduce maximum block length from 1,200’. ST
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Amend SALDO to clarify language that discourages the use of local streets for truck traffic, but permits/encourages other types of through-traffic.
ST
Develop criteria for prioritizing and funding non-motorized transportation improvements. LT
Amend ZO to remove minimum parking requirements and set maximums, instead. The Parking Study indicates that there is a large (albeit
temporary) surplus of off-street parking, which strongly suggests that minimum parking standards have been excessive. Parking should be built
when it is needed, or deliberately planned to accommodate forseeable needs, not constructed ad hoc at great expense to private landowners. ST

Enact Standards

Amend ZO to incorporate bicycle parking standards. ST

Amend SALDO’s Form-Based Code provisions to include standards for bike lanes. ST

Amend SALDO to make it more difficult to create new cul-de-sacs and to extend existing ones into through-streets. ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Community Health and Safety
Public Health and Safety
Require street trees and sidewalks in residential
areas and village/downtown areas
In addition to making for a more inviting
environment for pedestrians, such amenities have
been shown to improve public health.

ZO: + TNDO requires streetscape to be “embellished with street trees”
SALDO: + shade trees required along all building frontages. Diversity of species required, and
specimens grown in similar climate
x but no consideration given to changing climate and northward shift of hardiness zones

Exercise is a key element in an individual’s health,
and it has been shown that people exercise more
regularly when given opportunity’s to do so close to
home and work.

ZO: + TNDO requires “Greens” in all new TND neighborhoods, and in the Downtown
SALDO: + all residential subdivisions and land developments require dedication of parkland or
fee-in-lieu
Official Map: + Depicts public parks and conservation areas, as well as existing and proposed
trails
WRRC Plan: + detailed plan for the future of recreation in the region encompassed by the
Warwick School District

Solid Waste and Recycling
Require recycling centers/stations in new

+ Curbside recycling required throughout Borough

Provide adequate active and passive
recreational opportunities
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developments over a certain size
In our modern society, the production of waste is
nearly unavoidable, but there are many ways in
which it can be minimized and, in some instances,
eliminated. Recycling permits the more efficient use
of natural resources, while also encouraging a more
beautiful, livable environment.

ZO: + Permits Recycling Centers in the General Business District
Ch. 66—Garbage, Rubbish and Sanitation: + Recycling mandatory by all persons (real and
otherwise)
+ Requires source-separation of recyclable materials in all residential, multi-family and nonresidential units
SALDO: x refuse collection (dumpster) stations required outdoors when indoor storage not
required; but no mention of recycling stations
x Form-Based Code design standards for litter receptacles do not include standards for recycling
bins

Adopt a construction debris demolition
ordinance or require construction waste
management plan
A great deal of the waste generated by our modern
society comes from development and
redevelopment. A municipality can significantly
reduce this waste stream by requiring construction
waste to be reused or recycled.
Require salvage/material recycling in demolition
permit or land development approval

x no such ordinance could be found

Much of the waste generated from development and
redevelopment isn’t waste at all, and can be
recycled back into productive use.

x no such provision could be found

Housing Diversity and Accessibility
Create incentives to promote a diverse housing
supply that includes affordable housing
A diverse community is a much more robust
community, both economically and socially.
Locate housing within walking distance of
businesses, services, employment centers,

+ Historically, the Borough has developed so as to have a diversity of housing options
ZO: + TNDO requires new developments to be constructed with a variety of housing types
+ Lititz’s relatively higher density may allow for some more affordable housing options
SALDO: + the Form-Based Code requires a variety of building types
Zoning Map: + Residential opportunities both surround and penetrate within downtown area
ZO: + TNDO requires a mix of residential and commercial development
x substantial portions of the Borough are fairly low-density and far from employment centers
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public transportation
Such a development pattern encourages walking
and cycling, which can greatly improve the public’s
health, rather than driving, which reduces it.
Permit smaller lot sizes in appropriate
residential zoning districts
Smaller lot sizes can promote greater diversity of
uses, which a complete neighborhood must have
and which promotes walking and cycling.
Permit accessory dwelling units (in addition to
primary residence) on residential lots

ZO: + minimum lot sizes range from 12,500sf (R-S) to 2,000sf in R-A and R-2A districts

One way to provide affordable housing is to permit
accessory dwelling units. Often called “in-law
quarters,” they may also allow extended families to
live close together, which has numerous public and
private benefits.
Permit second-story (and greater) residential
uses in commercial and mixed-use zoning
districts

ZO: + Every residential district either permits apartments by right or permits accessory apartments
by special exception

Perhaps the one element which most simply
ZO: + Every commercial district permits second-story or accessory apartments
distinguishes towns and villages from residential
areas is the existence of vertical mixing of uses,
with retail/offices/etc. on the ground floor and homes
above. Such patterns also promote walking and
cycling, which improves the public health.
Community Health and Safety Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend SALDO’s Form-Based Code to include design standards for recycling bins as well as for trash receptacles. ST
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Create Incentives

Develop incentives to encourage the use of local or recycled and recyclable materials in building construction. LT
Enact Standards

Require a construction waste management plan that diverts the maximum amount of material possible to recycling centers, and away from the
waste stream. LT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Food Production and Security
Incentivize through ordinances the permanent
preservation of agricultural lands
Agricultural lands are a non-renewable resource
that, in a world of ever-increasing population,
warrant protection.
Permit a broad range of agricultural uses by
right in rural and semi-rural areas

Zoning Map: n No agricultural zone within the borough

One way to steward the agricultural economy is to
permit it to diversify by allowing complementary
uses.
Permit farmers’ markets, farm stands,
community gardens in public/open spaces,
residential vegetable gardens

n Lititz Borough has no rural or semi-rural areas

These are all key elements in the agricultural
economy, and in particular help to promote the
culture of agriculture.
Permit small-scale farming uses (e.g., egg
production) w/ complementary structures in all
residential or mixed-residential zoning districts

ZO: n Neither Farmers’ Markets nor Community Gardens specifically called out
+ But the Downtown Lititz Farmers’ Market is active and supported by the Borough
+ Gardening permitted by right in every residential district

ZO: n Definition of “gardening” specifically excludes the “keeping of livestock”, but this does not
exclude Borough residents from keeping small numbers of hens and “the odd goat”
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Small plots and micro-animal operations are
capable of producing a great deal of food for
families and their neighbors, thus representing an
important element of food security.
Permit small-scale manufacture of food
products within appropriate zoning districts
Such operations help to promote local foods and
support a local economy, while also providing food
security.
Allow composting as part of gardening and
small-scale farming uses
Composting is a way to divert one of the primary
sources of municipal waste away from the waste
stream and back into productive use: soil. All
sustainable agricultural operations, as well as home
gardens, much incorporate composting.
Require or encourage fruit and nut trees as part
of landscaping requirements
Another important piece of the food security puzzle
is “edible landscaping.” Native fruit and nut trees
can provide a food source for humans as well as
birds and other wildlife.

ZO: n Silent on this topic

ZO: n Silent on this topic

SALDO: n Silent on this topic

Food Production and Security Recommendations
Remove Obstacles

Amend SALDO to add fruit and nut trees to list of acceptable species for landscaping. ST
Create Incentives

Consider options for incentivizing “vertical gardening.” ST
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Conduct an analysis of any remaining land in the Borough with high-quality agricultural soils and consider ways to encourage the development of a
community garden in that space. LT

Enact Standards

Amend ZO by developing appropriate standards for small-scale food production. LT

Amend ZO by explicitly permitting composting in all zoning districts. ST

Amend SALDO and require/encourage a portion of required landscaping to be of edible fruit and nut trees. ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Conclusions and Summary. Lititz has taken great strides to achieving greater sustainability at the municipal level, within the framework of its policies, plans,
and regulations as they relate to environmental, social, and economic issues. Specifically, the Borough has developed a detailed TND ordinance that will
help ensure future development supports coherent neighborhoods with vibrant micro-economies, which support environmental sustainability in a variety of
ways. Lititz has also taken strides to reclaim the Lititz Run for recreational, economic and ecological purposes, as exemplified by the Downtown Lititz
Master Plan. The Borough, along with Warwick Township, supports the extension of a rail-to-trail that will extend from the heart of downtown to Ephrata
Borough, seven miles away. Perhaps most importantly, by continuing to support a relatively dense urban environment, Lititz conserves land in the region
and provides and economic engine that makes the region an attractive place to live, work and play—an important, though oft-neglected, aspect of
sustainability.
Still, there is room for improvement on Lititz’s path to sustainability. Specific examples include recommendations in the Natural Resource Protection section
to incorporate protection provisions for riparian areas in both the ZO and SALDO and to increase floodplain levels based on new data showing more
intense 100-year storms. Examples in the Mobility and Transportation section include increasing minimum sidewalk width in appropriate areas, adding
standards for bicycle lanes and requirements for bicycle parking, encouraging (rather than discouraging) use of local streets for through-traffic, and
reducing minimum parking standards. These latter recommendations would improve Borough walkability and bikability, reduce vehicle-miles traveled
(VMT), reduce impervious coverage (improving stormwater management) and reducing the cost of development (by eliminating unnecessary, and costly,
parking). A final noteworthy recommendation, which could have far-reaching impacts, would be to develop an Energy element in the regional
comprehensive plan; such an element should also include discussion of strategies to mitigate against, and adapt to, a changing climate.
Seeking sustainability requires both continued vigilance and extensive patience. Accordingly, the recommendations made in this report are intended to
broadly guide efforts to achieve sustainability, above and beyond the Borough’s existing efforts. It is notable that many of the recommendations are
interrelated both within their own subject area and under the broader umbrella of sustainability. For example, expanding resource protection regulations can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions while also providing protection from flooding, as well as having wildlife habitat benefits. Decisions regarding which of the
recommendations to implement, or which are even feasible, should be considered first by the Planning Commission in consultation with Borough staff and
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consultants, appointed and advisory officials, and the public, with recommendations provided to the Council. Ultimately, final approval for any
recommendation rests with the Lititz Borough Council. EMC staff is ready to answer questions, provide additional information, and otherwise assist as the
Borough proceeds forward with implementation.
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COMMUNITY SUSTAINABIILITY: RAPID ASSESSMENT for WARWICK TOWNSHIP, LANCASTER COUNTY
Final, 12/18/09

Overview. Between September and December of 2009, staff from the Brandywine Conservancy’s Environmental Management Center (EMC) conducted a
rapid assessment of Warwick Township’s ordinances, plans, and policies (collectively, the “framework”) as these pertain to community sustainability. Using
the rapid assessment approach allowed EMC staff to investigate Warwick’s broad and complex framework given limited time and resources, while yielding
clear recommendations for future action.
It may also be helpful to define the term “sustainability” (or “sustain” plus “ability”). Sustainability is widely accepted to refer to: an approach that meets the
current needs of a population while not compromising the needs of future populations. For example, applying this definition to the water resources
component of Warwick’s environmental framework would mean an approach which Insures that the Township’s aquifers are not depleted over time by:
monitoring and managing water withdrawals; enacting water conservation policies and regulations; and/or, incentivizing groundwater recharge in
wastewater and stormwater disposal situations.
Sustainability is often represented by the graphic shown here, at the intersection among environmental,
societal, and economic issues – in Warwick’s case, at the municipal level; within its broad regulatory,
planning, and policy-making framework; and, applied to environmental matters. Accordingly, EMC staff
evaluated the Township’s efforts principally within this environmental circle – i.e., how Warwick is achieving
the land use, ecological, and other directly related aspects of sustainability as contained in Township
regulations, plans, and strategies. Specifically, we evaluated the following aspects of sustainability: Natural
Resource Protection; Water Quality and Quantity; Land Use and Community Character; Climate Change;
Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation; Mobility and Transportation; Community Health and Safety;
and, Food Production and Security. Given the rapid assessment’s focus on ordinances, plans, and policies,
we did not evaluate any of the Township’s operations as they relate to sustainability (e.g., municipal vehicle
types and fuels used; procurement of supplies). Nor did we address the major components of the societal
and economic circles (e.g., local economies), since the Township does not have nearly as much control over,
nor affect on, these issues when compared with its roles within sustainability’s environmental circle.
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Methodology. EMC staff attended three meetings in support of the rapid assessment; the first two were held at the start of the process to gather information
and perspective on September 2nd and 14th, 2009. The final meeting was held on November 12th, 2009 to review the draft of this document prior to its
finalization; present at all three meetings were a combination of Township staff, Township consultants, EMC staff, and Lancaster County Planning
Commission staff . Extensive research and analysis was conducted to perform the actual assessment, using either the electronic or paper versions of the
following documents:
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Warwick Township Ordinances, Chapter 270: Stormwater Management (2007)
Warwick Township Ordinances, Chapter 285: Subdivision and Land Development (2007)
Warwick Township Ordinances, Chapter 340: Zoning (2009)
Lititz Borough and Warwick Township Joint Act 537 Sewage Facilities Plan Update (2007) [Note, referred to herein as the “Act 537 Plan”]
Lititz Run Watershed: A Community Improving Its Water Quality (1999) [Note, referred to herein as the “Lititz Run Watershed Plan” and
abbreviated as “LRWP”]
Lititz Run Watershed Water Quality map (2009)
Lititz Warwick Joint Strategic Comprehensive Plan Update (2006) [Note, abbreviated herein as “LWJSCP”]
Lower Susquehanna River Basin Comprehensive Water Management Study and related planning documents (2003 and earlier)
Northern Lancaster Groundwater Study (2005)
Official Map, Warwick Township, Lancaster County (2008)
Warwick-Ephrata Rail Trail Feasibility Study (2006) [Note, referred to herein as the “Rail Trail Study”]
Warwick Historic Resources Survey Report/Warwick Historical Survey: Warwick and Elizabeth Townships; Lititz Borough (2008) [Note, referred to
herein as the “Historic Resources Survey”]
Warwick Region Comprehensive Recreation, Park, and Open Space Plan: Warwick and Elizabeth Townships; Lititz Borough (2002) [Note, referred
to herein as the “Open Space Plan ”]
Warwick Township, Primary and Secondary Conservation Corridor Delineation map (2002)
Warwick Township, Zoning Map (2008)

The Township also provided the following documents that EMC staff determined were not directly applicable to the rapid assessment of community
sustainability:
D
D
D

Energy Audits: Township administration and police buildings, with summary; Lititz library; Lititz recreation center (2009)
Penn Township Cluster Ordinance with LEED [Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design] Standards (2009, draft)
Warwick Emergency Services Alliance Strategic Plan (2009)
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Results and Recommendations. The results of the rapid assessment of Warwick’s efforts are provided in the charts that start on this page. These charts are
organized according to the issues evaluated (e.g., natural resources, community health and safety, etc., as previously identified), while the symbols “+” and
“x” are used to indicate the strengths and weaknesses, respectively, of the Township’s current regulations, plans, and policies within sustainability’s
environmental circle. For the same criteria, the letter “n” is used to note a neutral, or adequate, evaluation; i.e., the Township’s efforts are neither
significantly strong nor notably weak. To consider improvements to noted gaps, each chart is followed by recommendations developed through consultation
with Township staff, EMC staff expertise, and/or EMC staff knowledge of other municipal successes.
Each recommendation is characterized in two ways; first, according to its implementation priority as determined by EMC and Township staff – i.e., shortterm (ST-within the next two years); long-term (LT-beyond two years); and/or Ongoing (recommendations currently underway, should continue as such).
This is not to say that we discourage the continuation of the Township’s many other current, notable, and successful contributions to sustainability – refer to
the “Conclusions and Summary” section of this assessment on page 21.) The second characterization is whether the recommendation removes obstacles
to, creates incentives for, or sets standards for achieving sustainability. It is notable that there are a number of recommendations that could fit under more
than one of these latter three categories. For example, “Land Use and Community Character” includes a recommendation to develop incentives for greater
residential growth in Warwick’s villages – while this recommendation was placed under the “Create Incentives” category, regulations will be needed to
create the actual incentives. Finally, a clear vision for Warwick’s sustainable future, already under development by the Board of Supervisors and staff,
should directly inform prioritization, implementation, and/or continuation of any of these recommendations along with broad participation from other
Township officials, residents, businesses, and other key stakeholders.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Natural Resource Protection
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Protect: floodplains

Key Zoning District Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

§340-22 (Floodplain Zone (overlay)): + includes alluvial soils
+ excludes structures
+ allows stream restoration, by-right
+ prohibits expansion of existing structures
n disturbance/certain improvements allowed
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Protect: riparian buffers

Protect: woodlands

Protect: prime agricultural soils

Protect: wetlands

Protect: steep slopes
Protect: rare species

§270-15: + and x 35’ riparian buffer easement required; riparian buffer is not defined nor is a wider
extent provided
+ prohibits new discharges in riparian buffer easement
+ requires planting with native species
Other: +Lititz Run Watershed Alliance exists and is active
+ LRWP: riparian buffers are secondary conservation areas
+ LRWP recommendations address riparian buffer protection/restoration
§340-13: + 80% of woodlands must be maintained/replaced in Conservation Zone
x but not in all zoning districts; protection of existing vegetation is also required, which could be
invasive; similarly §270-34 requires that only 15% of pre-existing wooded areas must be retained
(could be invasive or of poor ecological function) or replaced
+ new plantings must be native
LRWP: + woodlands are secondary conservation areas
x but no recommendation to protect/manage them other than forested riparian buffers
§340-11: + protects prime agricultural soils (purpose)
+ only very low residential density permitted
+ sending area for transferable development rights (TDRs)
LRWP: + recommends protection of prime/statewide important agricultural soils
LWJSCP: + Directs growth away from agricultural resources
§340-64 (conservation cluster): + provisions applicable to Conservation Zone, requires minimal
disturbance to wetlands in conservation cluster, with inclusion in common open space where
possible
n PA Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) regulations are followed within the
Township; wetland protection buffer not established by ordinance
§340-64: + provisions applicable to Conservation Zone, requires minimal disturbance to
slopes>15% in conservation cluster, with inclusion in common open space where possible
x no other apparent steep slope protection, although Township staff note that limits on slopes
>25% are under consideration, >15% limits already rejected.
LRWP: + Primary Conservation Corridor criteria includes endangered/threatened species
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Identify, map and protect greenways

“Primary and Secondary Conservation Corridor Delineation” map: + taken from the LRWP,
designates primary- and secondary-level natural resources (e.g., primary are floodplains,
wetlands, wildlife habitat, historic sites)
x but no clear connection on a corridor/linear basis, including habitat nodes formed by forested
interiors and other key natural resources
n while protection and restoration mechanisms are formally undefined, Township staff commonly
request and secure primary and secondary conservation corridor protection through revisions to
land development plans
Open Space Plan: + contains recommendations for “Parkland Development and Open Space
Conservation” that are consistent with LRWP and other guides

Natural Resource Protection Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Identify, map, and set protection and restoration priorities, Township-wide, for key natural resources and open spaces such as wetlands and
wetland margins, riparian buffers (as defined by recommended ordinance revisions, see below), and greenways with a particular focus on
woodlands and forested interiors, as well as for homeowners association common open space lands ST
D
Modify Chapters 270, 285, and 340 to include a clear definition of riparian buffers ST
Create Incentives
D
Allow off-site woodland replacement or restoration if development sites, especially within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), cannot accommodate
it LT
D
Provide pro-bono support to homeowner’s associations seeking to encourage and revise/update common open space maintenance plans
(established through cluster and conservation cluster provisions) consistent with Township-wide natural resource priority planning LT
Enact Standards
D
Consider a tiered approach to riparian buffer protection; i.e., in addition to required 35-foot buffer, establish a 35- to 75-foot wide buffer where some
modification is allowed with a 35- to 100-foot wide buffer along first order streams LT
D
Establish Township-wide standards for native plant use (e.g., eliminate non-native species from street tree and ground cover lists; allow removal of
existing wooded vegetation and replacement with native species in certain situations; add native fruit and nut trees to list(s) of allowed species) ST
D
Pursue steep slope protection standards starting with limits on disturbance of slopes >25% through a steep slope/resource protection ordinance LT
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D
D
D
D
D

Establish wetland protection provisions Township-wide, including standards for wetland margins, through a wetlands/resource protection ordinance
LT
Update and codify the Primary and Secondary Conservation Corridor map consistent with Township-wide natural resource priority planning, and as
part of resource protection ordinances LT
Classify woodlands based on ecological value, and correlate overlay or woodland/resource protection ordinance standards to each identified class
(e.g., 1, 2, or 3) LT
Either through woodland classification ordinance recommended above or separately, extend Conservation Zone woodland replacement standards
to all zoning districts through a woodland/resource protection ordinance LT
Tighten requirements for homeowner open space criteria (e.g., §340.59 cluster ordinance, not conservation cluster) does not specify natural
features to be protected), and maintenance thereof, consistent with Township-wide natural resource priority planning ST

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Water Quality and Quantity
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

Water Conservation

Ordinance prevents depletion of groundwater and
surface water supplies

Permit/promote harvested/recycled water (e.g.,
greywater systems, rain barrels) use

§340-12, §340-11: + specifies that public utilities are not to be extended, thus requiring on-lot
sewer and water; excess nitrates from on-lot septic systems are regulated to maintain groundwater
quality in areas that have on-lot sewer and water
+ §245-46 (on-lot sewage disposal): requires routine pumping, repair of malfunctioning systems,
etc. of on-lot septic systems
+ §285-37: requires hydrogeologic report for land developments proposed in areas underlain by
permeable carbonate rock
§270-35: + prohibits non-stormwater discharges to Township stormwater system
§270-36: n strong priority given to groundwater infiltration, although case-by-case approval of roof
drain discharge to stormwater system is permitted
+ Warwick Township Municipal Authority has a strict water conservation policy
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Identify native and drought-tolerant plants for use in
required landscaping plans

§285-34: x lists a number of street trees that are not native to meet required planting
§285-34, §340-37 (Screening and Landscaping): x requires an all-season ground cover but not
specified to be native
§340-37: x allows for gravel to be used in complementary manner, but this could also have
stormwater benefits

Water and Sewer Infrastructure
Utilize existing public water/sewer lines before
expanding or increasing capacity
Ensure the future land use plan directs any
expansion of water, sewer, stormwater capacities
Update the community’s Act 537 plan based on the
future land use plan
Encourage spray/drip irrigation where use of
existing treatment is not an option

Act 537 Plan: + documents that Township has adequate sewage capacity for 20 years’ of growth
within the UGB
LWJSCP: + Future Land Use Map consistent with Act 537 Plan and UGB
LRWP: + recommends wellhead protection guidelines
+ Lower Susquehanna River Basin Comprehensive Water Management Study documents,
Northern Lancaster Groundwater Study address current and future water supply needs
Official Map, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement that public utilities will only be
provided inside the UGB
Official Map, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement that public utilities will only be
provided inside the UGB
Act 537 Plan: + on-lot sewer is required outside the UGB

Stormwater Management
Implement stormwater BMPs
Require Low Impact Development techniques
Require routine maintenance of stormwater
management facilities

§270: + numerous provisions that require treatment of stormwater quality/quantity plus the
recharging of groundwater with managed stormwater
x does not require native plants, only consideration thereof
§270 and other ordinance provisions: + many techniques meet criteria for “LID,” but not specifically
called out as such
LWJSCP, LRWP: + numerous recommendations are consistent with LID-like approaches
§270.14: + requires maintenance agreements, individual management, etc. as applicable
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Water Quality and Quantity Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Identify, map, and set protection and management priorities for all Township water resources, using a water-balance approach, whether or not the
resources are used for water supply, and where not otherwise addressed through existing or recommended wellhead and natural resource
protection efforts ST
D
Based on the water-balance approach, consider alternatives to a centralized sewer collection and treatment system that return treated wastewater
closer to its groundwater source, especially within hydrologically sensitive areas of the UGB. Those alternative methods, policies, or practices that
favor continued use of on-lot private sewer disposal systems must reflect the importance of private landowners regularly maintaining such systems,
and continued education, monitoring, and enforcement efforts by the Township LT
Create Incentives
D
Consider incentives (as well as standards) for water conservation, Township-wide LT
D
Provide trees and other supplies for landowners willing to reforest riparian buffers and other critical hydrologic resource areas, consistent with
Township-wide natural and water resource priority planning ST
D
Add a natural resource sending area (i.e., for resources other than farmland) to the TDR options available to developers and landowners LT
D
Enact voluntary standards to incentivize green roofs ST
Enact Standards
D
Ensure Warwick Township meets, if not exceeds, the minimum applicable standards of the federal Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4)
program Ongoing
D
Establish inspection program for stormwater management systems/structures, with priority given to where these systems and structures exist on
individual lots and based on the Township’s current process for on-lot septic system inspection LT
D
Evaluate potential revisions to land development standards (e.g., parking criteria, street width) to further LID approaches that minimize generated
stormwater volumes and other potential water-related impacts, consistent with the recommendations of the LWJSCP and the LRWP ST
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Land Use and Community Character
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Land Use Planning
Steer growth and new development to the most
appropriate places within community/region
Participate in multi-municipal/regional land use
planning
Ensure planning policies, documents, regulations
are consistent with regional growth management
plans
Increase density in urban and village areas where
appropriate
Encourage and/or incentivize infill development and
redevelopment of previously disturbed lands
Adopt and implement Smart Growth principles

Allow for Traditional Neighborhood Development

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

LWJSCP, Official Map, Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement
that growth should occur inside the UGB
LWJSCP: + Warwick participated in original 1999 Plan, and in 2006 Update
LWJSCP, Official Map, Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are consistent, in
turn, with Balance, the Growth Management Element of Envision, Lancaster County’s
Comprehensive Plan
§340-107 (transfer of Agricultural Zone subdivision/development rights), other ZO sections as
noted elsewhere: + permit/facilitate the transfer of development rights with appropriate density in
receiving areas
LWJSCP: + recommends mixes of land uses as appropriate
LWJSCP, Official Map, Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement
that growth should occur inside the UGB
LWJSCP: + provides for “Reinvestment Areas”
LWJSCP, Official Map, Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all seek to achieve
Smart Growth principles, although not specifically called out as such
§340-16: + MU Zone encourages village-like development and redevelopments
x could be brought up-to-date with shorter setbacks, graphic design standards, TDR- and nonTDR-related incentives, etc.
§340-23 (Village Overlay, applicable to R-2-Zone): + fairly complete
x needs TDR- and non-TDR-related incentives
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Adopt Transferable Development Rights ordinance
Update municipal comprehensive plan to promote
sustainability
Character and Aesthetics
Preserve, through zoning and other means, the
community’s significant historical resources

Encourage and promote through zoning the
adaptive reuse of historic buildings
Preserve through ordinance incentives significant
cultural and scenic resources
Enact ordinances limiting both noise and light
pollution

§340-45 (TDRs), §340-107, other ZO sections: + permit and otherwise facilitate development
right transfer
LWJSCP: + 2010 objectives address the need to achieve sustainable growth projections, which in
and of itself could achieve the overall definition of sustainability cited herein
n many efforts already underway in pursuit of a “sustainable Warwick”
§340-46.1 (historical record): + requires an historical record for a property or structure subject to
zoning approval or permit, also requires consideration of adaptive reuse prior to demolition and
encourages material salvage if demolition does occur
n no other specific criteria for demolition delay, although Township staff commonly secure and
request delays through revisions to land development plans
§340-61 (conversion of historic structures): + extensive standards that allow conversion
x no specific criteria apparent to incentivize conversion (e.g., modification of setback standards)
Historic Resources Survey: + proposes three historic districts
x none enacted
§340-61: + extensive standards that allow conversion of historic structures
§340.64: + conservation cluster, applicable to Conservation Zone, requires 75% open space w/
“proper” site planning that identifies archaeologic, historic resources
x no requirements that open space protect these particular areas
§340-42 (operations and performance standards): + regulates noise pollution per PADEP
standards, as well as other ZO sections that regulate noise for specific uses (e.g., nightclubs)
§285: + specifies lighting standards
n currently drafting glare /night sky ordinance; Township staff commonly request and obtain glare
reduction and night sky benefits through revisions to land development plans

Land Use and Community Character Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Undertake charette or another type of visioning process for areas zoned MU and Village Overlay to create framework for village development and
redevelopment ST
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D
D

In conjunction with the process recommended immediately above, or separately, further develop the vision for a “sustainable Warwick” ST or LT
Conduct build-out analysis of existing zoning and compare with population projections ST

Create Incentives
D
Develop non-TDR-related mechanisms (e.g., Township- or grant-funded streetscape improvements) for both MU and Village Overlay zoned areas
to incentivize development and redevelopment within these areas ST
D
Allow for receipt of TDRs in MU and Village Overlay zoned areas to incentivize greater residential growth in these areas LT
D
Develop setback modifications and other standard zoning adjustments to incentivize the adaptive re-use of historic structures LT
Enact Standards
D
Amend traditional neighborhood development ordinances to accommodate higher densities, shorter setbacks, graphic-based design standards,
walkability, mixed uses, bike racks, etc. ST
D
Amend conservation cluster provisions to require protection of identified historic resources ST
D
Pursue enactment of ordinances to reduce light glare and provide night sky benefits LT
D
Establish geographically-defined historic districts or overlays with protection standards for historic resources, consistent with Historic Resources
Survey LT
D
Adopt specific standards to delay demolition of historic structures until a thorough search for alternatives is conducted, and include provisions to
prohibit “demolition by neglect” and to promote protection of historic structures LT
D
Adjust zoning consistent with build-out analysis LT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Climate Change
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)
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Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
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Greenhouse Gas Reduction

Enact ordinances to encourage mixed use/TODs

Enact ordinances to allow live-work units and homebased businesses in residential zoning districts
Incentivize green building techniques for new
developments and redevelopment projects
Promote and incentivize reforestation on open
space

Encourage use of alternative transportation (public
transit, bikes, walking)

Develop, adopt and implement a Climate Action
Plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

x no TOD provisions
LWJSCP: + notes Red Rose Transit available in north-south corridor
n plan establishes marginal link between transportation and land use (e.g., focuses on road
improvements, shuttle bus goal from 1999 Plan received no attention since then), although
Township staff commonly request and secure consideration of these issues through revisions to
land development plans
§340-16: + MU Zone encourages village-like development and redevelopments
x could be brought up-to-date with shorter setbacks, graphic design standards, TDR- and nonTDR-related incentives, etc.
§340-23: + fairly complete
x needs TDR- and non-TDR-related incentives
+ §340: mixed uses are allowed (see above); although live-work units not specifically called out,
Township staff indicate they are allowed
+ §340-78 (home occupations) and other ordinance provisions: allow home occupations
x no specific ordinance or planning provisions
§340-13: + 80% of woodlands in Conservation Zone must be maintained/replaced x but not in all
zoning districts; protection of existing vegetation is also required, which could be invasive
+ new plantings must be native
LWJSCP, Official Map, Open Space Plan, Rail Trail Study, and §340-43 (common open space
requirements): + actively plan for and otherwise establish requirements for sidewalks, greenways,
and/or trail linkages (e.g., “Safe Routes to School,” rails-to-trails, etc.); Lititz/Warwick Trailway
recently opened
LWJSCP: + notes Red Rose Transit available in north-south corridor
n plan establishes marginal link between transportation and land use (e.g., focuses on road
improvements, shuttle bus goal from 1999 Plan received no attention since then), although
Township staff commonly request and secure the provision of bike and buggy lanes, with marking,
through revisions to land development plans
n currently developing a process to inventory greenhouse gas emissions
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Climate Change Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Continue efforts to inventory greenhouse gas emissions; use to develop, adopt and implement a Climate Action Plan to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions Ongoing, ST, LT
D
Amend LWJSCP to prioritize safety improvements on roads along with shuttle bus, other public transportation options, and non-automotive mobility
options ST
D
Amend LWJSCP to prioritize planning and funding decisions based on clear linkages between transportation and future land use ST
D
Continue to implement trail expansion/extension/connection recommendations of the Rail Trail Study and Open Space Plan Ongoing
Create Incentives
D
Amend traditional neighborhood development ordinances to accommodate higher densities to increase demand for public transportation plus add
provisions for shorter setbacks, graphic-based design standards, walkability, mixed uses, TDR- and non-TDR-related incentives, etc. ST
D
Cultivate business donations and public support to elevate planning for the shuttle bus service to a higher priority ST
D
To increase carbon sequestration, add a natural resource sending area, especially for woodlands, to the TDR options available to developers and
landowners LT
D
Enact standards to incentivize green building techniques (e.g., green roofs per Water Quality and Quantity recommendations) ST
Enact Standards
D
Enact specific standards to allow live-work units ST
D
Establish Township-wide standards for native plant use (e.g., eliminate non-native species from street tree and ground cover lists; allow removal of
existing wooded vegetation and replacement with native species in certain situations; add native fruit and nut trees to list(s) of allowed species) ST
D
Enact standards to increase carbon sequestration by following prior recommendations to undertake Township-wide natural resource priority
planning and develop resource protection ordinances LT
D
Classify woodlands based on ecological value, and correlate overlay or woodland/resource protection ordinance standards to each identified class
(e.g., 1, 2, 0r 3) LT
D
Either through woodland classification ordinance recommended above or separately, extend Conservation Zone woodland replacement standards
to all zoning districts through a woodland/resource protection ordinance LT
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Renewable Energy
Allow solar panels by-right when accessory to a
principal use
Establish a minimum percentage of solar-oriented
lots or buildings in new developments
Permit small wind energy conversion systems
(WECS) in all zoning districts
Add an energy element to the comprehensive plan
Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Encourage new residential/commercial buildings to
achieve LEED or Energy Star standards

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

§340-25 (Accessory uses and structures): + permits “solar energy units” in all zoning districts,
subject to the requirements of each zoning district
x no specific ordinance provisions
§340-25: + permits WECS in all zoning districts, without height restrictions
x LWJSCP does not contain such a provision

x no specific ordinance or planning provisions

Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Amend LWJSCP to include an energy element ST
Create Incentives
D
Provide pilot funding or technical guidance for new residential/commercial buildings to achieve specified LEED, Energy Star, etc. standards ST
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Enact Standards
D
Establish a minimum percentage of solar-oriented lots or buildings in new developments ST
D
Enact an ordinance to allow solar farms in certain zoning districts LT
D
Establish standards for alternative energy systems when proposed for historic structures LT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Mobility and Transportation
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

Non-vehicular Transportation

Encourage TOD

Establish sidewalks in residential, village, downtown
areas
Require bike racks at appropriate locations in
new/infill developments

§340-19, §340-23, §340-95 (shopping centers >50,000 sq.ft.): + require consideration of
transit/bus stops in the I-2 and Village Overlay Zones, and for shopping/retail centers greater than
a certain size
LWJSCP: n plan establishes marginal link between transportation and land use (e.g., focuses on
road improvements, shuttle bus goal from 1999 Plan received no attention since then), although
Township staff commonly request and secure consideration of these issues through revisions to
land development plans
§285-28: + requires sidewalks in new developments with a density >2 du/ac
x no requirements for sidewalks or other pedestrian pathways in appropriate locations in, and
connecting to, lower density developments
LWJSCP, Official Map, and §340-43: + plan for and otherwise establish sidewalks, greenways,
and/or trail linkages (e.g., “Safe Routes to School,” rails-to-trails, etc.); Lititz/Warwick Trailway
recently opened
§340-17: + requires bike racks
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Roads and Streets
Codify “complete streets” principles in the SALDO
Eliminate the creation of new cul-de-sacs

Use future land use plan to direct expansion of road
capacities
Maximize existing road capacity (e.g., traffic
calming, TDM, etc.) before constructing new roads
Plan road improvements to prioritize safety and
pedestrian/bike uses
Parking
Establish a range of parking standards for
commercial uses
Ordinances should require porous pavement, shade
trees, landscape buffers in parking lots
Permit on-street parking wherever possible and
appropriate

x no specific ordinance provisions
§285-27: + does not allow new cul-de-sacs when a through street is more advantageous
Official Map: + identifies where through streets are preferred
LWJSCP, Official Map, Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Act 537 Plan: + all are in agreement
that growth should occur inside the UGB
x however, some of the “Future Widening and/or Resurfacing” shown on the LWJSCP map,
“Future Transportation Improvements Projected, 2005-2007” will occur outside the UGB; policies,
plans, and ordinances should continue to direct any growth to within the UGB in spite of necessary
transportation improvements outside of it
Lancaster County Transportation Authority: + addresses these issues through the corridor
plans for both Route 501 and Route 772
LWJSCP: + summarizes various non-motorized transportation successes related to trails
x but no specific mention of criteria used to decide on and fund transportation improvements
§340-35 (off-street parking requirements): x establishes minimum parking standards for residential
and non-residential uses
§340-35: x concrete or bituminous surface specifically required
§340-35: + requires shade trees and landscape buffers
x but without consideration to native species (e.g., pachysandra, ivy, etc. allowed)
§340-16: x does not provide for on-street parking
§340-23: + allows for on-street parking
x but it is not included in calculation of parking requirements

Permit shared parking in non-residential zoning
districts

§340-35: + reduces parking requirements for uses that share a “joint parking lot”

Promote parking demand management techniques

x no specific planning provisions
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Trails
Require the establishment and maintenance of
pedestrian/bike trails that connect to public facilities,
parks, open space, schools, business/shopping

§285-28: + requires sidewalks in new developments with a density >2 du/ac
x no requirements for sidewalks or other pedestrian pathways in appropriate locations in, and
connecting to, lower density developments
LWJSCP, Official Map, Open Space Plan, Rail Trail Study, and §340-43: + actively plan for and
otherwise establish requirements for sidewalks, greenways, and/or trail linkages (e.g., “Safe
Routes to School,” rails-to-trails, etc.); Lititz/Warwick Trailway recently opened

Mobility and Transportation Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Amend LWJSCP to prioritize safety improvements on roads – outside the UGB – along with shuttle bus, other public transportation options, and
non-automotive mobility options ST
D
Amend LWJSCP to prioritize planning and funding decisions based on clear linkages between transportation and future land use ST
D
Adopt policies to maximize existing road capacity through traffic calming, transportation demand management, etc. ST
D
Continue to implement trail expansion/extension/connection recommendations of the Rail Trail Study and Open Space Plan Ongoing
Create Incentives
D
Amend traditional neighborhood development ordinances to accommodate higher densities to increase demand for public transportation plus
shorter setbacks, graphic-based design standards, walkability, mixed uses, TDR- and non-TDR-related incentives, bike racks, etc. ST
D
Establish a sidewalk-trail-public transportation educational and informational program for the metropolitan planning organization making pertinent
transportation funding decisions for the Township and immediately beyond LT
D
Consider transit alternatives (e.g., park’n’ride lots, bus transit stations, etc.), and work closely with the metropolitan planning organization making
pertinent funding decisions LT
Enact Standards
D
Require sidewalks in all zoning districts, as needed to for pedestrian safety and mobility, as well as to establish connections to planned or existing
trails ST
D
Amend subdivision and land development standards to require consideration of “complete streets” principles LT
D
Revise parking and street design standards where appropriate to minimize the amount of land used for parking and streets, creating less
stormwater runoff ST
D
Require porous pavement in off-street parking lots ST
D
Revise parking criteria to allow some or all of on-street parking to count towards required off-street parking LT
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Community Health and Safety
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

Public Health and Safety
Require street trees and sidewalks in residential
areas and village/downtown areas

Provide adequate active and passive recreational
opportunities

§285-28, §285-34, §340-16, §340-23, §340-37: + requires sidewalks in certain residential areas
(e.g., density >2 du/ac), plus in villages; also required are shade trees and landscape buffers
x but without consideration to native species ( e.g., pachysandra, ivy, etc. allowed)
x no requirements for sidewalks or other pedestrian pathways in appropriate locations in, and
connecting to, lower density developments
Open Space Plan: + numerous provisions for active and passive recreational facilities, both within
Warwick Township and on a multi-municipal basis
LWJSCP, Official Map, Open Space Plan, Rail Trail Study, and §340-43: + actively plan for and
otherwise establish requirements for sidewalk, greenways, and/or trail linkages (e.g., “Safe Routes
to School,” rails-to-trails, etc.); Lititz/Warwick Trailway recently opened
x no requirements for sidewalks in appropriate locations in, and connecting to, lower density
developments

Solid Waste and Recycling
Require recycling centers/stations in new
developments over a certain size
Adopt a construction debris demolition ordinance or
require construction waste management plan

§260 (Solid waste and recycling): + requires all residents of Warwick Township to recycle
designated materials; also required is the provision of appropriate collection and transfer to an
authorized recycler
§260-26: + prohibits illegal disposal
+ much debris recycled through the Lancaster County Solid Waste Management Authority’s
closed-loop system
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Require salvage/material recycling in demolition
permit or land development approval

x no specific ordinance requirements, although material salvage from demolished historic
structures is encouraged (§340-46.1)

Housing Diversity and Accessibility
Create incentives to promote a diverse housing
supply that includes affordable housing

§340-101 (temporary farm employee housing): + allows temporary housing for farm workers
x no other specific ordinance provisions related to “workforce housing”
LWJSCP, Official Map, Open Space Plan, Rail Trail Study, and §340-43: + actively plan for and
Locate housing w/in walking distance of businesses, otherwise establish requirements for sidewalks, greenways, and/or trail linkages (e.g., “Safe
services, employment centers, public transportation Routes to School,” rails-to-trails, etc.); Lititz/Warwick Trailway recently opened
LWJSCP: + notes Red Rose Transit available in north-south corridor
Permit smaller lot sizes in appropriate residential
§340-23: + permits up to 10% of lots with narrow width
zoning districts
x but no similar provisions for MU Zone
§340-23, §340-65: + permits, by either conditional use or special exception, the existence or
Permit accessory dwelling units (in addition to
conversion of accessory building apartments with no more than one dwelling unit; also permitted
primary residence) on residential lots
by conditional use are apartments in an over/under configuration in the Village Overlay Zone
§340-11: + permits ECHO (elder cottage housing opportunity) housing
Permit second-story (and greater) residential uses
x no specific ordinance provisions, other than the over-under apartments noted above
in commercial and mixed-use zoning districts
Community Health and Safety Recommendations
Remove Obstacles
D
Implement Open Space Plan recommendations regarding recreational facility planning, provision, and management ST, LT
D
Assess and analyze workforce housing needs, with future consideration of the establishment of regulatory incentives (e.g, density bonuses for
construction of dedicated units) LT
D
Continue to implement trail expansion/extension/connection recommendations of the Rail Trail Study and Open Space Plan Ongoing
Enact Standards
D
Pursue ordinance revisions to expand ECHO and other accessory housing opportunities in all appropriate zoning districts LT
D
Require salvage/material recycling in demolition permit (or land development approval), not just encouragement thereof LT
D
Revise MU Zone to allow narrow lot widths ST
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D
D

Enact standards to specifically allow accessory dwelling units, as well as second-story and higher residential uses over commercial uses ST
Amend traditional neighborhood development ordinances to specifically require village greens, pocket parks, and other civic spaces ST

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Food Production and Security
Key Ordinance Short-Cuts
Ch. 270: Stormwater Management
Ch. 285: Subdivision/Land Development
Ch. 340: Zoning

Key Zoning Abbreviations (from Zoning Map, 11/08)
A: Agricultural Zone (§340.11)
I-1: Industrial Zone (§340.18)
C: Conservation Zone (§340.13)
I-2: Campus Industrial Zone (§340.19)
CC: Community Commercial Zone (§340.17)
MU: Mixed Use Zone (§340.16)

Incentivize through ordinances the permanent
preservation of agricultural lands

Permit a broad range of agricultural uses by right in
rural and semi-rural areas

Permit farmer’s markets, farm stands, community
gardens in public/open spaces, residential
vegetable gardens

Q: Quarry Zone (§340.20)
R-1: Residential Zone (§340.14)
R-2: Residential Zone (§340.15)
RE: Rural/Estate Residential Zone (§340.12)

§340-45, §340-107, other ZO sections: + permit and otherwise facilitate the transfer of
development rights, specifically established for sending from the Agricultural Zone
§340-69 (farm occupations), §340-70 (farm related businesses): + wide range of agricultural
occupations and businesses permitted within the Agricultural Zone
§340-98 (septage or spent mushroom compost processing and/or commercial mushroom
operations): + permits mushroom operations and composting by conditional use in the Agricultural
and I-1-Zones
§340-108 (slaughtering and rendering of food products and their by-products): + permits these
operations by conditional use within the I-2 Zone
§340-71 (flea and/or farmer’s markets): + these uses are permitted
x however, these are allowed only by special exception and only within the Community
Commercial Zone
§270-18: + exempts vegetable gardens from requirement for stormwater management plan
submittal

Permit small-scale farming uses (e.g., egg
production) w/ complementary structures in all
residential or mixed-residential zoning districts

n small-scale farming allowed in certain zoning districts and on lots > 3 acres

Permit small-scale manufacture of food products
within appropriate zoning districts

§340-78: + permits home occupations by special exception in Agricultural, Rural Estate, R-1, R-2,
and MU Zones
x but would eliminate small-scale, non-home manufacturing
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Allow composting as part of gardening and smallscale farming uses
Require or encourage fruit and nut trees as part of
landscaping requirements

§340-26 (unenclosed storage): + permits composting as an accessory residential use
§285-34: x does not include native fruit or nut trees in list of species allowed to meet planting
requirements

Food Production and Security Recommendations
Enact Standards
D
Permit farmer’s markets in all zoning districts ST
D
Enact specific provisions that allow community gardens and residential vegetable gardens in most zoning districts ST
D
Establish Township-wide standards for native plant use (e.g., eliminate non-native species from street tree and ground cover lists; allow removal of
existing wooded vegetation and replacement with native species in certain situations; add native fruit and nut trees to list(s) of allowed species) ST
D
Enact specific standards to allow live-work units ST
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Conclusions and Summary. Warwick has taken great strides to achieving greater sustainability at the municipal level, and within the realm of its policies,
plans, and regulations related to environmental issues. Specifically and through its clear and forward-thinking efforts, the Township has been very
successful in directing land development and re-development to areas that are planned for growth both at the local and regional levels (i.e., within the UGB)
and where that growth can be accommodated by necessary infrastructure that includes sewer, water, and roads. As a result, key natural resources such as
prime agricultural soils, floodplains, woodlands, and riparian buffers outside the UGB are afforded full, or some, measure of protection through both plans
and the implementing regulations (e.g., TDRs). Within the UGB, Township plans and regulations allow and otherwise promote mixed use, dense, and
walkable development and redevelopment within its two villages (Brunnerville, Rothsville). Also promoted is the ongoing development of Warwick’s
Campus Industrial Zone, which is also supported by existing or planned infrastructure improvements. Construction and expansion of the Heart of Lancaster
hospital and other similar uses have utilized numerous TDRs from the Township’s extensive and valuable family farms, resulting in their permanent
preservation. Within the UGB, the Township actively provides and often requires trails and sidewalks that allow Warwick’s residents and visitors to be
mobile without depending on a car; the Red Rose Transit service also helps in this regard. Regulatory obstacles are minimal when solar and wind
technologies are proposed to warm/cool homes and businesses.
Still, there is room for improvement on the Township’s path to greater sustainability within the environmental circle. Specific recommendations to close the
noted gaps are listed in prior sections of this report, based on the detail provided by each sustainability topic’s table. For example, Warwick lacks a
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municipality-wide resource protection and restoration approach at the regulatory level, although there is recognition at the planning level (i.e., Lititz Run
Watershed Plan; Lititz Warwick Joint Strategic Comprehensive Plan) of the need to fully protect key resources such as wetlands, steep slopes, greenways,
and water/wetlands. Warwick could benefit from expanded opportunities for residents and businesses to use public transportation, as well to move about
even more freely via trails or sidewalks. Wide-ranging energy planning and conservation efforts are needed to both reduce greenhouse gas emissions
within the Township, and resulting costs to its taxpayers and residents. And, there are gaps in the Township’s approach to a wide range of other matters
(e.g., native plant materials, sidewalks in certain areas).
Seeking sustainability requires both continued vigilance and extensive patience, as evidenced by the circular nature of the graph on page 1. Accordingly,
the recommendations made in this report are intended to broadly guide efforts to achieve sustainability, above and beyond the Township’s already
exemplary work. It is notable that many of the recommendations are interrelated both within their own subject area and under the broader umbrella of
sustainability. For example, expanding resource protection regulations can reduce greenhouse gas emissions while also providing protection from flooding,
as well as habitat benefits. Or, making the Township’s villages more vibrant, walkable, and mixed will contribute to the density and demand needed to
expand public transportation opportunities, and may also contribute to new or expanded varieties of housing opportunities. Decisions regarding which of the
recommendations to implement, or which are even feasible, should be made by the Warwick Board of Supervisors, in consultation with Township staff,
appointed and advisory officials, and the public. EMC staff are ready to answer questions, provide additional information, and otherwise assist as the
Township proceeds forward with implementation.
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JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE MINUTES
THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 2012
7:00-9:00AM
BRICKERVILLE FIRE HALL

ATTENDEES: Emma Hamme, Gwen Newell, Brittany Smith, Scott Hain, Alex Piehl, Fred
Esbenshade, Brian Donmoyer, Jeff Tennis, Logan Myers, Dan Zimmerman, Jon Hohman,
Frank Kenavan, James Machado, James Simmermon, Sheri Garman, Susan Tennant,
Gaylord Poling, Kelly Withum, Karen Harnly, Eileen Lieberman, Karen Weibel, Curt Evans,
Sue Barry, Steve Lee, Arline Shannon, Mike Vigunas, Bob Lamb, Curt Stasheim, William
Seace, John Peris, Gregory Bomberger, Skip Garner, Dick Bergy, Wade Hartz, Karen Mailen,
Bob Navitski, Jim Wenger, Darryl Miller, Rita Snavely, Rodney May, Bill Coleman, Tony
Robalik, Chris Brown, Rick Jackson
AGENDA

1. Review of what did not get done during 2006-2011: Zimmerman reviewed objectives
that did not get completed in the last Comprehensive Plan update. The committee was
asked to consider if they would like to continue these goals for this update. These
included a multi-faceted public relations program, downtown parking, 772 re-routing,
continued historic preservation, continued coordination with Red Rose Transit, and
the shuttle bus initiative. Over 70% of the original objectives have been already
completed, making the plan one of the most successful plans within Pennsylvania.
2. Elizabeth Township Presentation: Navitski from the Elizabeth Township Planning
Commission gave a brief overview of the main components of the township. The
population according to the 2000 census is 3,833. Elizabeth Township has significant
preserved land with 38% zoned conservation, 26% agricultural and 24% rural. The
township is a rural community that has no real estate tax or public water and sewer.
3. Census Data Review: Lancaster County Planning Commission gave an overview of the
demographics of each municipality in regards to housing, population and other
demographics. PowerPoint is attached. Several important statistics that were shared:
-75% of the population spends less than 30 minutes commuting.
-Non-white population has doubled since the 2000 census.
-Since 2000, this region’s population has grown 28% higher than the state of PA
-The housing statistics and vacancy rates are evidence that there is room to grow in
the region, however the county recommends looking into more affordable housing
options
4. Area Employers Presentation: Three primary employers in the region, Sechan
Electronics, Esbenshades Garden Center and the Heart of Lancaster, presented their
employee demographics. The following is a summary of their presentations:
Esbenshades has 100 employees, spread between four locations. Employees mostly reside in
Elizabeth Township, the rest live within Lancaster or Berks counties. Around 20% of
employees are between the ages of 50-60. What attracts their employees to the company is
the availability of year-round work and the positive work environment.

Sechan Electronics just recently put in a new addition, after 27 years of business. They
currently employ 243 employees. 25% of the employees live within this region, 65% in
Lancaster County, and 10% in the surrounding counties. Employees range from ages 18-68,
with 40 being the average. The attraction to work at Sechan is the positive work environment
and the “family business” atmosphere.
Heart of Lancaster employees over 400 employees, which is a 15% growth increase since
their relocation to this region. Over 25% of employees reside in Southern Lancaster County
with about 20% of employees residing in this region. The staff is primarily female, college
educated and age range is evenly distributed between 20 and 60. Employees are attracted to
work at the Heart for the growth opportunities, positive work environment and the pleasant
facilities.
ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING: July 19 (Luther Acres)- Residential growth and retirement
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Sechan Electronics just recently put in a new addition, after 27 years of business. They
currently employ 243 employees. 25% of the employees live within this region, 65% in
Lancaster County, and 10% in the surrounding counties. Employees range from ages 18-68,
with 40 being the average. The attraction to work at Sechan is the positive work environment
and the “family business” atmosphere.
Heart of Lancaster employees over 400 employees, which is a 15% growth increase since
their relocation to this region. Over 25% of employees reside in Southern Lancaster County
with about 20% of employees residing in this region. The staff is primarily female, college
educated and age range is evenly distributed between 20 and 60. Employees are attracted to
work at the Heart for the growth opportunities, positive work environment and the pleasant
facilities.
ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING: July 19 (Luther Acres)- Residential growth and retirement

JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
THURSDAY, JULY 19, 2012
7:00-9:00AM
Luther Acres

ATTENDEES: Emma Hamme, Gwen Newell, Brittany Smith, Scott Hain, Brian Donmoyer,
Jeff Tennis, Logan Myers, James Simmermon, Sheri Garman, Susan Tennant, Kelly Withum,
Karen Harnly, Eileen Lieberman, Karen Weibel, Curt Evans, Sue Barry, Steve Lee, Bob
Lamb, Curt Stasheim, David Steffen, John Peris, Dick Bergy, Wade Hartz, Bob Navitski, Jim
Wenger, Darryl Miller, Rodney May, Tony Robalik, Chris Brown, Rick Jackson, Philip
Burkholder, Patrick Moulds, April Hershey, Matt Clair, Carol Weaver, Todd Kauffman, Ken
Kauffman, Grant Hummer, Mike Vigunas
AGENDA

1. Introduction by host: Curt Evans, Executive Director explained that Luther Acres has
several centers located in and around Lancaster County. State funding will be decreasing
over the next few years, which will continue to affect the changing terms of housing,
care, and health care. Lancaster County has the largest concentration of care centers in
Pennsylvania. Most of the facilities are faith based.
2. Other facilities in region eco Luther Acres: Philip Burkholder from United Zion attests
to similar housing shifts as Luther Acres. Like other care facilities, they are changing
their operations to meet the changing needs of customers, such as bringing services to a
resident’s home as more folks delay moving from their residences. A challenge that care
facilities face in the future is the 11% decrease in Medicare reimbursements, while the
cost of care and supplies are still increasing
3. Census data – specific to housing: Emma Hamme from Lancaster County Planning
presented relevant housing demographic. Below is a summary her PowerPoint on
demographics:
-The largest concentration of ages 85+ are located in Lititz Borough
-Elizabeth Township has the most concentration of the age group 44-54 (the baby boomers)
-Warwick Township is comprised mostly of families, ages 35-44 and their children ages 5-19
-Most households are family based, but non- family based households are increasing (Lititz
seeing this the most), which demands more renters units needed.
-Children are making up less of the households, but boomerangs are moving back
-House ownership has declined substantially over the past 10 years
-Lititz has the most diverse housing stock, with Elizabeth Township the least diverse
-Warwick grew twice as much as Lancaster County in regards to housing stock
-1/3 of housing in Lititz was built before 1940

-This region has lower vacancy rates than Lancaster County, Pennsylvania and the nation
-Lititz has the lowest household income rates, Warwick the highest. Overall the region earns
higher than Households within Lancaster County
-Not enough affordable housing exists in this region for those how make lower incomes in
this area (30% of residents in this region are paying too much for housing)
4. National trends in housing: Pennsylvania is average in numbers of housing foreclosures
when compared to the nation and overall are gradually decreasing. The demand for rentals is
increasing, but cost of building rental units is too expensive for lots of renters to be able to afford
it. Median home prices peaked mid decade, but began to decline shortly thereafter. Prices are
now starting to show signs of stabilization and are projected to begin rising.
5. “The local reality”: Grant Hummer with ELA attested to declining residential permits
over the last five years. However, commercial permits have been steady. Some new areas are
looking to be developed within Warwick Township, including a new age restricted community,
Traditions of America.
6. Group discussion: The committee was split into smaller groups to discuss the issues
presented. Below is a review of items that were discussed as well as potential solutions
Regional Transportation
-Goes hand in hand with affordable housing
-Extending Red Rose Transit routes
-Developing a shuttle system for the region
-Studying commute to work trends
Increasing infrastructure costs
-Creating a sustainable plan for breaching the gap cost of new rental construction and
cost of renovation with decreasing capacity to pay rent
- Seniors renovating first floors, allowing second floor for renters. Other home sharing
possibilities
-Sewer and water capacity for new housing- is there enough?
-provide economical community based utilities off the grid to make living here more
affordable
-Providing businesses and developers with incentives who want to bring existing facilities
up to code
-The need for more walkability and accessibility for seniors
- Update current zoning codes and regulations to make future changes easier for
building and loans
- Build fewer amenities for retirement communities, but instead providing transportation
so that residents can use existing facilities in the community

- Increasing property taxes are forcing seniors out of their homes
Affordable Housing
-Using existing facilities for adaptive reuse
-The need to provide a continuum of housing, for all ages and incomes
-Providing housing or stipends to low income employees
-Eliminating affordable housing stereotypes (calling it value or workforce or value based
as opposed to affordable housing)
-Bring older and younger generations together (both need affordable housing)
-Building in-law quarters (accessory building units)
Resident Issues
-Elizabeth Township lacks high density, or mixed use
-The region is looking to attract a younger population
-Younger generation is looking for maintenance free housing, affordability, close
amenities, single/duplex housing
-Blending housing for all ages and all incomes
-Providing non-medical at home care for seniors
Economic Development
-Economic Development being a catalyst for a more diverse housing market
-Economic Development to stimulate home construction and raise available funds for
housing

7. Future discussions – planting seeds
* services and economic development implications
* future needs of younger population and older population
ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING: Aug 16 (Lititz Borough)- Sustainability Issues

JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
THURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 2012
7:00-9:00AM
LITITZ BOROUGH OFFICE

ATTENDEES: Brittany Smith, Tony Robalik, John Theilacker, Bill Coleman, Rick Jackson, James
Simmermon, Frank Kenavan, Grant Hummer, Ken Kauffman, Karen Mailen, Curt Evans, Jeff Tennis,
April Hershey, Joyce Garhart, Sheri Garman, Wade Hartz, Logan Myers, Dan Zimmerman, Dave
Steffen, Gwen Newell, Emma Hamme, Matt Clair, Brian Donmoyer, Karen Weibel, Rodney May,
Eileen Liberman, Susan Tennant, Kelly Withum, Gaylord Poling, Sue Barry, Tom Zug, Todd
Kauffman, Curt Strasheim, Bob Navitski, Patrick Moulds, Dick Bergy, Chris Brown
AGENDA

1. Introduction by host
2. Pennsylvania Highlands: John Theilacker from Brandywine Conservancy discussed the
significance of the Pennsylvania Highlands. Designated by Congress in 2004, the highlands
spans an area of 3.5 million acres, part of which resides in the northern part of Elizabeth
Township. The William Penn Foundation helps to promote conservation within the Highlands
for Berks and Lancaster County. On a larger scale, the Highlands Coalition encourages
protection and enhancement of the area.
3. Review of themes and regional maps: The consultant team put together a list of overarching
themes that have surfaced throughout the previous Steering Committee meetings. They will
continue to add to them, as we discuss more topics and come up with new initiatives.
4. Presentation of Sustainable Communities Assessments (SCAs)- Brandywine Conservancy has
assessed each of the three municipalities’ plans, ordinances and policies on eight criteria
pertaining to community sustainability. Tony Robalik briefly discussed the assessments and then
turned it over to the committee to discuss recommendations and priorities for the region.
5. Breakout sessions (see attached)
o Natural Resource Protection
o Water Quality and Quantity
o Global Warming & Climate Change
o Renewable Energy & Energy Conservation
o Community Health and Safety
o Food Production & Security
6. Group discussion
ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING: September 27 (Heart of Lancaster)- Economic Development

SUSTAINABILITY GROUP NOTES
8-16-12

Natural Resource Protection
1. Education
a. Provide education in as many forms and technology as possible.
i. Written
1. Newspaper articles
2. Municipal newsletter articles
3. HOA articles
4. Through electronic technology
5. Educate the kids
a. They will educate their parents and family
b. They will carry it through life
c. Private and home schooled as well as publicly educated
b. Educate (create a list and disseminate it) of which local, state, and federal agencies
protect what natural resource
2. Woodland Protection
a. Educate people as to the “why” we need to protect woodland
i. Storm water, air quality, etc.
3. Work Regionally to Protect Natural Resources
a. Use the county or regional entities to help facilitate
b. Want to work regionally on the ideas, not have to implement at a local level the rules
created at a higher level of government
c. Think how to involve 20 – 40 year olds in the process
4. Incentives
a. Use incentives instead of forcing people to preserve natural features.
Amendments to the Natural Resource Protection Recommendations sheet
1. It was felt that there was a LOT of short term (ST) goals. So many that they needed to be further
prioritized because they will not all be completed in 2 years.
a. It was felt that many of the ST goals should be moved out into a new medium goal and
long term (LT) goals with the education occurring in the short term.
b. Elizabeth Township, Remove obstacles: it was felt that the floodplain amendments were
already in the works with the MS4/Stormwater regulations and could be moved into ST
recommendation.
c. Elizabeth Township, Enact standards: move to a medium term or long term goal the
following: Requirement to replace trees due to construction and to explore service of
the village area with community utilities.

2. It was felt that there were some goals specific to one municipality that could be a goal of the
entire region. (As example under Warwick’s Enact Standards to add native fruit and nut trees to
lists of allowed species)

WATER QUALITY
1. The group contained 3 representatives from Elizabeth Township and 1 representative from Lititz
Borough and as such, they did not feel comfortable assigning a priority order to Warwick Twp.
2. The highest priority items for Elizabeth Twp. was to update the Act 537 plan to remain consistent with
the strategic plan and also to be mindful of future sewer needs (specifically related to public sewer
availability) and requiring BMP’s for new development
3. The highest priority items for Lititz were developing a Green Infrastructure Plan and expedited approvals
for those implementing Green Infrastructure
4. All other items noted in the hand-out were deemed lower priority items.
5. Under Elizabeth Twp., the wording “permitting only” was deemed very heavy handed and the group
preferred the word ‘encouraging’ as a substitute and felt that this item is really a more long term,
gradual change
6. There was discussion about creating a REGIONAL fund to address stormwater management facilities
maintenance – this strategy is mentioned under Lititz Borough’s heading, but would benefit from
regionalization
7. The concept of rain barrels was considered better for Lititz Borough and Warwick Twp., as they have
public water systems, whereby making the rain barrels benefit the homeowner. This strategy should
show up in each column.
8. Related to the rain barrel discussion, the group discussed ways to partner with local businesses to
support water quality initiatives – e.g. Bombergers for discounted rain barrels (or having the
municipality offer a coupon or rebate that must be used locally) and working with Esbenshades to
enhance native plant offerings and education
9. There was discussion of the County’s recent report on water quality that is being presented to local
municipalities and how collaboration with the County on these efforts will enhance the effectiveness of
everyone involved
10. There was discussion of a watershed based approach and how that applies to our region (who else
would need to be brought in because we are in shared watersheds?)
11. When we discuss infrastructure as a group, the public water and sewer long-term plan for Elizabeth
Twp. must be discussed.
GLOBAL WARMING & CLIMATE CHANGE
1. “Greening” and sustainability should be accomplished by incentives and “free-market” initiatives; it is
not, by-and-large, something that government should mandate
Education is key to communicating the value of sustainability; otherwise, we may just “wait for it to
happen”
2. Education should focus on those relatively small, but potentially environmentally-significant actions
that each of us could take, for example: one person installing a rain barrel doesn’t accomplish much, but
if an entire neighborhood installed them if more people were able to plant trees

3. Energy conservation is “huge;” we should try to find ways to make it more attractive (to do and in
appearance) and to promote geothermal applications
4. Consider ways to convert existing, large residential lots into green/sustainable sites, by promoting
individual actions, neighborhood-wide actions, and/or by promoting Clean & Green for farms and
wooded tracts, where and as applicable
5. TDR’s were discussed, including the concept of regional TDR’s within the Warwick School District [IE:
sending from portions of Elizabeth Township (ET) to Lititz Borough (LB) and Warwick Township (WT)];
education on TDR’s is needed
6. Promote walkability, including the retrofitting of older neighborhoods that don’t have sidewalks
7. Concern was expressed for preserving farming and natural resources while not giving-up property
rights
Prioritizing the Recommendations: The proposed recommendations were noted as being very specific.
The recommendations were also considered to be generally (but not entirely) “grouped by priority”
already, whereby: those recommendations that apply to all of the municipalities should be considered
“high regional priorities,” those that apply to one municipality should be considered a “low priority” for
the region, though likely a high priority for that individual municipality.
While not specifically discussed, it appeared to be the consensus of the group that, in general,
“Removing Obstacles” was a higher priority than “Creating Incentives” which, in turn, was a higher
priority than “Enacting Standards”
As noted below, several recommendations garnered very little support, falling below “Low Priority”
High Regional Priorities for All Three Municipalities

Category

Promote education of greening and sustainability
(please note that this is a new, separate recommendation)

Remove Obstacles

Develop regional Climate Action Plan, built on the Carbon Audit

Remove Obstacles

Develop lists of plant species appropriate to shifting climate patterns

Remove Obstacles

Offer density bonuses/credits to developers who reforest common
open space or publicly-owned lands (this was considered a great idea
for the region, even though it applies mostly to ET and WT)

Create Incentives

Medium Regional Priorities
Continue to implement trail expansion in LB and WT
(considered more important than shuttle bus concept)

Remove Obstacles

Investigate shuttle bus, other public transit, and non-auto mobility
in LB and WT (important to the region, but considered unrealistic for ET)

Remove Obstacles

Prioritize planning/funding decisions based on links between
transportation and future land use in LB and WT

Remove Obstacles

Consider ways to incentivize increased mix and concentration
of uses (in specific areas and possibly through TDR’s/Regional TDR’s)

Create Incentives

Add a natural resource sending area, especially for woodlands, to the
TDR options available to landowners (this must be preceded by an
effort aimed at educating the public, first)
Offer an expedited permitting process and fee waivers for “green”
construction (this is not considered feasible at this time; its benefits
need to be explained)

Create Incentives
Create Incentives

Low Regional Priority, Though Likely High Individual Municipal Priority
Requiring sidewalks (although 5’ seems too wide) in ET

Remove Obstacles

Prohibiting new cul-de-sacs that discourage walking in ET

Remove Obstacles

Amend TND ordinances to increase densities and demand for public
transit; add reduced setbacks, graphic design standards, walkability,
and mixed use in WT

Create Incentives

Undertake WT-wide natural resource priority planning and developing
resource protection ordinances

Enact Standards

Classify and protect WT woodlands based on ecologic value

Enact Standards

Extend Conservation Zone woodland replacement standards to all WT
zoning districts through woodland/resource protection ordinance

Enact Standards

Little or No Support
Requiring inexpensive energy audit at point-of-sale

Enact Standards

(Concerns were expressed for the cost of this recommendation; “inexpensive” to one person is
“expensive” to the next. Are there more practical approaches that could/should be considered? Is
more education needed on this point?)
Reducing block lengths to encourage walking

Enact Standards

(What difference does this make; if you’re going to be walking anyway, why do more cross-streets make
a difference? In fact, don’t more cross-streets create more paving which, ultimately, is less sustainable
from coverage and stormwater perspectives?)
RENEWABLE ENERGY AND CONSERVATION
1. Many of the recommendations are Market Driven – implementation of solar and wind energy
are feasibility only if energy credits/funding is provided through state legislation. None available
now.

2. For the borough there is a major focus on providing of trees. This is more important than solar.
3. Solar installation have issues such as amount of sun in our region, structural on existing
buildings, weather accommodations, impact to historic structures.
4. Maintenance of renewable energy facilities is an issue.
5. Visual and aesthetics issue need to be addressed for many of these installations.
6. Encourage or educate the public on Energy Audits and green initiatives
7. Look at generation of energy from waste.
8. Recognize that as technology advances more opportunity for use of renewable energy facilities
may become more practicable.
9. Enacting standards are quite difficult given many issues identified previously.
10. We need to keep affordable housing in mind with regard to the recommendations.
11. Are some of these recommendations legal?
12. The market place should be reviewed annually to see if these recommendation will be more
feasible.
13. Encourage businesses to implement R&D projects to implement or evaluate renewable energy
facilities or possibilities.
14. Incentives for implementation of LEED certification and implementation of green building
standards should be addressed.
15. Expedited permitting approval should be looked as an incentive.
16. We need to constantly keep up technology and demands in the market place.
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SAFETY
1. Recycling
a. Make sure there are enough receptacles at convenient locations
b. Make sure people are aware of where receptacles are located
c. Consider uniform recycling policies or a joint recycling program between municipalities
in the region
d. Educate people about what they can recycle and how (Lititz sends annual reminders
about how to property recycle – is this effective? Do other municipalities do things to
raise awareness?)
e. Rather than creating new regulations and requirements, make it easy for people and
teach them why it is important
f. (Can we map recycling facilities in the region – where to go to drop what off?)
2. Trails
a. Consider creating a trust or volunteer organization to help with trail maintenance and
advocacy
3. Safety by Design
a. Safe design of buildings, industrial areas, public spaces, etc. using landscaping &
topography to create safe areas in the event of emergency
b. Time lighting based on when people are moving – that way you can avoid excessive light
pollution and costs

c. Design public buildings so that facilities are easily accessible to the public – and ensure
that people know of their existence
d. Encourage mixed use – particularly among uses that have different peak usage times –
as a way to keep “eyes on the street”
4. Bicycles (this may go under transportation, but it’s a health and safety issue, as well)
a. Support bike lanes or other methods to make biking in the region safer
b. Educate both motorists and bicyclists about sharing the road and the vehicle code
c. Provide more places to park or hang bikes
i. A grant may be available from the Lancaster Bicycle Club for such an initiative
5. Community Cohesion
a. Encourage people to live and work in the same community so that they have more of a
stake in what happens
b. Encourage young people to join volunteer organizations that help to sustain &
contribute to the community, like Lions, Rotary, and volunteer fire companies
FOOD PRODUCTION AND SECURITY
1. Native plants
1. Encourage planting of fruit trees
2. Create a list of indigenous plants for the region, encourage planting of only native species
3. Create a list of chemicals that should not be used on yards
2. Encourage Community Gardens and Home Gardens
1. Expand farmers markets, increase to year-round
2. Begin a seed saving/sharing program
3. Encourage local markets and stores to carry local produce
4. Amend ordinances to allow front yard gardening and keeping of small livestock (bees,
chickens, goats, etc)
5. Amend ordinances to allow sale of food from home gardens
6. Participate in gleaning programs, support local food banks
3. Public Education: through classes, website or brochures
1. Growing/preserving your own food
2. Composting
3. Companion planting, growing organically
4. Rain barrels
5. Hydroponic garden
6. FFA students involvement of a WSD community garden/composting food scraps
4. Expanding TDR program
1. TDRs in the Borough to be used for higher density and historic preservation (ex: Pittsburgh)

JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2012
7:00-9:00AM
HEART OF LANCASTER

ATTENDEES: Brittany Smith, Dave Steffen, Scott Hain, Curt Strasheim, Tom Zug, Jim
Wenger, Ken Kauffman, Kelly Withum, April Hershey, Mike Vigunas, Karen Mailen, Todd
Kauffman, Logan Myers, Steve Martin, Dan Zimmerman, Susan Tennant, Grant Hummer,
Rick Jackson, Wade Hartz, Karen Weibel, Steve Lee, James Simmermon, James Machado,
Tony Robalik, Alex Piehl, Matt Clair, Rodney May, Eileen Lieberman, Robert Navitski,
Gaylord Poling, Brain Donmoyer, Bill Coleman, Karen Harnly, Emma Hamme, Chris Brown
AGENDA

1. Introduction by host
2. Review of current regional themes: Chris Brown reviewed the themes that the committee
has come up with. There were several new points added to each category, as well as the
addition of the theme Education and Outreach
3. Presentation of Consumer Spending Data: Chris Brown outlined the medium incomes for
the three municipalities as well as the expenditures on items that were over 15% of the
national average. He made particular note that much of the region’s dining and
entertainment needs were met outside of the region. Based on the information, the
committee was then tasked to come up with suggestions of businesses that would meet
the needs of the community. Please review the attached PowerPoint presentation for more
detail and statistics.
a. By Municipality
b. Regionally
4. Discussion on Business Projections for 2017: The group was split into three smaller
groups, were committee members discussed business ideas that fit our needs for the
region. The summary of these ideas are listed on pages 23-25 of the PowerPoint slides.
ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING: October 18th at Warwick School District Offices
Transportation and Infrastructure

JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2012
7:00-9:00AM
WARWICK SCHOOL DISTRICT

ATTENDEES: Brittany Smith, Chris Brown, Gwen Newell, Emma Hamme, Rick Jackson,
Scott Shaub, Hans Derr, Grant hummer, Matt Clair, Bob Lamb, Sgt. Joshua Killgore, Wade
Hartz, Frank Kenavan, Jeff Tennis, Brian Donmoyer, Karen Harnly, John Peris, Dan
Zimmerman, Todd Kauffman, April Hershey, Karen Mailen, Ken Kauffman, James
Simmermon, Tom Zug, Rodney May, Jim Wenger, Ethan Gibbel, Karen Weibel, Scott Hain,
Alex Piehl, Sue Barry, Bob Navitski, Steve Lee, Curt Strasheim, Eileen Lieberman, Greg
Bomberger, Mike Vigunas, Logan Myers, Herb Flosdorf, Doug Plank
AGENDA

1. Introduction by host
2. Review of current regional themes
3. Presentation by various community partners
a. School District: Dr. April Hershey went over the history of Warwick School
District and its expansion over the years. Enrollment has been steady within the
past 10 years, and the buildings currently have the capacity for 1,000 more
students. Over the next two to five years, the school district will be taking a look
at Bonfield Elementary, re-evaluate and maintain existing facilities, and keep upto-date technology.
b. Energy and Telecommunications: Dan Zimmerman spoke for John Levtiski of
PPL. PPL has been involved in a major upgrade throughout the nation in an effort
to double capacity and reduce outages during inclement weather. The company
has outlined over $700 million to address aging infrastructure, improve operations
and increase reliability.
c. Sewer and Water: Todd Kauffman reviewed the capacity for the water and sewer
treatment plants. Currently there are adequate hydraulic capacity, drinking water,
and organic capacity for future growth. Between the municipalities, the sewer
ordinance is being reviewed and updated. Recently, EPA recognized Warwick
and Lititz for their Wellhead protection program, while LRWA serves as a model
for other watershed groups. Challenges that face this region are many of the new
federal mandates as well as funding to follow those mandates. Zimmerman made
note that this region consumes much less than the national average. However,
Brown reminded the committee to keep droughts and our water resources in the
forefront with climate changes.
d. Transportation: Doug Plank reviewed the improvement projects along the 501
corridor, such as widening lanes, adding traffic signals, synchronizing lights and
adding left turn lanes. Over 10 years there was a 14% decrease in traffic volume

along the 501 corridor, mainly due to better distributing the traffic among the
region. Other improvements included more signage about slow moving vehicles,
pedestrians and sharing the road, as well as the lighted crosswalks in the Borough
and Warwick Twp. Elizabeth Township was one of the first municipalities in the
state to use LED traffic signals, which provide a 40-50% reduction in cost and
require less maintenance.
e. Stormwater Management: Dan Zimmerman spoke about the new MS4 regulations
within the state. Already, Warwick Township and Borough has done monitoring,
pollution prevention and education and outreach. My BMPs (best management
practices) have been completed on Warwick’s municipal campus, from biobasin,
permeable surfaces, solar crosswalks, and more. Lititz Borough and Warwick
Twp are the first municipalities in the state to meet the total maximum daily load
(TMDL) requirements. This region has been so successful due in part to its
combined effort of the entire community, maintaining both public and private
facilities and the partnership between Lititz and Warwick for the Lititz run
Watershed Alliance (LRWA). Over 15 years, the Lititz Run has been vastly
improved and reclassified from a warm water to cold water stream. Upcoming
challenges that the municipalities face are updating to comply with new
mandates, funding and maintenance for upkeep. As well, working with the state to
clean up the Speedwell Forge and Hammer Creek
f. Trails/alternative Transportation: Dan Zimmerman spoke on this region’s
extensive trail system, from local trails, to the state game lands in Elizabeth
Township, to the future rails-to-trails that will extend from downtown Lititz to
downtown Ephrata. The trail system is made up of public and private
partnerships, which makes long-term maintenance and care a challenge within the
future. These trails provide recreational, health benefits, eco-tourism, economic
development and historic preservation. They also have the potential to become a
viable means of alternate transportation. In the future, work continues for the
Lititz/Warwick to Ephrata Rails-to-Trail and a potential county greenway that
would connect to the conservancy and tie into Manheim Twp, and continued
maintenance will be a challenge.
Parks and Recreation: Curt Strasheim took inventory of our recreational facilities.
We have over 62 park and recreational facilities, which translates to about 3,908
acres total. In 2002 the WRRC Park and Open Space Plan was completed and
included $10 million worth of updates. The next 5 years will focus on developing
more partnerships, maintenance for BMPs, recreation programming and finance
issues. On another note, the region is already sharing equipment or purchasing in
bulk. Also, this community will need to look into services for the aging
population within the next 5 to 10 years.
g. Freight Station and Rail: Scott Hain spoke about the rail line that runs through
Lititz Borough, which is owned and operated by Norfolk-Southern. A year ago
the rail line was still being operated but the borough would like the turn the rail
line into a rails-to-trail, part of the project connecting downtown Lititz with
downtown Ephrata. This would encourage economic development among other
benefits. Part of the trail would include trying to save the freight station. In the

mean time, the Borough is looking to incorporate a short walking trail around the
downtown.
h. Downtown parking and sidewalks: Chris Brown addressed the parking concern in
Lititz Borough starting with the Downtown Master Plan which included a study
about parking. Currently the downtown has enough parking, though it could be
better utilized with better signage. Any improvements made in the future would
be solved with infill development and vertical parking, as opposed to large lots.
He suggested the idea of ‘(park)ing day’, an event that many other cities around
the country have been adopting to utilize parking spaces to allow more room on
sidewalks. Brown suggested Lititz try something similar for 2nd Fridays or other
major events.
ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING: November 15th at Lititz recCenter
Drafting of Comprehensive Plan goals and objectives

